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1. Some Definitions

1. Here are Some of the Important
Definitions of  Climate and Weather.

(a) What is Climate
“Climate is the characteristic condition

of  the atmosphere near the earth’s surface
at a given place or over a given region.
Components that enter into the
description and classification of climate
are mostly the same as weather
components used to describe the state of
the atmosphere at a given instant. If
weather information deals with the specific
event, then climate represents a
generalization of  weather. A statement of
the climate of  a given observing station,
or of a designated region, is described
through the medium of weather
observations accumulated over many
years time. Not only are mean, or average,
values taken into account, but also the
departures from those means and the
probabilities that such departures will
occur.”1

“The long-term average of  weather is
climate . Climate determines water
potential, natural vegetation, cropping
pattern, land use, housing and other
infrastructure, industrial location, racial
characteristics, etc. The mean value of
atmospheric elements such as temperature,
wind, rainfall for different areas and
periods constitutes climatological data.”2

“Climate is often defined as the average
weather over a long period of time. This
definition suffers from some defects.
Nowadays the climate includes not only
the average weather but also important
extraordinary types of  weathers. For
example, the amount of rainfall is almost
equal in the Mississippi valley and at the

Californian coast but the rainfall in
California takes place only in the winter
season while that at Californian coast takes
place all through the year. Hence, though
the amount of rainfall at two places is the
same yet the climate is not similar on this
account.”3

(b) What is Weather
“Weather, state of  the atmosphere at a

particular place during a short period of
time. It involves such atmospheric
phenomena as temperature, humidity,
precipitation (type and amount), air
pressure, wind, and cloud cover. Weather
differs from climate in that the latter is the
synthesis of weather conditions that have
prevailed over a given area during a long
time period – generally 30 years.”4

“The physical state of the atmosphere
at a given time constitutes weather. It is
described in terms of  the instantaneous
values of the atmospheric variables such
as temperature, pressure, wind, humidity
and state of  the sky. Weather influences
most day-to-day activities such as farming,
modes of transportation, and clothing, etc.
The science that deals with the study of
the atmosphere is meteorology.”5

“Weather is the condition of  air or
atmosphere at a certain place and at a
certain moment. It is necessary to measure
temperature, pressure, humidity, wind
speed and direction, sky condition (cloud
type and extent) in order to make a proper
study of  weather. These things are known
as Elements of  Weather. The elements of
weather go on changing. Elements may
change within minutes, hours, etc., at a
place but there are many places where
change in the values of elements does not
take place even during a long time.

The elements of weather are unlimited.
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Many more elements besides the one
mentioned above can also be enumerated.
In fact the number of elements can be
decreased or increased according to
necessity. For example, the following
elements are also studied:

(i) Radiation – It includes the radiation
received and radiated by the earth.

(ii) Evaporation – Amount and rate of
evaporation at different surface are
different.

(iii) Snow – Amount and cover of snow
change with place and at different times.”6

(c) What is the Difference
Between Them
Weather and climate both give reports of

Earth’s atmosphere, both work with the
elements of the atmosphere. But there is one
difference between them. Weather is
changeable it constantly changes sometimes
from hour to hour and other times from day
to day. But on the other hand, climate is very
stable. It is defined as the average weather
over a long period of time. It is the sum of
all statistical weather information about a
large area. It is the average weather as well as
variations and extremes, which together
characterise a place.

(d) Terms of  Climate and Weather

(i) Air

Air is a mixture of gases that surrounds
the earth.

(ii) Air mass

“According to Trewartha, airmass is a
thick and extensive mass of air whose
characteristics in respect of temperature
and humidity at various heights in the
horizontal direction are more or less
uniformly distributed.

The study of weather is done with the

help of  airmasses. The nature of  weather
is dependent upon two main
characteristics of  an airmass:

(i) Vertical Temperature Distribution, (ii)
Humidity

These two characteristics of  an airmass
are greatly dependent upon the source
region. Source regions are those extensive
parts of  the earth’s surface where airmasses
are born and undergo development. The
airmass over a source region takes the
temperature and characteristics of the
region because the airmass remains in
contact with the source region for a pretty
long time.”7

“An air mass may be defined as a large
body of  air whose physical properties,
especially temperature, moisture content,
and lapse rate1, are more or less uniform
horizontally for hundreds of  kilometres.”8

“An air mass may be so extensive that
it may cover a large portion of a continent
and it may be so thick in vertical dimension
that it may vertically extend through the
troposphere.2 It may be pointed out that
since a single air mass is so large that it
may cover hundreds of thousands to
millions of  square kilometres of  the earth’s
surface, and hence horizontal homogeneity
of  an air mass in terms of  its physical
properties may not be practically possible
because the nature and degree of
uniformity of  air mass properties are
determined by (i) the properties of  the
source area and the direction of its
movement, (ii) changes introduced in the
air mass during its journey away from the
source area, and (iii) the age of the air

1 The rate of fall of temperature is called lapse rate.
2 The lowest portion of the atmosphere where the most

weather occurs. The troposphere extends from the earth’s
surface up to an attitude of about 10 to 16 kilometres.
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mass.
The vertical distribution of temperature

in an air mass, and moisture content of  the
air are two basic properties of an air mass
which control the weather conditions of
the area affected by that air mass. An air
mass is designated as cold air mass when
its temperature is lower than the underlying
surface while an air mass is termed warm
air mass when its temperature is higher than
the underlying surface. The boundary
between two different air masses is called
front. The physical properties of an air
mass is determined on the basis on the
characteristic features of the surface
through which it travels. An air mass also
affects and modifies temperature and
moisture conditions of the areas visited
by it and in turn it is also modified by the
local conditions of  the visited areas.”9

(iii) Humidity

“...Humidity refers to the content of
water vapour present in the air in gaseous
form at a particular time and place. The
atmospheric humidity is obtained through
various processes of evaporation from
the land and water surfaces of the earth.
The atmospheric humidity is of vital
climatic significance because different
forms of  precipitation (dew, fog, rainfall,
frost, snowfall, hailstorm etc.),
atmospheric storms (cyclones) and
turbulence etc. depend on humidity. The
atmospheric humidity is expressed in a
number of  ways e.g. absolute humidity,
specific humidity, relative humidity.”10

(a) Absolute humidity

“The total weight of moisture content
(water vapour) per volume of air at
definite temperature is called absolute
humidity. Generally, absolute humidity
does not change with increase or decrease

of temperature, if no additional vapour
is added through additional evaporation,
but it changes with contraction (after
descent) or expansion (on ascent) of  air.
The absolute humidity decreases from
equator towards the poles and from
oceans to the continents. The possibility
of precipitation largely depends on
absolute humidity.”11

“Absolute humidity is the amount of
vapours present in a certain volume of  air.
It is expressed in grains per cubic or grams
per cubic centimetre. For example if  there
are 3 grains of water vapours in a cubic foot
of water at a certain time, the absolute
humidity is 3 grains per cubic foot. Absolute
humidity is not much used because the
volume of air increases when it rises and
decreases when the air descends. Hence it
is a practice to use relative humidity in place
of  absolute humidity.”12

(b) Relative humidity

“Relative humidity is defined as a ratio
of the amount of water vapour actually
present in the air having definite volume
and temperature (i.e. absolute humidity)
to the maximum amount the air can hold
(i.e.humidity capacity). In other words,
relative humidity is the proportion of
absolute humidity of an air of definite
volume at a given temperature to the
humidity capacity of  that air. Relative
humidity is generally expressed as
percentage. For example, if  the humidity
capacity and absolute humidity of an air
having temperature of 200C are 8 grains
and 4 grains per cubic foot respectively,
then the relative humidity will be as
follows: –

Relative Humidity =

(Absolute humidity/Humidity Capacity) x 100

4/8 x 100 or 50% or 1/2 or 1:2
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There is inverse relationship between air
temperature and relative humidity i.e.
relative humidity decreases with increasing
temperature while it increases with
decreasing temperature (table).

When the humidity capacity and
absolute humidity of the air are the same,

the air is said to be saturated and the
relative humidity becomes 100 per cent.
Relative humidity changes in two ways viz.
(i) if the absolute humidity increases due
to additional evaporation or (ii) if the
temperature of the air decreases so that
humidity capacity also decreases.”13

“When the amount of water vapour in
the air is small, the air appears to be ‘dry’
and we say that the humidity is low. On
the other hand, when the amount of water
vapour in the air is large, the air appears
to be ‘wet’, and we say that the humidity is
high. The degree of “wetness” of air is
expressed in terms of  its relative humidity.

The relative humidity of air at a given
temperature is the ratio of mass of water
vapour actually present in a certain volume
of  air. The mass of  water vapour required
to saturate the same volume of air at the
same temperature, multiplied by 100.

If the mass of water vapour actually
present in a given volume of air at a certain
temperature is m and the mass of water

vapour required to saturate the same
volume of air at the same temperature is
M, then :

Relative Humidity   =  m/M  x  100 %

For example, if  the mass of  water
vapour actually present in one cubic metre
of air is 10 grams and the mass of water

vapour required to saturate the same
volume of air at the same temperature is
20 grams, then :

R.H. =  m/M  x  100
= 10/20  x  100
=  1/2  x  100

R.H. =  50 %

Thus, the relative humidity is 50 per
cent.

The relative humidity of about 50% is
considered comfortable at an outside
temperature of about 220-250C. Under
these conditions the ‘sweat’ from our
bodies evaporates readily and the air feels
cool and dry. The washed wet clothes dry
quickly under these conditions. Very dry
air (having very low humidity) as well as
very damp air (having high humidity), both
are uncomfortable.

When the relative humidity is very low
(say 20%), the air feels very dry. The moist
surfaces inside the nose and throat tend to
dry and produce a feeling of irritation. Our
lips also dry and cracks appear in them.

Temperature Humidity Capacity Absolute Humidity Relative Humidity
00F grain per cubic foot grain per cubic foot (%)

30 1.9 1.9 100
40 2.9 1.9 65.5
50 4.1 1.9 46.3
60 5.7 1.9 33.3
70 8 1.9 23.7
80 10.9 1.9 17.4
90 14.7 1.9 12.9

100 19.7 1.9 9.6

Temperature, Humidity Capacity and Relative Humidity
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On the other hand, when the relative
humidity is very high (say 80%), the air
feels moist (damp). The sweat from our
body does not evaporate readily and we
feel hot and uncomfortable. Washed
clothes do not dry easily under high
relative humidity because the air already
contains a lot of moisture (water vapour).
Our feeling of discomfort increases as the
relative humidity approaches 100%. A
relative humidity of 100% means that the
air is saturated with water vapour. The
relative humidity is higher in coastal areas
than in plains. The relative humidity is
measured by an instrument called
hygrometer.”14

(iv) Condensation

“The process through which the water
vapours change into liquid is called
condensation.

With the rise of temperature the
capacity of air to hold and absorb water
vapours also increases but with the fall of
temperature the capacity to hold and
absorb water vapours decreases. If  the
temperature of a water mass goes on
falling, the capacity to hold water vapours
goes on decreasing. If  we reduce the
temperature of  the airmass to such an
extent that with a slight fall the air fails to
hold water vapours which begins to be
condensed, the temperature is called dew
point and the air at this temperature is
called saturated. If the temperature of the
air falls below dew point, the water
vapours of the air are condensed. If this
temperature is above 00C (320 F), the water
vapours will be condensed into liquid but
if the temperature falls below 00C, the
water vapours change into ice. It has been

found from observations that the water
vapours condense into ice at any
temperature below 00C but condensation
into water takes place practically between
00C to -40C.

Condensation depends on the
following two things :-

(i) Temperature and (ii) The amount of  water
vapours in the air.

 If  the amount of  water vapours is low,
the dew point will also be low but if the
amount is high, the dew point will be high.

The formation of  cloud, rain, snow,
frost, dew, etc., depends upon the
condensation process. Condensation in
nature takes place when calm air comes into
contact with cold air or cold things or
cools by ascending.

The latent heat3 is absorbed from the
surroundings in evaporation. Similarly the
latent heat is released to the surroundings in
condensation process. The condensation of
water vapours releases latent heat to the air
which raises its temperature.”15

(v) Depression

“Depressions are centres of low
pressure surrounded by more than one
closed isobars and are very small in size.
Wind velocity around low pressure centre
ranges between 40-50 km per hour. Their
direction and velocity are highly variable.
Some times, they remain stationary at a
place for several days. They usually develop
in the vicinity of intertropical convergence
Zone (ITCZ)4 but seldom develop in the
trade wind belt. Tropical depressions
generally influence the weather conditions
of India and north Australia during

4 Tropical Covergence Zone where air from the
northern and southern hemispheres converge. There is
intense convective activity and the zone oscillates north-
south with the seasons.

3 The hidden amount of heat in water vapour is called
latent heat.
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summers. After being originated in the Bay
of Bengal these cyclones move in north-
westerly and westerly directions and reach
inner parts of  India. Some times, they
become so strong that they yield heavy
downpour resulting into severe floods.”16

(vi) Dew

“The earth which receives insolation
from the sun in the day, radiates it back in
the night. Due to radiation of insolation
in the night, the earth’s surface becomes
cool. The air layer in contact with the
earth’s surface is also cooled. When the air
layer is cooled so much that its temperature
falls below the dew point, the air gets
saturated with its water vapour and some
water vapours are condensed into water
drops on various bodies. These water
drops are known as dew drops. In the
formation of  dew, it is not only the water
vapours present in the air which are
condensed but water vapours transpired
by plants are also condensed. For example
put a small box on the grass. You will find
dew condensed below the box. It is formed
by the water vapours transpired by grass.

The following conditions are necessary
for the formation of  dew:-

(a) Calm Air

If the air is calm, it will remain in
contact with the earth’s surface for a long
time and cool down to dew point and the
dew will be formed. If  the air is not calm
and the wind goes on moving, the air will
not get sufficient time to remain in contact
with the earth’s surface to cool down to
dew point and form dew. Hence more dew
is formed on a night with calm air than
with moving air.

(b) Warm Days

If  the day is sufficiently warm, a lot of

water will be evaporated and the air will
contain a large number of  water vapours.
These water vapours will condense into
dew in the night. If the day is not
sufficiently hot, less dew will be formed
due to the deficiency of  water vapours.

(c) Cloudless Sky

The earth’s surface cools by radiating
its heat in the night. If the sky is covered
with clouds, the heat radiated by the earth’s
surface will be reflected back to the earth
by the clouds. This will not allow the earth’s
surface to cool. Dew cannot be formed if
the earth’s surface is not sufficiently cooled.

(d) Presence of  Vegetation

The humidity of air is increased due to
the presence of vegetation because the
vegetation transpires water vapours and
increases the water vapour content of the
air. More water vapours cause more
dew.”17

(vii) Dew point

Temperature at which air becomes
saturated (reach a relative humidity of
100%) at a constant pressure is called dew-
point.

(viii) Drizzle

“The fall of  numerous uniform minute
droplets of water having diameter of less
than 0.5mm is called drizzle. Drizzles fall
continuously from low stratus5 clouds but
the total amount of water received on the
ground surface is significantly low.”18

“Liquid precipitation in the form of
very small drops, with diameters between
0.2 and 0.5 millimetre and terminal
velocities between 70 and 200 centimetres

5 These clouds look like sheets and hang low in the sky.
It appears as if there is fog. These clouds are not on the
earth’s surface but obstruct the flying of aeroplanes. Such
clouds appear in the night and spread in the valleys.
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per second, is defined as drizzle. It forms
by the coalescence of even smaller
droplets in low layer clouds containing
weak updrafts of only a few centimetres
per second. High relative humidity below
the cloud base is required to prevent the
drops from evaporating before reaching
the ground; drizzle is classified as slight,
moderate, or thick. Slight drizzle produces
negligible runoff  from the roofs of
buildings, and thick drizzle accumulates at
a rate in excess of one millimetre per
hour.”19

(ix) Evaporation

“The process of a liquid changing into
its vapour even below its boiling point is
called evaporation. For example, the
evaporation of water can take place even
at room temperature, though it is faster at
higher temperatures. The rate of
evaporation of a liquid can be increased
in two ways: (i) by raising the temperature
of the liquid, and (ii) by increasing the
surface area of the liquid. Whatever be the
temperature at which evaporation takes
place, the heat of vaporization must be
supplied whenever a liquid changes into
vapour.”20

“Evaporation,  conversion of a
substance from the liquid or solid phase
into the gaseous (vapour) phase. If
conditions allow the formation of  vapour
bubbles within a liquid, the vaporization
process is called boiling. Direct conversion
from solid to vapour is called sublimation.

Heat must be supplied to a solid or
liquid to effect vaporization. If the
surroundings do not supply enough heat,
it may come from the system itself as a
reduction in temperature. The atoms or
molecules of a liquid or solid are held
together by cohesive forces, and these

forces must be overcome in separating the
atoms or molecules to form the vapour;
the heat of vaporization is a direct measure
of  these cohesive forces.”21

(a)  Factors Favouring Evaporation

“Technically, evaporation occurs when
the vapour pressure at a water surface
exceeds that in the atmosphere above.
Evaporation tries to equalise the pressure
towards saturation levels so that it is the
same in the air as at the water surface. This
is the basis of three principal factors which
favour evaporation.

First, evaporation depends on the initial
humidity of  the air. If  the air is very dry,
and consequently the atmospheric vapour
pressure low, then strong evaporation is
likely to occur. On the other hand, little
evaporation will occur if the air is almost
saturated. As a general rule, the drier the
air, the greater the evaporation from water
surfaces. A second requirement is that a
supply of heat is necessary to maintain
evaporation. The rate of evaporation will
be proportionally higher depending on
the warmth of  the water surface and the
air immediately above it.

Third, wind strength can have a
considerable effect on evaporation. In
perfectly calm conditions, evaporation
quickly saturates the overlying air, thus
limiting the process. But in turbulent
conditions, the saturated air is being
continually replaced by fresh air. Washing
on a clothes-line therefore dries much
more quickly on a windy day than on a
calm one, and in general we can say that
the greater the wind strength, the more
effective evaporation is likely to be.”22

(x) Front

“Boundary surface where two air
masses of different properties meet. A
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warm front develops where warm air
glides over cold air, while a cold front
forms where cold air overtakes and
undercuts warm air. Sudden changes in
wind, temperature, clouds and weather
occur at the front.”23

(xi) Frost

“If  the dew point is below freezing
point, the dew will not condense into water
drops but will accumulate on the earth’s
surface in the form of  small white ice
particles. The formation of  these ice
particles over a large area is called frost.
Frost is formed when the temperature of
air falls rapidly so that the water vapours
present in the air directly turn into a solid
form without turning into a liquid one.
Hence the conditions required for the
formation of  frost are almost the same as
are needed for the formation of  dew but
the main condition is that the dew point
should be below the freeing point.

The air from the mountainous slopes is
cooler than that in the valleys due to rapid
radiation. These are becomes heavy due
to cooling. It descends into the valleys and
displaces the air in the valley upward
because the valley air is comparatively
warm. This makes the upper air warmer
than the lower one. If the temperature of
the lower layer is below the freezing point,
the frost is formed. The slopes which have
the warm air displaced from the valley are
free from frost. Hence the fruit gardens
are established on the higher slopes so that
the fruits are saved from the frost.

In the plains where the earth’s surface
cools below freezing point, frost is a
common phenomenon.”24

(xii) Hail

“Supercooled water droplets freeze
when carried up into the colder upper

regions of the cloud where the
temperature range is between -050C and -
200C. The frozen particles form the nuclei
of  hailstones. They grow by sweeping up
water as they fall through the cloud. Some
of the hailstones made several up and
down journeys in the cloud, caught in the
up and down drafts and grow larger and
larger. When no up-current is strong
enough to hold the large hailstone aloft and
caught in a downdraft, it comes down in a
great force. In very strong cumulonimbus
(Cb) clouds,6 hailstones can grow as big
as a golf ball. Imagine it hitting the ground
with a squall7 speed of 80kt. No wonder
men and animals are killed when caught in
such a hailstorm.”25

“Hail falls from cumulus clouds. For
hail it is necessary that the cold front
between the warm and cold airmasses
should pass over that area or very strong
clouds coalesce into bigger drops and the
upthrust of  a strong wind takes them to a
height where these big drops are
condensed into ice-pellets. These
conditions are then favourable for the
formation of  hail. The ice-pellets rise still
higher and grow larger and change into ice-
crystals. When these ice-crystals grow
sufficiently heavy, they begin to fall but they
are usually melted during the fall and
become smaller and higher. As a result they
are again thrown upward by the upthrust
of  air. When they reach high, the water
vapours condense on them and form many
layers of ice. When this process of falling
and rising takes place many times, their size

6 A vast mass of clouds where peaks rise like hilly
towers but the base is flat. Thundering noise is produced.
These clouds accompanied by heavy rainfall and lightning,
stormy winds etc. Hails are also frequent.

7 Sudden raise in wind speed lasting over a minute and
exceeding 24kt, usually associated with dust or
thunderstorms.
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and weight grow. When their weight
becomes so much that the upthrust of  air
cannot push them up, these ice-crystals fall
as hail.

It is clear from the above account that
the water changes into clear ice but when
the height is much more, the water vapours
changes directly into opaque ice. Repeated
ascent continues to deposit layers on hail
pieces. These layers can be seen if  we cut a
piece of hail. In certain cases layers
numbering, 24 have been found on them.

Hail pieces are of  different types. Hail
pieces having a diameter of 10 cm and
weighing one kg. have been detected and
tested. Descriptions of hails having a
diameter of 30 cm and weighing 4.5 kg
are available in the old books of China but
it does not appear to be probable that hail-
pieces of this size could have ever been
formed. Hail does a lot of  damage to
houses and crops. Animals and human
beings are killed.

Hail does not occur in polar areas
because thunderstorms are very rare in
those areas. The hail in the equatorial
regions is melted while it falls down
because the temperature is high in these
regions. Hence hail is uncommon in
equatorial regions. Hail is conspicuous in
springs and early summers in middle
latitudes (U.S.A. and China). Hail falls in
UK in winters only. Some hail occurs on
the plateaus of North India and South
Africa.”26

(xiii) Fog and  Mist

“Fog is composed of  tiny water
droplets and is really cloud on ground. The
thickness of the fog depends on the
concentration of  water droplets. Water
droplets in suspension, reducing visibility
to 2 to 5 km, is called haze, 1 to 2 km, mist

and less than 1 km, fog. The most common
type of  fog is radiation fog formed under
high humidity conditions, mostly at night
or during the morning hours by radiational
cooling when the temperature falls to the
dew point. Fog moving in from elsewhere
or formed by warm moist air blowing
over cold ground is known as advection fog.
In hill stations we often find clouds
moving through the windows of houses
as fog. Fog is a serious hazard in all types
of transportation, particularly in aviation.8

Fog mixed with smoke is smog, which is
common in urban and industrial belts.
Smog constitutes a serious health
hazard.”27

“Both these phenomena are the
product of condensation of water
vapours in the air. When the water vapours
condense on dust particles, the latter are
so much increased in size that they
obstruct the sun rays in reaching the
surface of the earth. When things upto one
or two km distant are visible, the condition
is known as mist. When the smoke or dust
particles are so dense that things situated
beyond one km are not possible to be seen,
the condition is known as fog. In a thick
fog, it is not possible to see beyond 200
metres. In a fog the fog particles are not
much above the earth’s surface.

Fog is a special condition of  dew. Fog
formation takes place in many ways. Fog
is divided into many types on the basis of
formation processes.”28

(a) Radiation Fog

“This fog is produced when the humid
air above a cold earth’s surface is cooled
by the process of conduction9 and

8 Aviation : the operation of heavier-than-air aircraft
9 The transfer of heat through the molecules of matter

in any body is called conduction.
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radiation.10 The following conditions are
necessary for the formation of  radiation
fog :

(i) Sky Condition – The sky should
be overcast with clouds one day before the
fog formation so that some rain is received
from the clouds. Due to clouds, the air on
the earth’s surface will not be much warm
or dry because the clouds reflect back the
radiation from the earth. Due to light
rainfall, the humidity of the air increases
so that there is no dearth of humidity in
the air for the formation of  fog.

(ii) Accumulation of  Cold Air – Very
cold air should descend down the slopes
of the valley into the bottom so that the
dew point falls sufficiently below freezing
point. As a result the water vapours are
directly converted into white snow
particles.

(iii) Vicinity to Water Bodies – If  a
lake or a river is close to the area, the
vicinity to water bodies is helpful to make
the air cold and moist. For fog formation,
it is necessary to have the air cold and
moist.

(iv) Temperature Inversion11 – In fact
the temperature inversion is helpful in
maintaining fog for a long time. The
temperature inversion keeps the fog low

and does not allow it to rise.
(v) Speed of Wind – The wind should

not be calm but high speed is also not
conducive to fog because it blows away
the fog from that area. A low speed of
winds helps in the formation of  fog. When
the speed of wind ranges from 9 to 16 km,
per hour the fog stops forming.

(vi) Non-Cloudy Sky on Fog Day –
The night on which fog is formed should
be free from clouds so that the earth is
speedily cooled by radiating heat. If there
are clouds the radiated heat will be reflected
back by the clouds and the earth’s surface
will not be cooled sufficiently.”29

(b) Advection Fog

“This type of  fog occurs when warm
and humid winds travelling in a horizontal
direction reach an earth’s surface, which is
cold. Such a fog occurs at the coasts of
continents which are washed by cold ocean
currents.12 Advection fog also occurs
around some interior water bodies such
as the Great lake of  U.S.A. This type of
fog is common on seas in summers and
on land in winters. The water with a
number of icebergs flows from seas in the
north and cools them more than the land
in summer.

The fog produced by the cold air over
comparatively warm and humid sea is
swept to the interior of the coast (upto
400 km) by the breeze blowing from sea
to the land. In New Foundland the cold
Labrador ocean current13 meets the warm

10 The process of transfer of heat from one body to the
other body without the aid of material medium (i.e. solid,
liquid and gas) is called radiation.

11We know that “the temperature of the air falls as we
go up in the atmosphere. In certain circumstances,
conditions just the reverse of the normal are found to
occur. For example, the heat is lost rapidly on the mountain
slopes in a calm and stable weather. This makes the slopes
cool rapidly. The air in contact with the slopes also cools
fast and becomes heavy. The heavy air in a way flows
down the slopes and descends into the valley and displaces
the light and warm air of the valley upward. As a result
the upper layers in the valley become warmer than the
lower one. A study of temperature at the Eiffel Tower in
Paris reveals that the temperature at mid-night increases

from the lower to higher heights. This abnormal change
in temperature is called temperature inversion. This
phenomenon usually takes place in lower layers of the
atmosphere.”

12The general movement of a mass of oceanic water in
definite direction.

13 Labrador ocean current: About this we will read in
further points.
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ocean currents and create fog. The
difference between cold and warm
airmasses should be 80 to 110C. Similar
type of fog occurs at the eastern coast of
Japan and San Francisco. The number of
days on which fog occurs in San Francisco
and New Foundland are 40 and 70 days
respectively. This causes many accidents on
the land.”30

     Mist

“Mist suspension in the atmosphere of
very tiny water droplets (50–200 microns
in diameter) or wet hygroscopic particles
that reduces horizontal visibility to 1 km
(0.6 mile) or more; if the visibility is
reduced below 1 km, the suspension is
called a fog. Mist appears to cover the
landscape with a thin, grayish veil. In the
United States the term mist is sometimes
used loosely to designate a drizzle, a very
light precipitation composed of small
water droplets (200–500 microns in
diameter) falling to the ground. In
Scotland and parts of England, a
combination of thick mist or fog and
heavy drizzle is called Scotch mist.”31

(xiv) Precipitation

“The fall of liquid water droplets or ice
crystals from the clouds to the ground is
termed precipitation. The fall can be in the
nature of drizzle, rain, shower, hail, sleet
or snow. Drizzle, rain and shower are
liquid water droplets, the nomenclature
depending on the size of the drops and
their number per unit volume. Drizzle
consists of a very large number of minute
droplets per unit volume. The number of
drops is much less in rain and still less in
showers. Snow is composed of  ice-crystals
which exhibit a fantastic variety of  forms
and sizes depending upon the temperature.
Sleet is a mixture of  rain and snow. Ice

pellets with diameters from 0.5 to 5.0 cm
falling out of  thunderclouds are termed
as hail.

Coloured rain and even rainfall of frogs
and fishes have been reported in some
places. When there are funnel clouds and
water spouts, ocean, lake of  river waters
get sucked up into clouds and thereby
aquatic creatures and their eggs get drawn
into the clouds. They remain suspended in
the clouds for days together and are
transported long distances inland. The
eggs hatch in the course of  time and
creatures come down as rain out when the
clouds precipitate in far-off  places. When
black or red soil or coloured organisms
get sucked into the clouds or are lodged
in the atmosphere as suspensoids,
coloured rain ensues during precipitation
from these clouds or through these
atmospheric layers. With increasing
atmospheric pollution, acid rain posing a
grave danger to plant and aquatic life, is
experienced.

Rainfall is measured as the height of water
collected in an open impermeable space
by direct precipitation. Any loss by
absorption, evaporation or runoff  is
prevented. Precipitation is measured by a
rain gauge or a snow gauge. Snow is measured
as the water equivalent or directly as the
depth of accumulation. Rainfall is
expressed in millimetres per day, month
or year and denotes the total depth of
water falling on the earth from all types of
precipitation. The exposure conditions of
the rain/snow gauge should conform to
laid down standards so that the
measurements made at various places are
comparable. In India, the day’s rainfall is
the total fall for the previous twenty-four
hours ending at 0830 hrs IST (Indian
Standard Time) of  the day. In
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climatological data, a rainy day means that
the day recorded 2.5 mm of rain. Spatial
analysis of rainfall is done by drawing
isohyets, which are lines connecting equal
amounts of  rainfall.”32

“One of the great puzzles of
meteorology has for long been why some
apparently similar clouds give rain and
others do not. This matter is still not
entirely satisfactorily resolved, but some
progress has been made towards
understanding how precipitation forms
within clouds. It is important to realise that
there is a large difference between the tiny
droplets that make up clouds and the much
larger drops which fall as rain. By some
means cloud droplets apparently become
bigger, but modern studies have shown
that they do not grow larger simply by
normal condensation processes, as this
tends to produce only small droplets of
restricted size.

One theory that commands a large
measure of  support is that formulated by
the Norwegian meteorologist Bergeron.
The theory suggests that the production
of raindrops depends on the co-existence
of both water and ice in clouds at
temperatures well below freezing. In fact,
clouds often do contain supercooled water
droplets, down to temperatures as low as
-400C, because of the rarity of special
freezing nuclei that are required to form
ice crystals. At these low temperatures,
requires more water vapour to saturate the
air in respect of water surface than it does
for an ice surface Thus in a cloud where
water droplets and ice exist together, if
the air is saturated with respect to the water
droplets, it is over saturated with respect
to the ice crystals. The result is that
condensation takes place on the ice crystals
to reduce the vapour pressure, but

spontaneously evaporation commences
from the water droplets to restore it. The
ice crystals thus grow larger at the expense
of  the droplets, and eventually become
sizable enough to overcome atmospheric
friction and cloud updraughts, and fall. On
the way down crystals will coalesce to form
snowflakes, but these usually melt into
raindrops as they pass into warm air layers
nearer the ground.

According to this theory, rain comes
from clouds which extend well above the
freezing level, where the co-existence of
water and ice is possible; clouds which are
too 'warm' will not produce rain by this
mechanism. General observations confirm
the essentials of the Bergeron mechanism,
and the theory has been successfully used
as a basis for artificial rainmaking in
various countries. Clouds are seeded with
dry ice or  similar substances which act as
freezing nuclei.

Undoubtedly the above mechanism is
an extremely important rainmaking
process, especially in extra-tropical areas.
However, it is likely that there are other
mechanisms, since it has been observed
that rain sometimes comes from clouds
which have great vertical development, but
do not reach the temperature levels
required by the Bergeron theory. Precisely
how these other raindrop-producing
processes operate is open to debate, but
among the theories suggested are:
condensation on extra-large hygroscopic
nuclei, coalescence by sweeping, whereby
a falling droplet sweeps up others in its
path; and growth by electrical attraction
between droplets.”33

“Humid air which rises expands and
cools. When this air reaches a height where
its water-vapours are condensed,
deposited on hygroscopic particles and are
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turned into water particles. These water
particles are called cloud particles. These
particles float about in the air. The mass
of these innumerable particles are known
as clouds. It has however been seen that
the condensation of water vapours on
hygroscopic particles does not necessarily
cause rain.

In the beginning water vapours
condense only on big particles. If  the
process of  condensation continues, the
condensation also starts occurring on
smaller particles. These innumerably small
particles (cloud particles) float about in the
air because they are not to heavy that they
may fall in the form of  rainfall. These cloud
particles are so small that a drop of rainfall
may contain about 8 million particles. If
these particles come close to one another
they may coalesce into bigger particles.
When their size is so large that their weight
is more than the upthrust of  air, the
particles will fall down in the form of  rain.
Hence for causing rainfall it is necessary that these
particles are so heavy that the upthrust of air
cannot keep them floating so that the particles fall
down in the form of rainfall.

In the beginning the diameter of the
rain drops is not more than 1/100 mm. If
the air continues rising even at a small
speed, it would not be possible for the
drops to fall down. Even if the drops fall,
the drops are likely to be evaporated
during the course of the fall. It is why that
the rain drops do not reach the earth even
when the sky is covered with gray clouds.

It is very necessary for rainfall that these
small microscopic cloud particles coalesce
into bigger particles. How this happens is
not very clear to scientists. According to one
view it is necessary that instability should be
produced in clouds so that their temperature falls
below freezing point (00C). In this condition

some of the cloud particles (water
particles) of the air are converted into ice-
particles. There is a difference of  vapour
pressure between the water and ice
particles so that the water particles are
evaporated and the water vapours so
produced begin to condense upon the ice
these ice-particles become so large that the
upthrust of  the rising air cannot prevent
them from falling, the ice-particles melt
and fall on the earth in the form of  rain.
The best evidence in favour of this view is
that the rain falls in the form of  heavy
showers as soon as the cumulonimbus (cb)
clouds reach the stage of  freezing.”34

“Precipitation  intensity requires a
recording rain gauge, in which water falling
into a collector of known surface area is
continuously recorded on a moving chart
or a magnetic tape. Investigations are being
carried out on the feasibility of obtaining
continuous measurements of rainfall over
large catchment areas by means of  radar.”35

(xv) Lightning

“...Lightning occurs to relieve the
electrical tension between oppositely
charged areas: this may be between the
cloud and the ground, or within the cloud.
Broadly speaking, the upper part of the
cloud is positively charged, and the lower
part negatively, except for a small
positively charged region around the rain
area.

Modern views on the origin of this
pattern of charges are that they are based
on the effects of  freezing. When a
supercooled water droplet freezes inwards
from its surface, it gains a positively
charged outer surface and a negatively
charged ‘warm’ core. With rupturing
during the freezing process, small ice
splinters from the outer surface are carried
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to the top of  the cloud in the up-draughts,
leaving the lower part of the cloud
negatively charged. The small positively
charged area around the rain may be an
induced charge from the ground, which is
normally negatively charged, but its origin
is not entirely certain.”36

“When convection currents14 are
produced rapidly in a thunderstorm,
lightning results. The intense light in the
sky is called lightning. When water-vapours
condense in the air, the water drops begin
to form. When their diameter exceeds 4
mm. the rapidity of convection currents
splits water drops. A part of  the drop
remains in the lower layers and the other
part ascends. The water drops develop
equal negative and positive electricity so
that the two charges are balanced and every
drop is neutral. When the drops split, a
part of the drop has negative and the other
part has positive charge. In mature
thunderstorms the lower base of  the
particles are negatively and the upper layers
positively charged. When the tension of
the electricity becomes excessive, discharge
takes places which creates very intense
light. It is known as lightning. 65% of  the
discharges take place in the various parts
of the cloud but the discharges towards
the earth are uncommon.”37

(xvi) Temperature

“Temperature is the manifestation of
heat energy. In meteorology, temperatures
are measured in the free air in shade at a
standard height of 1.2 m above the
ground. Measurement is made at standard
hours using thermometers. Direct rays of
the sun and wind are excluded. The unit

of measurement is degree Celsius (0C)
where the freezing point of water is 00C
and the boiling point 1000C.”38

“..Temperature means atmospheric
temperature. Indirectly the sun is the major
source of atmospheric temperature. In
fact, the atmosphere receives very low
amount of  heat energy from the sun as it
receives most of  its energy from the
longwave terrestrial radiation.
Atmosphere receives energy from the sun
and the earth in different ways. On an
average the heating and cooling of the
atmosphere is accomplished through
direct solar radiation and through transfer
of  energy from the earth through the
processes of conduction, convection15 and
radiation.”39

(xvii) Wind

“The atmosphere reaches equilibrium
through winds. Wind is air in horizontal
motion. Wind is denoted by the direction
from which it blows and is specified by
the points of compass (north, east, south,
west, etc.) or by degrees from true north
(0 to 3600).  Wind speed is expressed in knots
(kt = nautical miles per hour), metres per
second (mps) or kilometres per hour
(kmph). Wind direction is shown by the
wind vane and the wind speed is measured
by an anemometer . In the absence of
instruments, wind speeds are estimated by
observing the effect of  trees, etc., on land
and on water over the seas and reported
as Beaufort Force (BF), each figure specifying
a range.

Wind field in the horizontal is analysed
by drawing streamlines on charts where

14 Convection:
 
 process by which heat is

transferred by movement of a heated fluid such as
air or water.

15The transfer of heat energy through the
movement of a mass substances from one place to
another place is called convection.
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winds are plotted for a specified level.
Streamlines are lines drawn tangential to the
wind vector and show the flow pattern.
They bring out cyclonic and anticyclonic
circulations, convergence, divergence, etc.
Wind velocity is analysed by drawing
isotachs or isovels, which are lines joining
equal values of wind speed.

Wind blows from high to low pressure
area and the speed is generally
proportional to the pressure gradient.
Wind blows along the isobars, and in a low-
pressure system, the centre of the low lies
to the left of the direction of motion in
the northern hemisphere. The reverse is
true in the southern hemisphere.
However, the wind blows at an angle to
the isobars near the ground and up to a
kilometre or so in height, because of the
frictional drag.

Wind is never steady; the rapid
fluctuations are known as gustiness, the
increase being gust and the decrease, lull.
Where the direction changes clockwise, the
wind is said to veer and it is said to back
when the change is anti-clock-wise. A
sudden increase of wind speed reaching
24 kt or more and lasting a minute or more
is termed a squall. Squalls are usually
experienced with thunderstorms.
Persistent strong winds over 33 kt,
generally occurring with cyclones, are
called gales. The violent winds associated
with severe cyclonic storms exceeding 63
kt are known as hurricane winds.”40

(xviii) Tornado

“They are very terrible and bring about
great havoc. They are really like Greek
Gods of  Destruction who are on a
rampage. The houses explode and their
roofs fly into air. Hardly a few buildings
are left standing. The main cause is that the

air pressure in a tornado is very low while
that in the houses is high. A force
equivalent to 200,000 kg, is exerted on a
ordinary room. It is therefore clear that
no building can stand undestroyed. The
bottles are uncorcked automatically. The
cause of  the destruction is not only the low
pressure in a tornado but is also the high
speed of the winds which are highly
destructive. It is estimated that the speed
of the winds inside a tornado is about 800
km per hour.

Tornados are mainly found in U.S.A.
alone. The Mississippi plain is the breeding
ground of  these tornadoes. When the hot
and humid air from the south meets the
cold and dry air from the north, tornadoes
are born. The heating of local area creates
strong and powerful convection currents
and contribute to the development of
tornadoes. Tornadoes are also found in
Australia besides U.S.A. In fact tornadoes
are born anywhere in tropical and semi-
tropical belts.

These are very small in area. They have
a diameter whose length varies from 100
to 500 metres. Funnel shaped and thick
clouds are produced in them. This funnel
appears to be dark because of sand,
sediment, etc., rise up very fast. It is a good
luck that a tornado has a life not extending
beyond an hour but they cause a great
havoc within this short duration. The
Weather Dept. keeps a watchful eye over
them. People are warned well in time.
Sometimes is so happens that the
tornadoes are born so suddenly that there
is no time even for warning people living
in the area to be affected by it.”41

“A tornado is the most violent type of
instability phenomenon. It is in the form
of a funnel extending down from a
thundercloud with winds reaching several
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hundred kt, revolving tightly round the
core. Accurate records of wind speeds are
not available because anemometers can not
withstand the fury. It is presumed that in
many tornadoes the wind speed exceeds
the speed of  sound. Tornadoes travel
along narrow paths, 30 to 100 meters
wide, for a distance of a few hundred
kilometres. Thus one may find parts of  a
large tree destroyed or parts of buildings
razed to the ground with the rest remaining
intact. The mechanism of the rapid
development of instability of this
magnitude, restricted to such a narrow
lane, is not yet understood. Once the
cumulonimbus clouds have grown
explosively, funnel shaped vortices
resembling the trunk of  an elephant come
down to the ground. At times there are
several such funnels. The funnel tip may
go up and down several times as the
tornado races at great speed and this
leaves some spots on the track untouched
without any damage at all.

Tornadoes cause immense damage and
devastation to life and property. The
pressure inside the vortex may be lower
by nearly 10 per cent compared to the
periphery. Hence when it passes over,
often buililings appear to explode. Because
of  the spiralling vortex, debris, people and
animals are sucked up and carried aloft and
then dropped elsewhere. There have been
cases where entire buildings have been
carried away quite a distance and then
deposited intact without harming the
inmates. In India violent tornadoes of  this
type experienced. Some of the
thundersqualls of eastern India and
neighbouring Bangladesh, locally known
as norwesters or kalbaisakhis, approach
tornadic violence. The short lived
tornadoes or norwesters which affect only

a small area should not be confused with
cyclones which have a life cycle of few days
and cover thousands of square
kilometres.”42

“Tornado have been reported on all
continents except Antarctica. They are
most common on continents in the mid-
latitudes, where they are frequently
associated with thunderstorms that
develop in regions where cold polar air
meets warm tropical air.

Calculating which country has the most
tornadoes per year depends on how this
measurement is defined. The United
Kingdom has the most tornadoes per land
size, most of them weak. On average,
about 33 tornadoes are reported annually
there. In absolute numbers, the United
States has the most tornadoes by far (more
than 1,000 per year have been reported
every year since 1990). It also has the most
violent tornadoes (about 10 to 20 per
year). Tornadoes of  this intensity are very
infrequent outside of  the United States.
Canada reports the second largest number
of tornadoes (about 80 to 100 annually).
Russia may have many tornadoes, but
reports are not available to quantify their
occurrence. About 20 tornadoes are
reported in Australia each year, though the
actual number is likely much higher. Many
storms occur in uninhabited areas, and so
any tornadoes that they produce are
undocumented.

Records of tornado occurrences are
fragmentary for many areas, making
estimates of global tornado frequency
difficult. Insurance records show that
tornadoes have caused significant losses in
Europe, India, Japan.”43

(xix) Thunder

“Due to lightning, the temperature of
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the air rises abruptly and becomes very
high. This causes the air to expand
suddenly. The sound produced suddenly
by excessive heat in air is called thunder.”44

“Thunder, sound caused by a lightning
discharge. Lightning heats the air in its path
and causes a large over-pressure of the air
within its channel. The channel expands
supersonically into the surrounding air as
a shock wave and creates an acoustic signal
that is heard as thunder. The loudest
thunder heard after a flash to the ground
is actually produced by the return stroke
that follows the path forged by the initial
stroke, or stepped leader. The return
stroke is louder because it contains a larger
and faster-rising electric current than either
the leader or a discharge within a cloud.
Because the path of a lightning channel is
usually branched, tortuous, and very long,
sound waves from more distant portions
arrive later than those from nearer
portions, accounting for the duration of
thunder and for the characteristic claps and
rumbles. The distance to a flash can be
estimated by measuring the time delay
between the flash of light and the thunder
– the formula being about three seconds
for each kilometre (or five seconds for each
mile). Thunder is seldom heard at distances
greater than about 20 km.”45

(xx) Snow

“Snow the solid form of  water that
crystallizes in the atmosphere and, falling
to the Earth, covers, permanently or
temporarily, about 23 percent of  the
Earth's surface.

Snow falls at sea level poleward of
latitude 35° N and 35° S, though on the
west coast of continents it generally falls
only at higher latitudes. Close to the
equator, snowfall occurs exclusively in

mountain regions – at elevations of about
4,900 m (16,000 feet) or higher.

Snow cover has a significant effect on
climate and on plant, animal, and human
life. By increasing the reflection of solar
radiation and interfering with the
conduction of heat from the ground, it
induces a cold climate. The low heat
conduction protects small plants from the
effects of the lowest winter temperatures;
on the other hand, the late disappearance
of snow in the spring delays the growth
of  plants. When snow melts in the spring,
the resulting runoff  feeds rivers and
supplies water for irrigation and other
human enterprises. Heavy snowfalls can
severely hinder transporation in variable
moderate climates but provides a firm
surface for travel in remote Arctic,
Antarctic, and mountainous areas, using
traditional dogsleds or snowshoes or
modern snowmobiles.”46

(xxi) Rain

“Precipitation of liquid water drops
with diameters greater than 0.5 mm (0.02
inch). When the drops are smaller, the
precipitation is usually called drizzle. See
also precipitation.

Concentrations of raindrops typically
range from 100 to 1,000 per cubic m (3 to
30 per cubic foot); drizzle droplets usually
are more numerous. Raindrops seldom
have diameters larger than 4 mm, because
as they increase in size they break up. The
concentration generally decreases as
diameters increase. Except when the rain
is heavy, it does not reduce visibility as
much as does drizzle. Meteorologists
classify rain according to its rate of fall.
The hourly rates relating to light, moderate,
and heavy rain are, respectively, less than
2.5 mm, 2.8 to 7.6 mm, and more than 7.6
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mm.
Raindrops may form by the coalescence

of small water droplets that collide or from
the melting of snowflakes and other ice
particles as they fall into warm air near the
ground.”47

(xxii) Whirlwind

Mass of air circulating about or more
or less vertical axis with less intensity than
a tornado. Includes sand devils and dust
devils.

A small-diameter columnar vortex of
rapidly swirling air. A broad spectrum of
vortices occurs in the atmosphere, ranging
in scale from small eddies that form in the
lee of buildings and topographic features
to fire storms, waterspouts, and tornadoes.
While the term whirlwind can be applied
to any atmospheric vortex, it is commonly
restricted to atmospheric systems that are
smaller than tornadoes but larger than
eddies of microscale turbulence. The
generic whirlwind is usually modified to
reflect the visible features associated with
the whirl; thus there are dust whirls or dust
devils, sand whirls or sand pillars, and fire,
smoke, snow, and even hay whirls.

(xxiii) Hurricane

“The extensive tropical cyclones
surrounded by several closed isobars are
called hurricanes in the USA and typhoons
in China. They are also called willy-willy in
Australia, cyclones in Indian Ocean,
‘baguio’ in Philippines, ‘taifu’ in Japan etc.
Hurricanes are, in fact, most violent, most
awesome, and most disastrous hazards of
all the atmospheric disturbances. They
move with average speed of more than
120km per hour. Though hurricanes are
most extensive and violent but their
climatic importance is limited because of

their fewer numbers and their occurrence
in limited areas. Though hurricanes and
temperate cyclones look similar in
appearance but they may be differentiated
on the following grounds:- (1) Hurricanes
are represented by more symmetrical and
circular isobars. Pressure increases sharply
from the centre towards the outer margin
resulting into steep pressure gradient. This
is why hurricanes move with great force
and high speed. (2) The rainfall occurring
from hurricanes is in the form of  heavy
downpour and is widespread and
uniformly distributed whereas
precipitation from temperate cyclones is
confined to only warm and cold fronts16.
Warm and cold sectors17 are devoid of
precipitation. (3) There is no temperature
variation in hurricanes. They are also not
characterized by different types of fronts
(warm and cold fronts) and contrasting air
masses as is the case with temperate
cyclones. (4) There is no change in wind
direction in hurricanes. Winds blow from
the outer margin towards the centre and
then rise upward. (5) Hurricanes are not
associated with anticyclones. (6) Unlike
temperate cyclones they move from east
to west.

Besides, hurricanes are characterized by
the following properties. The diameters

16 Warm front: the front between two airmasses
in which warm air aggressor.

Cold front: When cold airmasses pushes warm
airmass from below, the former termed as an
aggressor and the front called cold front.

17Cold sector: It is a sector which extends into
south and east. It has warm and humid air.

Warm sector: The warm sector is surrounded by
cold sector in the north and northeast and west. It
has cold and dry air.
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range between 160 and 640km. The size
of hurricanes is usually small at their origin
points near the equator but the size
gradually increases away from the equator.
The pressure at the centre ranges between
900 and 950mb18 which is perhaps the
lowest pressure of  all the tropical cyclones.
The pressure gradient between the centre
and outer margin ranges from 10mb to
55mb. The area of  6 to 48 sq km around
the centre of hurricane is generally dry and
rainless and winds are feeble. This is called
‘eye of the cyclone’. The waves caused in
the oceans due to ferocity of hurricanes
are called hurrican waves which are
generally from 3 to 6m in height. These
storm surges inundate the coastal areas
with immense volume of oceanic water
and thus cause immense loss to human
health and wealth. Hurricanes extend upto
12,000m above the ocean surface. They
last for many days and some times for
more than a week.”48

(xxiv) Thunderstorm

“Thunderstorm and cyclone are not the
same thing. In cyclones the wind rotates
around the centre but in a thunderstorm
the wind does not rotate. There are jerks
of uprising winds which have large and
denser cumulonimbus clouds. The main
characteristics are lightning and thunder.
Another characteristics worth mentioning
is that very heavy rainfall occurs in a short
times and is known as cloud-burst. Before
a thunderstorm starts a squall-line is seen
on the earth’s surface.

The basic cause of the generation of a
thunderstorm is the very intense heating
of  the earth’s surface which generates very
strong and hot convection currents which
are unstable and rise rapidly. The water

vapours of  the up-rushing air are
condensed in upper layers and rain is
caused. Sometimes hail also accompanies
rainfall.”49

“Thunderstorms has one or more
convective cells in which electrical
discharges are seen as lightning or heard as
thunder.  These cumulonimbus (Cb) clouds
often give rise to squalls and showers, at
times accompanied with hailstones. The
circulation in each cell is independent and
2 to 10 km wide. These cells grow vertically
above the freezing level, reaching up to the
tropopause and at times, even a kilometre
or so higher. The cumulonimbus tops in
the tropics can reach 18 to 20 km amsl.
Strong up and down currents are
encountered in these convective cells. The
downdrafts reach the ground as squalls of
30 to 40 kt speed and sometimes even 60
to 80 kt. Moderate to severe turbulence
occurs in Cb clouds.

The essential conditions for the
development of  thunderstorms are
sufficient moisture, atmospheric instability
and a triggering mechanism for the uplift
of  moist air. Showers do not materialise
when the moisture content is low. Under
such circumstances, the downward squall
scoops up dust or sand in arid and desert
regions causing dust or sand storms.”50

(xxv) Water Spout

“It is like a tornado but is born on the
sea. It has a small area and is small in size.
Cumulo-nimbus clouds are born at a low
height. A cone of  dark clouds in the form
of  a trunk of  an elephant moves down
from the base of  the clouds. It touches the
sea surface and blows out strong water
fountains. It is because of  these
characteristics that it is known as water-
spout. The water is obtained partly due to
the condensation of hot and humid air and
partly due to the upthrust of  water (3
metres) from the agitated sea surface.”51

18Mb: Millibars, millibar is a force equal to 1000
dynes per cm2 whereas dyne is a unit of force
approximately equal to the weight of one milligram.
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2. Climate

(i) Factors Affecting or
Determining Climate
There are variations in climatic

conditions from one area to the other. The
factors controlling the variations of climate
from one place to the other place are called
controls of climate. The most important
of these factors are latitude, altitude,
distribution of  land and sea, ocean currents,
and winds. Now we will going to look at
each one of  these in details.

(a) Latitude

The temperature of the atmosphere of
a particular place near the ground surface
depends on the amount of insolation
received at that place. Since the amount
of insolation gradually decreases from the
equator towards the poles i.e. from low
latitudes towards the high latitudes
because towards the poles the sun’s rays
strike the earth in a slanting fashion. Since
they spread over a much larger area the
temperatures are much lower there and
this area have a cold climate. These areas
lie between the Arctic Circle and North
Pole. Second thing is: Near the equator the
sun’s rays are more direct or perpendicular.
They fall over a smaller area. The result is
that these parts have a hot climate. These
areas lie between the Tropic of  Cancer and
Tropic of  Capricorn.

As we go north to the equator the
temperature becomes cooler and cooler
because the Sun’s rays are never shines
overhead at any latitude beyond the Tropic
of  cancer and Tropic of  Capricorn. The
angle of  the sun’s rays goes on dereasing
towards the poles. Beyond the Arctic
Circle and the Antarctic circle the sun does
not rise much above the horizon. As such

the areas bounded by Tropic of  Cancer
and Arctic circle in the Northern
Hemisphere and the Tropic of  Capricorn
and the Antarctic circle in the Southern
Hemisphere have moderate climate. These
are called the Temperate Zones. Area lying
between the Arctic Circle and the North
Pole in the Northern hemisphere and the
Antarctic Circle and the South Pole in the
Southern hemisphere have very cold
climate, here the places are always covered
with snow and ice and the temperature is
always below the freezing point. Because
in this zone the Sun’s rays are always
slanting. Therefore these places are known
as Frigid zone.

Let us take an example; the places which
are near the equator experience a hot
climate. Africa extends between 370 14’ N
to 34° 50’ S latitudes. Thus the major part
of it lies within the tropical zone.
Therefore, its climate is very hot
throughout the year. Only on the high
plateaus and mountains is it some what
moderate. On the other hand. Antarctica
which lies near the South Pole have very
cold climate and about 99% of the
continent remains covered permanently
with ice. Because here Sun does not rise
much above horizon.

(b) Altitude

The atmosphere is heated mainly from
below. The lowest layer of  the air which is
in contact with the earth’s surface is,
therefore, the warmest. As we go higher
and higher the temperature gradually
decreases and air becomes cooler and
cooler because of the following reasons:

(i) The major source of atmospheric
heat is the earth’s surface from where the
heat is transferred to the atmosphere
through the processes of conduction and
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convection. Thus the portion of the
atmosphere coming in contact with surface
that the portion lying above because as we
ascend higher and higher in the
atmosphere the amount of heat to be
transported above decreases and hence
temperature decreases aloft. This is why
the high mountain peaks like Himalayas are
much cooler.

(ii) The layers of air are denser near the
earth’s surface and become lighter with
increasing altitudes. The lower layer of  air
contains more water vapour and dust
particles than the layers above and hence
it absorbs larger amount of heat radiated
from the Sun than the upper air layers.

For example, let us take 3 cities of  India;
Mangalore, Bangalore and Chennai. Their
distance from the equator is almost the
same, but they don’t have a same
temperature, because Mangalore and
Chennai are situated at the sea level. While
Bangalore is situated at a height of 550m
above the sea level, that is why its climate is
much cooler than Mangalore and Chennai.
Due to the increase in the altitude the
amount of heat which is to be transported
above from the ground surface decreases
and hence the temperature decreases as well.
That is why the places which are situated
on high mountains have cooler climate than
the places which are situated at sea level.

High mountain peaks are always covered
with snow. Rivers in high mountains are
really rivers of  ice and snow. As they slowly
crawl down to the mountain stepes they
reach to a point where their ice melts into
water. This again shows that at high altitudes
temperatures are lower and they begin to
increase with fall in height. This  also explains
why hill station like Shimla are very cold
even in Summer.

(c) Land and Water

“The distribution of Land and water
also affects the climate. For example, the
places which are near to the sea share
moderate type of climate, because these
places are influenced by the sea. And the
temperature of these places do not rise
high in Summer, nor do they drop much
in winter, like, Madras which is situated
almost near to the equator should have a
hot climate, but it is not so. Because
Madras is situated near the sea shore. That
is why its climate is moderate, because we
know that landmass is heated and cooled
more rapidly than water. Hence the
climate of air resting over land differs
from that of air resting over an expanse
water in the same latitude. (In winter water
becomes much warmer than the nearer
land. Hence, the winds which flow from
Ocean towards the land, make a warmer
climate on land and in Summer the water
becomes much cooler than land. So the
winds which flows from water they make
a cooler climate on land. And its result is
that the places which are situated near the
coast their climate becomes moderate.
Their temperature doesn’t rise high in
summer and doesn’t drop much in winter.)

The places which are situated far away
from sea, have a continental type of climate.
These places becomes much hotter in
summer and much cooler in winter, like,
Lahore which is situated far away from sea
have a continental type of climate”.

(d) Ocean Currents

“Ocean currents influence the climate
of  adjacent land areas considerably. Warm
currents raise the temperature of the costal
areas, whereas cold currents lower them.
So the areas where the warm currents flow
they tend to have a relatively warmer
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climate and on the other land areas where
cold currents flow have a relatively colder
climate compared to other areas with
similar latitudes and altitudes.”

^^tc xeZ ;k B.Mh jkS,¡ fdlh rV ds lehi
cgrh gSa rks mudh fo|ekurk dk ogk¡ dh tyok;q
ij fo’ks”k rFkk izdV :i ls izHkko iM+rk gSA xeZ
Hkwe/;js[kk dh jkSvksa ls fdlh LFkku dk rkiØe
¼Temperature½ c<+ tkrk gS vkSj ftu LFkkuksa ds
lehi B.Mh /kzqoh jkS,¡ cgrh gSa] os mu LFkkuksa dks
vf/kd ‘khry cuk nsrh gSaA ysczsMksj rFkk crkZfu;k¡
}hilewg izk;% ,d gh v{kjs[kk i j fLFkr g S a A
ijaUrq mÙkjh fgelkxj dh B.Mh jkS ds dkj.k ysczsMksj
ukS ekl rd fgekPNkfnr jgrk gS] ijaUrq xeZ [kkM+h
dh jkS ds dkj.k crkZfu;k¡ }hilewg dh tyok;q
vfr jkspd gksrh gSA ih: ds tyok;q dks izkÑfrd
:i ls cgqr xeZ gksuk pkfg, ijUrq gEcksYV jkS
¼Humboldt Current19½ ds dkj.k cgqr xeZ
gksrk gSA [kkM+h dh jkS vkSj if’peh gokvksa ds
dkj.k ukosZ ds cUnjxkg tks mÙkjh vUrjhi ¼North
Cape½ dh v{kjs[kk ls cgqr mÙkj dks fLFkr gS
lkjk o”kZ [kqys jgrs gSaA ijarq xzhuyS.M esa tks mlh
v{kjs[kk ij fLFkr gS lkjk o”kZ cQZ teh jgrh gSA
D;wjks lhoks dh xeZ jkS ¼Kuro Siwo Current20½
ds dkj.k mÙkjh vejhdk ds if’peh rV dh
tyok;q iwohZ rV dh vis{kk vf/kd xeZ gSA

tks gok;sa leqæh xeZ jkSvksa ds Åij ls gksdj
vkrh gSa] muesa ty&Losnksa vFkok cq[kkjkr dh ek=kk
vR;f/kd gksrh gS] blfy, ftu rVksa ds lehi
xeZ jkS,¡ pyrh gSa ogk¡ o”kkZ mu rVksa dh vis{kk
tgk¡ B.Mh jks,¡ pyrh gSa vR;f/kd gksrh gSA if’peh
;ksji esa [kkM+h dh xeZ jkS ds dkj.k vfr i;kZIr
o`f”V gksrh gSA nf{k.k&if’peh vÝhdk esa o”kkZ

de gksrh gSA bldk dkj.k FkksM+k cgqr csaxsyk dh
B.Mh jkS ¼Benguela Current21½ Hkh gSA tgk¡
xeZ rFkk B.Mh gok;sa feyrh gSa] ogk¡ cgqr /kqU/k
mRiêk gk srh g S A ;Fkk U; wQkmUMyS.M
¼Newfoundland½ ds lehi tgk¡ xeZ [kkM+h dh
jkS ysczsMksj dh B.Mh jkS ls feyrh gS cgqr /kqU/k
gksrh gSA**52

“North-west Europe becomes warm
on account of  the warm Gulf  stream
washing the coast. The temperature is so
much raised that the coast is not frozen
even in the winter. Vancouver on the
western coast of  Canada remains warm on
account of  the warm ocean currents
flowing along its coast. U.K. (Europe) and
Labrador (N.America) are in the same
latitude but U.K. remains unfrozen due to
warm Gulf  stream and Labrador is frozen
for nine months due to cold Labrador
current. Similarly the Sakhalin coast in the
Pacific remains frozen for almost the
whole of  the year.”53

(e) Winds

“The direction of wind also affects the
climate. The winds blowing from low
latitudes to the high latitudes raise the
temperature of the region where they reach
while winds blowing from high latitudes
to low latitudes lower the temperature.
The winds blowing from Oceans to the
costal lands bring in marine effect. The
winds blowing from high mountain lower
the temperature of  the valleys. “The winds
associated with warm oceanic currents
raise the temperature of coastal lands while
the winds coming in contact with cold
currents lower the temperature of affected
coastal lands. For example, the North
Atlantic Drift (extension of Gulf Stream)

19Humboldt Current: ;g ,d BaMh jkS gSA ;g nf{k.kh
vejhdk ds if’peh rV ds lkFk&lkFk mÙkj dh vksj tkrh gSA

20Kuro Siwo Current: ;g ,d xeZ jkS gSA mÙkj dh fn’kk esa
tkiku dh vksj cgrh gSA fQj iwoZ dh vksj eqM+dj fczfV’k
dksyfEc;k ds] tks fd mÙkjh vesfjdk ds if’peh rV ij fLFkr
gS] ikl tkrh gSA

21Benguela Current: ;g nf{k.kh vÝhdk ds if’peh rV ds
lkFk&lkFk nf{k.k ls mÙkj dh vksj pyrh gSA ;g Hkh B.Mh jkS gSA
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raises the temperature of coastal areas of
north-western Europe and Labrador cold
current lowers the temperature in the
neighbourhood of Newfoundland. Some
times, local winds change the temperature
dramatically. For example, the warm
Chinook winds raise the temperature by 30
to 40°F within a few minutes along the
eastern slopes of the Rockies in the USA
and the snow melts as by magic at the arrival
of Chinook. This is why pastures are open
throughout the year along the eastern slopes
of  the Rockies. ‘Loo’, a local hot wind,
raises the temperature in the Ganga Plain
of north India to such an extent (maximum
temperature ranges between 400C to 480C
during the day) that heat waves prolong for
several days in continuation and several
people die of  sun stroke.”54

(ii) Classification of Climate
“We have so far examined the spatial

and seasonal variations of the major
elements of weather and climate, such as
temperature, pressure, winds, humidity,
and precipitation. Weather is the sum total
of the atmospheric conditions in a place
or in an area in terms of  these elements at
a particular instant. Thus, it refers to
specific atmospheric conditions. Climate,
on the other hand, indicates a generalized
and composite picture of the average
weather conditions and prominent
departures from the average spread over
a long period, for a given larger area. The
combined effects of the variations of the
major climatic elements in different parts
of the world and also the varied nature of
the earth’s surface give every location a
distinctive climate. Hence, the number of
different climates is extremely large. Such
a variety poses problem in providing
simple explanations. It is, therefore,
essential to classify the different climates

into few major groups having certain
common important characteristics. In
other words, it means systematic
arrangements of  information in a
simplified and generalised manner. This
would not only help in comprehension but
would also facilitate analysis and
explanations.

Several attempts have been made to
classify the climates of the world to
describe and delimit the major types of
climates in quantitative terms. It should
however, be remembered that no single
classification can be perfect because
climate stands for the generalized and
composite weather conditions. The value
of any particular classification is
determined by its intended use. A system
designed for one purpose may not
necessarily be applicable to another.

Probably the first attempt to classify the
world climates was made by the ancient
Greeks. On the bases of  temperature, they
divided the earth into (i) Torrid (tropical);
(ii) Temperate (mid-latitude); and (iii) Frigid
(polar) zones. The boundaries of  these
zones were the four astronomically
important parallels. The low latitudes
bounded by the Tropic of  Cancer and
Tropic of  Capricorn having high
temperature throughout the year were
called the winterless torrid or tropical
region. Area bounded between the Tropic
of Cancer and the Arctic Circle in the
Northern Hemisphere, and the Tropic of
Capricorn and the Antarctic Circle in the
Southern Hemisphere, were the two zones
of temperate climate. These zones
experienced marked seasonal contrast in
temperature. Regions lying beyond the
Arctic and the Antarctic circles, experienced
low temperature throughout the year and
hence, were designated as frigid zone.
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Since that time, many classifications of
climate have been devised. However
among the modern classification schemes,
two have gained wider acceptance and
popularity. These schemes are those of  W.
Koeppen and C.W. Thornthwaite. These
are quantitative in expression as they use
numerical values for defining the
boundaries of the climatic groups and
types. Here, we will describe main types
of climates based on the classification
scheme of  W. Koeppen, which has been
the most popular system used nowadays.

(a) Koeppen’s Classification

Koeppen’s Classification is based upon
temperature, precipitation and their
seasonal characteristics. He aimed at
providing a quantitative scheme which
would relate climate to vegetation in an
objective manner since he believed that the
distribution of natural vegetation was best
expression of the totality of climate.
Definite numerical values of temperature
and precipitation have been established
for delimiting the boundaries of different
climatic types. However, these boundaries
are not fixed and they should be regarded
as a broad transition zone. Broadly, five
principal groups have been recognized.
Each group has been designated by a
capital letter. These major groups are
further sub-divided into a number of
climatic types on the basis of temperature
and precipitation differences.

Besides these five groups, the climate
of highlands has been also included in this
as a separate category because altitudinal
zonation of vegetation on the mountains
also reveal similar pattern as one notices
while going from the low latitudes to high
latitudes.

1. Humid Tropical climate

The tropics having this kind of climate

occupy almost half  of  the earth’s surface,
over 20 per cent of the land and 40 per
cent of the ocean surface. This climatic
group is bounded by the mean annual
isotherm of  20°C. The hot deserts of
North Africa and Arabia lying within this
area are excluded from this group because
of  their extreme aridity. In this belt,
temperature is more or less uniform.
Principal climatic types within this group
are identified basically on the basis of their
seasonal distribution of rainfall.

(i) The Tropical Rainforest of Equatorial
Climate

This climate is found in the belt
extending from equator to 10°N. and S.
latitudes. Along the windward margin of
the continents, this climate may extend
upto 20° North and South latitudes. The
Amazon basin, the Congo basin and the
south-east Asian Islands have this kind of
climate.

This climate has uniformly high
temperature throughout the year, the
annual average being about 27°C. The
daily range of temperature is in between
10°C and 25°C. The annual range is
however, less then 5°C. Rainfall is heavy
and is distributed throughout the year. The
annual average rainfall is about 250 cm.
The constantly high temperature and all the
year round rainfall help to produce the
most luxurient vegetation in the region,
which is known as the tropical rainforest
or selva.

(ii) The Savanna Climate
This climatic type is bounded by

tropical rainforest climate toward the
equator and by dry climates towards the
poles. Areas having a savanna climate are
the Sudan and Veld Plateau of  Africa, the
tropical grasslands of northern Australia,
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the Llanos of the Guiana highlands of
South America and Campos of Brazil. It
represents a transitional zone which gets
convectional rainfall during the summer,
whereas during rest of the year it remains
dry under the dominating influence of the
trade winds.

Temperature is high throughout the
year, the annual average temperature being
about 23°C. The annual range of
temperature is 5° to 6°C. The annual
rainfall is about 160 cm. Wet summers
alternate with dry winters. Floods and
droughts are quite common. Duration of
the rainy season and the average amount
of annual rainfall decreases with the
increasing distance from the equator.
Similarly, annual range of  temperature also
increases away from the equator. Here the
tropical rainforest gives way to the
savanna, a tropical grassland with scattered
deciduous trees.

(iii) The Monsoon Climate
The monsoon climate is found in India,

south-east Africa, northern Australia, the
Guinea Coast of  West Africa and the
Pacific Coast of  Columbia. The monsoon
climate is characterized by seasonal
reversal of wind direction associated with
alternating periods of rainfall and drought.
During the summer season, humid
unstable air moves from the oceans
towards the land. Conditions are,
therefore, conducive to rainfall. In winter,
a dry wind originating over the land, blows
towards the seas. The monsoonal
circulation system having reversal of wind
direction develops in response to the
differences in annual temperature
variations between continents and oceans.
During summer, the intense heating of
Central Asia produces an area of very low

pressure, whereas in the Southern
Hemisphere there exists the sub-tropical
high pressure over the oceans. The south-
east trades flow from the high pressure to
the low pressure area and are deflected to
the right and reach India and south-east
Asia as on-shore south and south-westerly
winds. These winds are laden with moisture
and, therefore, cause heavy rainfall in these
parts of the Asian Continent.

During winter, the excessive cooling in
Central Asia intensifies the high pressure
belt and the off-shore north-east trades
blow over south-east Asia. Due to the
presence of the Himalaya, these cold winds
are prevented from descending into the
Indian peninsula. Temperatures are low
during this season.

2. The Dry Climates

The Dry climates have been sub-
divided into the arid or desert type, and
the semi-arid or steppe type. These two
climatic sub-divisions have many features
in common. Their differences are
primarily a matter of degree.

(iv) The Desert Climate
The chief feature of any desert climate

is the scarcity of  water. This results where
evaporation exceeds precipitation. Aridity
or dryness is not simply a matter of low
precipitation, but of the ‘effective
precipitation’. For example, 25 cm of
precipitation may be sufficient to support
the forest cover in Scandinavia where
evaporation is less in the cool moist air.
But the same amount of rainfall in Iran
supports only a sparse vegetative cover
because evaporation is very high in hot dry
air. Hence, no specific amount of
precipitation can serve as a universal
boundary for dry climates.

In Koeppen’s classification, there
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variables have been used in the formula
to establish the boundary between dry and
humid climates. These variables are (i)
average annual temperature; (ii) average
annual precipitation; and (iii) seasonal
distribution of precipitation. With the
increase in temperature, potential
evaporation (evapotranspiration) also
increases.

The arid deserts lie in the low-latitudes
close to the Tropic of  Cancer and the
Tropic of  Capricorn. The Sahara, the
Arabia, the Thar, South-western USA,
south-western Africa and Central Australia
have this type of climate. This climate is
dominated by the subsidence of air masses
and marked stability of the sub-tropical
anticyclones and hence, nearly rainless.
Precipitation is not only scanty but is also
very erratic. The cloudless sky and low
humidity allow a great amount of solar
radiation to reach the ground during the
day and permit rapid terrestrial radiation
at night. Consequently, low-latitude deserts
in the interior of the continents have the
greatest daily ranges of temperature on the
earth, which is more than 15°C. Average
annual temperature is about 38°C.

Tropical deserts located along the west
coast of continents reveal marked influence
of  cold ocean currents on their climates.
For example, Atacama in Peru and Chile
and the Namib in south-west Africa have
lower annual means as well as annual and
diurnal ranges of temperature compared
to other stations located at similar
latitudes, but in other parts. However,
these areas receive the lowest annual
rainfall totals in the world despite their
location adjacent to the oceans. In fact, the
aridity in this part is intensified because of
the cold off-shore waters which chill the
air and further stabilize it.

(v) The Steppe
Unlike the low-latitude deserts, the

steppes are not controlled by the subsiding
air masses of  the sub-tropical anticyclones.
Instead, these are dry lands principally
because of their position in the deep
interiors of large land masses away from
the oceanic influences. In addition,
presence of mountain barriers across the
paths of the prevailing winds further
restrict maritime influences. The middle
latitude deserts having steppe climates are,
therefore, most widespread in North
America and Eurasia.

This climatic type is characterized by
meagre and unreliable precipitation like
the tropical deserts. However, annual
means (21°C) as well as annual range of
temperatures (13°C) are comparatively
lower. The annual rainfall is 30 cm. Steppes
located on the poleward side of the deserts
receive maximum rainfall during the cool
season, while those located towards the
equator receive it during the warm season.

3. Humid Mid-Latitude Climates

This climatic group is sub-divided into
the Mediterranean, China and West
European climatic types. The coldest
month is below 18°C, but temperature
never goes below -3°C. The warmest
month records temperature over 10°C.

(vi) The Mediterranean Climate
This climate is found along the west

coasts of continents between 30° and 45°
latitudes. It is bounded by the arid steppe
on the equatorward side and the Marine
West European climate on the poleward
side. Areas around the Mediterranean Sea,
Central California, Central Chile, southern
part of South Africa and south-eastern and
south-western parts of Australia
experience this climate.
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As there is seasonal shift of pressure belts
with the annual movements of the sun, these
areas come under the influence of sub-
tropical high-pressure conditions during
summer, and cyclonic low-pressure
conditions during winter. Summers are,
therefore, warm and dry, temperature being
in between 200C and 270C. Winters are mild
with temperature ranging between 40C and
100C to 170C. Rainfall is moderate and
varies between 40 and 60 centimetres. Most
of it occurs in the winter season.

(vii) The Humid Sub-Tropical Climate or
the China Type

The humid sub-tropical climate is found
along the eastern coasts of continents
between 250 and 450 latitudes. It occurs in
the south-eastern United States, Uruguay,
Argentina, southern Brazil, eastern China,
Southern Japan and eastern coastal belt of
Australia.

Summers are hot and humid. Winters are
mild. The average annual temperature is
20°C and the average annual range of
temperature is about 170C. Yearly
precipitation totals are usually more than
100 centimetres. It is well distributed
throughout the year. These areas experience
dreaded hurricanes and typhoons, mostly
in the late summer and autumn.

(viii) The Marine West European Climate
This Climate is found along the western

coasts of continents from about 40° and
650 North and South latitudes. This
climatic region is dominated by the on-
shore flow of  oceanic air. Under the
influence of  maritime air masses, these
areas experience mild winters, cool
summers and ample amount of rainfall
throughout the year. This climate is found
most widely in Europe, where in the absence
of  any mountain barrier running north-

south, the movement of cool maritime air
is not restricted. In North and South
Americas, this climate is found only in
narrow belt along the coast, because of the
presence of  mountain barriers. Besides these
areas, New Zealand and south-eastern tip
of Australia also experience this climate.

Weather remains highly variable and
unpredictable throughout the year under
the influence of cyclonic low pressure
system. The average annual temperature
is 10°C. Total annual rainfall is about 140
centimetres. The winters are rainier than
the summers.

4. Humid Mid-Latitude Climates

Humid mid-latitude climates having
low temperatures have been sub-divided
into the taiga climate, the cool east coast,
and continental climates.

(ix) The Taiga Climate
This climatic type has been named after

the coniferous forest cover found in the
region. This climatic region covers broad
expanses from western Alaska to
Newfoundland in North America, and
from Norway to the Kamchatka Peninsula
in Eurasia.

The climate is dominated by continental
polar air masses. The summers are short
and the temperature varies between 10°C
and 150C. The winters are long and very
cold. Minimum temperature may be as low
as -500C (recorded at Verkhoyansk in
January). The precipitation is low and is
concentrated in warmer months. Despite
its small amount, it is sufficient for tree
growth because evaporation is less. The
vegetation associated with this climatic
type is the soft- wood coniferous forest.

(x) The Cool East Coast Climate
This climate is found in areas located

along the north-eastern coast of the United
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States, northern China, Japan, Korea and
lower Danube Plains.

The summers are long, hot and humid
under the influence of tropical maritime
air masses. Average summer temperature
is 250C. The winters are cold and the
average winter temperature ranges
between -40C and 00C. Precipitation is
variable. Summer rainfall is characteristic
and is convectional in nature. In winter,
precipitation is usually less than in summer,
and falls mostly in the form of  snow.

(xi) The Continental Climate
This climatic region is situated in the

interior parts of the big continents between
the Taiga and the mid-latitude deserts. In
Eurasia, it spreads from Poland and Baltic
States to the Central Russian Plain. Beyond
the Ural mountains, the belt is narrow and
runs along the 55º parallel. In north America
this climate is found in the northern states
of the United States and the southern parts
of the central states of Canada.

Temperature is usually higher than
those of  the Taiga type climate, but is lower
than those of the cool east coast climate.
Summers are short and warm,
temperature being in between 10ºC and
21ºC. Winter is long. Temperature goes
down below freezing point. Precipitation
is variable and comes mostly in summer
as rainfall. Winter precipitation is in the
form of  snow.

5. The Polar Climates

Polar climates are those in which the
mean temperature of  the warmest month
is below 10°C. These are thus
characterized by the absence of  a warm
period and by long cold conditions. This
climatic group has been sub-divided into
two types – The Tundra Climate in which
warmest month has a temperature above

freezing point but is less than 10°C; and
The Ice-cap Climate in which the warmest
month has temperature below 0° C.

(xii) The Tundra Climate
It is found almost exclusively in the

Northern Hemisphere occupying the
coastal fringes of the Arctic Ocean and
many Arctic Islands and the ice-free shores
of Iceland and Greenland.

Winters are severe but summers are
cool. Annual temperature ranges are high.
Precipitation is small. Temperature of  the
warmest month does rise above 0°C, but
never above 10°C. As such the ground may
be free from snow, but for a short period.
The 10°C summer isotherm thus marks the
equatorward limit of the tundra as well as
the poleward limit of tree growth. Only
sparse vegetation is possible which
comprises grasses, mosses and lichens.

(xiii) The Ice-cap Climate
The Ice-cap climate does not have a

single monthly mean above 0°C.
Consequently, the growth of  vegetation is
prohibited and it is a region of  permanent
ice and snow.

6.Climate of the Highlands

In mountainous regions, altitude and
aspect play important roles in controlling
temperature and precipitation. On high
mountains the effect of high altitude is
almost the same as that of high latitudes
on the globe. This may be revealed by
altitudinal zonation of vegetation from
foot of  the mountains to their tops. High
insolation, low temperature, low air
pressure, large diurnal ranges of
temperature and relatively large amount
of precipitation at higher altitudes are
common. This type of climate is found in
the Alps, the Himalayas, the Tibetan
Plateau, the Rockies and the Andes.”55
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3. What Causes Weather

Weather is the condition of  air or
atmosphere at a certain place and at a
certain moment. There are many factors
which determine weather like air pressure,
sky conditions (cloud type), Evaporation,
condensation, precipitation, hail etc. These
are called the Elements of  Weather. The
elements of  weather goes on changing.
Elements may change in minute hours etc.
Elements of  Weather are unlimited. But
here we are going to describe only those
which have been mentioned above.

(i) Air Pressure
Air pressure is usually defined as the

weight per unit of area of a volume of air
that reaches to the top of the atmosphere.
Air pressure always decreases with
increasing altitude because as we move
higher there is less air above us. Air-
pressure is highest at sea-level and drops
to about half its sea-level at average
altitude of about 18000 feet. Air-pressure
also changes from place to place across
the earth’s surface. Part of  this change is
due to difference in land elevation.

Regions where air pressure is relatively
high usually experience fair weather
because a high pressure area is surrounded
by a low-pressure area all around and
from the high pressure centre winds blow
out in all direction. So anything from
outside doesn’t come in. That is why high
pressure areas have a clear weather.

On the other hand , regions where air
pressure is relatively low, experience
cloudy and stormy weather. Because a low-
pressure area is surrounded by high
pressure directions. So in low-pressure
winds blow from outside towards the
centre of the low-pressure. These winds

may be accompanied by storms, rain, snow,
hail and any other form of  the weather
disturbances depending on the location of
the place. That is why low-pressure areas
always experiences bad weather.

(ii) Evaporation, Precipitation,
Condensation, Clouds and Hail
“Although the highly variable water-

vapour content forms only a small
proportion (varying from zero to four per
cent) by volume of the atmosphere, it is
the most important constituent of the air
in deciding weather and climate. Water
may be present in the atmosphere in all
the three forms (gaseous – water-vapour,
liquid – water droplets, and solid – ice
crystals). This unique gift of nature to our
watery planet and to the biosphere is of
great significance for several reasons, some
of them are listed below :

1. The amount of water-vapour present
in a given volume of air indicates the
atmosphere's potential capacity for
precipitation.

2. Water-vapour absorbs radiation and,
therefore, it is a regulator of heat loss from
the earth.

3. The amount of water-vapour present
decides the quantity of  latent energy
stored up in the atmosphere for the
growth of  storms.

4. The amount of water-vapour present
in the atmosphere affects the human
body’s rate of  cooling.

Water-vapour in the atmosphere comes
through evaporation from the oceans,
lakes, rivers, ice-fields and glaciers, which
together comprise about 75 per cent of
the earth’s surface. Besides these sources,
evaporation from the moist ground,
transpiration from plants, and animal
respiration also contribute moisture to the
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atmosphere. By wind and convective
movements, the water-vapour evaporated
from various sources is carried for long
distances in land from the oceans. Under
favourable conditions it  condenses and
precipitates over the earth's surface as rain,
snow and hail. If the precipitation is over
the oceans, one  cycle completes and
another begins. However, the
precipitation that falls on the land takes
more time in completing the cycle. A
portion of the precipitation that falls  on
the land is soaked by the ground. Some
of it is absorbed  by plants which later on
release it into the atmosphere through
transpiration. Rest of the water that
infiltrates the ground,  moves under the
surface and finally finds its way into springs,
lakes or streams. When the amount of
precipitation is more than the earth's ability
to absorb it, the additional water flows
over the surface into streams and lakes.
Eventually, the water that soaks in or runs
off finds its way back to the oceans and
then to the atmosphere or directly to the
atmosphere.

Thus, there is a continuous exchange of
water between the oceans, the atmosphere
and the continents through evaporation,
transpiration,   condensation   and
precipitation. This unending circulation of
the water on the earth is called the
hydrologic cycle. Energy for the operation
of this cycle is provided by the sun.
Atmosphere is the vital link between the
oceans and the continents in this gigantic
system. Huge quantities of water are
cycled through the atmosphere each year.
However, the atmosphere contains only a
minute fraction of  the earth’s total water
supply at any one point of time.

Humidity is the general term which
describes the invisible amount of water-

vapour present in the air. It may be
expressed quantitatively in different ways.
The weight of actual amount of water-
vapour present in a unit volume of air is
called the absolute humidity. It is usually
expressed as grams per cubic metre of  air.
Absolute humidity of the atmosphere
changes from place to place and from time
to time. The ability of air to hold water-
vapour   depends   entirely   on   its
temperature. Warm air can hold more
moisture than the cold air. For example,
at a temperature of 10°C, one cubic metre
of air can hold 11.4 grams of water-
vapour. If  temperature rises to 21°C, the
same volume of air can hold 22.2 grams
of  water-vapour. Thus, a rise in the
temperature of air increases its capacity
to retain water-vapour, whereas a fall in
temperature decreases it. However, it is
not a reliable index because change in
temperature and pressure cause changes
in the volume of air and consequently the
absolute humidity.

Another and perhaps a more useful way
is to express humidity as the weight of
water-vapour per unit weight of air, or the
proportion of the mass of water-vapour
to the total mass of air is called the specific
humidity. Since it is measured in units of
weight (usually grams per kilogram),
specific humidity is not affected by changes
in pressure or temperature.

Yet, another important measure is
relative humidity, which is the ratio of  the
air's actual water-vapour content to its
water-vapour capacity at a given
temperature. This relationship between
absolute humidity and the maximum
moisture holding capacity of air at a
particular temperature is always expressed
in percentage. Since relative humidity is
based on the air's water-vapour content as
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well as on its capacity, it can be changed in
either of  the two ways. First, if  moisture
is added by evaporation, the relative
humidity will increase. Second, a change
in temperature will also affect relative
humidity and a decrease will cause an
increase in relative humidity. Relative
humidity determines the amount and rate
of evaporation and hence it is an important
climatic factor.

Air containing moisture to its full
capacity at a given temperature is said to
be saturated. It means that the air at the given
temperature is incapable of holding any
additional amount of moisture at that
stage. The relative humidity of the
saturated air is 100 per cent. If it has half
the amount of  moisture that it can carry,
the air is unsaturated and its relative
humidity is only 50 per cent. A given
sample of air becomes saturated without
any change in its moisture content
provided its temperature falls or it cools
to the required extent. The temperature at
which saturation occurs in a given sample
of air or water-vapour begins to change
into water is known as dew point. Thus, a
moist air as in equatorial region has high
relative humidity, and dry air as in a desert
has low relative humidity although the
latter is capable of holding more of it.

Evaporation and Condensation
Evaporation is the process by which

water is transformed from liquid to
gaseous form. It takes approximately 600
calories of  energy to convert one gram of
water to water-vapour. One calorie is the
amount of heat required to raise the
temperature of one gram of water to 1°C.
The energy absorbed by the water
molecules during evaporation is used
solely to give them the motion needed to

escape the surface of the liquid and
become a gas. Because this energy is
subsequently released as heat when the
vapour changes back into liquid, it is
generally referred to as latent heat.
Conversely, condensation releases this heat
energy, which produces violent weather.

The rate of evaporation depends on a
number of factors: (i) temperature, (ii) the
moisture content or the degree of dryness
of  air, and (iii) movement of  air. If
moisture content is low, air has a
potentiality of absorbing and retaining a
larger amount of moisture. Air with high
humidity has less potentiality, hence
evaporation is slow and small in amount.
Similarly,   increase   in   temperature
increases the water absorption and
retention capacity of the given sample of
air. Movement of  air replaces the saturated
layer with the unsaturated layer which has
a greater capacity of absorbing moisture.
Hence, the greater the movement of air,
the greater is the evaporation.

Condensation is the process of change of
state from gaseous to liquid or solid state.
When moist air is cooled, it may reach a
level when its capacity to hold water-
vapour is exceeded by the actual amount
present in it. Then the excess water-vapour
condenses into a liquid or solid form
depending upon the temperature. In free
air, condensation results-from cooling
around very small particles termed as
condensation nuclei. Particles of  dust, smoke
and salt from the ocean are particularly
good nuclei because they absorb water.
These particles are termed hygroscopic
(water-seeking) nuclei.

Condensation in air itself can only take
place if the temperature of the air is
reduced to below the dew point. As the
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dew point of any mass of air is its
saturation point, when its relative humidity
is 100 per cent, a little more cooling will
bring about the point at the level where
condensation takes place, viz., water-
vapour changes into clouds or rain. In
contrast, when relative humidity is low a
large amount of cooling is required to first
reach the dew point and then the
condensation. If moist air comes in
contact with some colder object, the
condensation may also take place even
when it is close to the dew point.
Condensation, therefore, depends on (i)
the amount of cooling, and (ii) the relative
humidity of  the air. Condensation occurs
under varying conditions which is one way
or another are associated with change in
any of the following variables – air
volume, temperature, pressure and
humidity. Thus, condensation takes place
(i) when the temperature of the air is
reduced but its volume remains constant
and the air is cooled below the dew point;
(ii) if the volume of the air is increased
without addition of heat; (iii) when a joint
change of temperature and volume
reduces the moisture holding capacity of
the air below its existing moisture content;
or (iv) by evaporation adding moisture to
the air. The most common circumstance
favourable for condensation are those
producing a drop in air temperature....

Forms of  condensation can be classified
on the basis of temperature at which the
dew point is reached. Condensation can
take place when the dew point is (i) lower
than the freezing point; and (i) higher than
the freezing point. Whereas white frost,
snow and some clouds are produced when
the temperature is less than the freezing
point, dew, fog and clouds result even when
temperature is higher than the freezing

point.
Forms of  condensation may also be

classified on the basis of their location, i.e.,
at or near the earth’s surface and in free
air. Dew, white frost, fog and mist come
in the first category, whereas the clouds are
in the second category. On a clear winter
night strong radiation cools the earth’s
surface very quickly. Cold land surface
cools the moist in lower layer of the
atmosphere. When the temperature is
reduced to the dew point, condensation
occurs in the form of  dew, frost or fog
depending on the amount of moisture
involved, the thickness of the cooling air
layer and the value of the dew point.

Dew
When the moisture is deposited in the

form of  water droplets on cooler surface
of  solid objects such as stones, grass blades
and plant leaves, it is known as dew. The
ideal conditions for its formation are clear
sky, little or no wind, high relative humidity
and cold and long nights leading to greater
radiation of heat from the earth for its
cooling. For the formation of  dew, it is
necessary that the dew point is above
freezing point.

White Frost
When condensation takes place at a dew

point which is at or below freezing point
(0°C), excess moisture is deposited in the
form of  minute ice crystals instead of
droplets of  water. It is called white frost.
The ideal conditions for the formation of
white frost are the same as those for the
formation of  dew, except that the air
temperature must be at or below freezing
point.

Fog
Fog is defined as a cloud with its base

at or very near the ground. Fogs are of
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different kinds depending upon the nature
of  the cooling process. Radiation fog, as
the name suggest, results from radiation,
cooling of  the ground and adjacent air.

These fogs are not very thick (10.30
metres). When the moist warm air moves
over a cold surface, it is cooled by contact
and to some extent by mixing with the cold
air associated with the cold surface below.
If the cooling is sufficient, fogs will be
formed. Since these fogs are a consequence
of drop in air temperature during
horizontal movement of air, they are
known as advection fog. Unlike radiation fogs,
advection fogs are often thick (300-600
metres deep) and persistent. Fogs are also
formed along the front separating cold
and warm air masses. Due to convergence,
warm air is forced to rise over the cold air
and cools. If  the resulting clouds yield rain
and the cold air below is near the dew
point, the excess moisture of the air falling
as rain condenses to produce fog at the
boundary of  the warm and cold air masses.
These are called frontal or precipitation fog.

Mist
Mist is also a kind of fog in which the

visibility is more than one kilometre but
less than 2 kilometres.

Clouds
Clouds is a mass of minute droplets of

water or tiny crystals of  ice formed by the
condensation of the water-vapour in free
air at considerable elevations.

Clouds are caused mainly by the
adiabatic cooling of air below its dew
point. This cooling process is most
effectively created by upward movement
of  light and warm moist air, which in turn
reduces pressure, expands and reaches its
dew or saturation point, condensation
takes place in air forming clouds.

Clouds are classified on the basis of (a)
their appearance, i.e., the general shape,
structure and vertical extent; and (b) their
height or altitude.

On the basis of the appearance, the
following cloud types may be identified.

Cirrus clouds are high, white and thin.
They are composed of  ice crystals. They
form delicate patches and give a fibrous
and feathery appearance. Cumulus clouds
exhibit a flat base and have the appearance
of  rising domes. Progressive vertical
development of these clouds are usually
quite apparent. Such clouds are often
described as having cauliflower structure.
Stratus clouds are best described as sheets
of  layers that cover much or all of  the sky.
All the clouds either reflect one of these
three basic forms or are combinations or
modifications of them.

There are three main groups of clouds
according to the average height of their
bases. These are: High clouds (6,000-12,000
metres); Medium clouds  (2,000-6,000
metres); and Low clouds (ground level 2,000
metres). Alto and Nimbo are the other two
prefixes which refer to middle level clouds
and low clouds of considerable thickness
with dark-grey appearance, respectively.

In all there are ten major types of
clouds which are grouped here under three
main categories arranged according to
their height.

I – Low clouds include
stratocumulus, stratus,

nimbostratus, cumulus and
cumulonimbus.

II – Medium clouds include
altocumulus and
altostratus.

III – High clouds include cirrus,
cirrostratus and cirrocumulus.
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Precipitation
Continuous condensation in free air

helps the condensed particles to grow in
size. When the resistance of the air fails to
hold them against the force of  gravity, they
fall on the earth’s surface. Condensation
of  water-vapour in the air in the form of
water droplets and ice and their falling on
the ground is called precipitation. This may
take place in liquid or solid forms of  water.
The precipitation in the form of  drops of
water is called rainfall. When the
temperature is less than 0°C, precipitation
takes place in the form of  fine flakes of
snow and is called snow-fall. Although rain
and snow are the two most common forms
of  precipitation, other forms such as sleet
and hail also exist. However, they are
limited in occurrence and sporadic in both
time and space.

Sleet is frozen raindrops and re-frozen
melted snow water. It may be a mixture
of snow and rain or merely partially
melted snow. When a layer of  air with
temperature above freezing point overlies

a sub-freezing layer near the ground,
precipitation takes place in the form of
sleet. The raindrops which leave the
warmer air encounter the colder air from
below. As a result, they solidify and reach
the ground as small pellets of ice not
bigger than the raindrops from which they
are formed.

Precipitation in the form of  hard
rounded pellets is known as hail.
Sometimes rapidly ascending air currents
lift rain drops to great height above the
freezing level. These water droplets freeze
easily around small solid particles present
in the atmosphere. Once frozen, these
small ice granules grow in size and the air
is unable to hold them. They start falling
down. But the strong air currents again toss
them up. In the process they collect more
coating of ice, become large and begin the
downward journey. Each trip above the
freezing level may be represented by an
additional layer of  ice. Hailstones,
therefore, reveal several concentric layers
of  ice one over the other.”56
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4. The Importance of  Sun in
the Determination of  Climate

and Weather

Sun is continuously radiating heat
energy into space, which is known as solar
radiation. Only a minute percentage of
solar radiation –one in two billion – parts
is intercepted by the earth because of its
small size and great distance from the sun.
Yet, this small proportion of  solar
radiation reaching  the earth is of great
importance. Being the only major source
of  energy on the earth it controls many of
the physical and all the biological
phenomena of the earth. And it has a great
importance in the determination of
climate and weather.

(i) Atmospheric Energy
“So, far, we have been considering the

atmosphere largely as if it were static, but
in reality, as we know from the constant
passage and change of  weather elements,
it is very much a dynamic entity. Large
volumes of air are continually being
moved both up and down and across the
face of the Earth. Clearly a great deal of
energy is involved here, and in order to
understand weather systems, it is necessary
that we know something about the sources
of  all this power.

It should be appreciated that the
atmosphere is not a closed energy system.
It is in contact with both the Earth and with
space, and receives energy from both
directions. However, the Earth itself
directly contributes only a negligible
amount of  energy to the atmosphere, and
its main role is to reflect energy from
elsewhere. The ultimate sole source of
atmospheric energy is in fact heat and light
received through space from the sun. This

energy is known as solar insolation.
The sun radiates energy in all directions

from itself, and the Earth receives only a
tiny fraction of the total output. The unit
of  measurement of  this energy is the
langley, one langley being equal to one
gram-calorie per square centimetre.
Measurements by satellites at the top of
the atmosphere indicate that the radiation
rate from the sun is two langleys per
minute. This amount of  energy is termed
the solar constant, and it appears to vary
little in intensity from year to year. It is
perhaps marginally affected by sunspot
cycles and variations in the Earth’s orbit.”57

(a) Insolation Over the Globe

“Substantial variations in the amount of
insolation received over the face of the
globe occur because the Earth is a sphere.
If we assume for the moment that the
Earth has no atmosphere, only where the
sun is directly overhead will the energy
reception rate on the Earth’s surface be
two langleys per minute. Elsewhere,
because of  the Earth’s curvature, the same
amount of insolation will be spread over
much greater areas. Hence latitude is an
important factor in determining the
amount of  energy received, and on this
basis the polar regions will generally receive
far less insolation than equatorial areas.

Length of  day, which is itself  partly
controlled by latitude and partly by the
season of the year, is a second factor
influencing the amount of  energy
available, since clearly the longer the sun
shines the more the isolation received.
Thus in the summer months, the lack of
intensity of radiation received by the poles
is to some extent counter balanced by its
long continuity. However, taking into
account the long polar night, the total
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amount of insolation received by polar
regions is still considerably less than in
lower latitudes.”58

(b) The Atmospheric Energy Budget

From the above discussion we can say
that “the atmosphere of the Earth is not
getting any hotter, so we have to conclude
from this that there must be some sort of
energy balance in the atmosphere whereby
the amount of  energy coming in is
balanced by equal losses, otherwise
temperatures would simply rapidly rise to
become intolerable.

The balance is achieved by a complex
series of  energy transfers, and at least three
common types of  energy transport are
involved in these transfers. The most
important is radiation, which we have
already encountered as the means by
which insolation reaches us. Radiation is
the transference of heat by electromagnetic
waves. The electromagnetic spectrum
includes X-rays, heat rays, light rays and
radio waves. The wavelength at which a
body radiates depends on its surface
temperature. Thus the sun, having an
extremely hot surface temperature (about
5000°C), radiates fairly short wavelengths,
part of  which are felt as warmth, part of
which are visible as light. The Earth, on
the other hand, having a cool surface, re-
radiates heat at much longer wavelengths.

Heat is also transferred in the
atmosphere by convection, which
involves the mass movement of gas or
liquids, the heat acquired by the liquid or
gas being transported with the medium.
The third main method is by conduction,
which is the transference of heat by actual
contact. For example, if  one end of  a
poker is left in the fire, the other end will
soon become hot by conduction. Since air

is rather a poor conductor, the transfer of
heat by conduction is most important in
the lowermost layers of  air in contact with
the ground, and in the ground itself.”59

(c) Atmospheric Response to Incoming
Radiation

“Since the insolation arrives in various
wavelengths, different parts of  the
spectrum are subject to different
diversions by the atmosphere. Assuming
for convenience that 100 units of radiant
energy are available, the more significant
changes are as follows.

(a) Seventeen units are absorbed by
gases in the atmosphere, especially by
oxygen and ozone at high levels, and
carbon dioxide and water vapour
(including that in the clouds) in the lower
atmosphere. Absorption leads to a rise in
the temperature of  air.

(b) Scattering takes place by gas
molecules and dust particles. This takes
place in all directions, some of  it
Earthwards, but the net loss back to space
is 6 units. Downwards-directed scattering
is generally known as diffuse sky radiation.
The scattering is more effective at the blue
end of  the light spectrum than the red, and
we see the sky as blue from indirect
scattering from all directions.

(c) Clouds and water droplets reflect an
average of 23 units of radiation, but the
presence or absence of clouds can make a
considerable difference to the amount of
radiation reaching the ground, thick clouds
being capable of reflecting up to 80 per
cent of total incoming radiation.

(d) Reflection of radiation also takes
place from the Earth’s surface. Generally
this amounts to 7 units, but it varies with
the nature of  the ground. Water, which
makes up much of  the Earth’s surface, has
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only a low reflection value or albedo,
whereas land surfaces have a much higher
albedo.

All the changes mentioned so far are
accomplished by radiation. The total
amount of  energy lost by scattering and
reflection of various kinds and returned
to space (i.e. b+c+d) is usually termed the
Earth’s albedo, and the amount involved
is 36 units. If  we add to this the 17 units
directly absorbed by the atmosphere, it
will be apparent that less than half (47
units) of the original insolation received
at the top of the atmosphere actually gets
through to the ground.”60

(d) Terrestrial Radiation

“The energy received by the Earth is
re-radiated at much longer wavelengths
back into the atmosphere. Some of this
terrestrial radiation is lost directly into
space (8 units). However, the atmospheric
gases are able to cope much more easily
with long-wave radiation than short, and
a great deal of the rest of the radiation is
absorbed by the atmosphere, especially the
clouds. The atmosphere itself  again re-
radiates or reflects much of this heat back
again, setting up a continuous interchange
of  energy with the ground. In this process

there is a net gain to the atmosphere of
about 14 units.

Further heat is lost from the Earth to
the atmosphere in the form of  latent
(stored) heat when evaporation occurs. The
heat is carried upwards in convection
currents and released to the atmosphere
on condensation: 23 units are involved
here.

There is also a small amount of
conduction of heat between the ground
and the atmosphere. Any heat transferred
this way is again carried upwards by
turbulence or convection. Although the
atmosphere itself  can warm the ground by
conduction, it is thought that there is a net
gain by the atmosphere of  two units.

The heat gained by the atmosphere from
the ground amounts to 39 units; this joins
the energy units gained by the atmosphere
from incoming solar radiation in being
eventually radiated by the atmosphere
back into space (56 units in all). If we add
to this the energy losses associated with
the Earth’s albedo (39), plus the direct
radiation loss from Earth (8), we achieve
100 units again to complete the balance.
This system is represented diagramatically
in Fig. 1.1.
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One of the most significant facts in the
energy budget is that the atmosphere is
largely heated from below. The
atmosphere either reflects or lets through
most of the incoming short-wave
radiation, absorbing only a small part of
it. On the other hand, it traps a great deal
of  the outgoing terrestrial energy, and by
this means the atmosphere is warmed.
Much of the same principle is employed
in a greenhouse; the glass lets in insolation
but does not allow the warm air inside to
escape so readily. Hence the term
‘Greenhouse Effect’ is often used to
illustrate one of the fundamental heating
principles in the atmosphere.”61

(ii) Climate and Life
The sun is the most direct and bountiful

source of  energy. It powers the flow of
wind and water cycles on the earth’s surface
and sustain all life. Plants use this energy
to make their food by the process of
photosynthesis.22 It is this food that
provides sustenance to men and other
animals on the earth. But on the earth the
life is only possible because of biosphere.

The biosphere refers to that part of the
earth in which all life forms exist. It is a
shallow but extremely complex zone lying
at or close to the interfaces between the
three realms of the earth i.e., the
biosphere, the atmosphere and the
hydrosphere. Since life of any kind is
possible in this layer, it is a vital for us.

(a) Ecosystem

Plants, animals and other organisms
with the physical environment with which
they interact constitute the ecosystem. An

ecosystem consist of both living and non-
living components. The non-living (abiotic)
components of an ecosystem consist of
material substances such as air, water, soil
and minerals. The factors such as light,
temperature, humidity and pressure
constitute climatic canditions. The climate
along with nature of soil and water in an
area determines the type of  organisms
found in an area. Infact, both living and
non-living components influence each
other.

The biotic (living) organisms in the
ecosystem are plants and animals. The
biotic components of ecosystem are
divided into two major groups,
consumers and producers.

Producers are those organisms who
produce their own food, like plants, who
produce their own food by using sun’s
radiant energy by a process called,
photosynthesis.

All other organisms are called
consumers. Consumers are those
organisms who depend on other organisms
for their food. There is a third category
of  organisms called decomposers. These
are microganisms comprising of bacteria,
fungi and many others. They decompose
the dead bodies of  plants and animals.

(b) Food Chain

The producers, consumers and
decomposers represent the living
components of ecosystem. Their
interaction through food preparation and
consumption is another interesting feature
of the ecosystem. The sequential process
of one organism consuming the other
forms a food chain. The various steps in
the food chain at which transfer of food
energy takes place are denoted as trophic
level or feeding level.

22 Photosynthesis: is the process by which green
plants and certain other organisms transform light
energy into chemical energy.
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“...There are two basic sorts of food
chain: a grazing food chain in which the
plants are eaten live by herbivores, and a
detrital food chain in which the plants are
eaten as dead material by detritivores. The
two sorts of chain vary in importance in
different ecosystems; for example, in a
forest ecosystem the detrital chain is often
more important, but in a marine
ecosystem the grazing chain is usually more
important.

Food chains can be simple linear chains
which take the form of

plants > herbivores > carnivores >
decomposers

(e.g. grass > vole > weasel > bacteria)

but usually the situation is more
complicated. Often there are more than
four steps in the chain. For example,
carnivores could feed on other carnivores
so that food chains would take the form
of

plants > herbivores > carnivores (1) >
carnivores (2)

> carnivores (3) > decomposers

In addition, some animals consume a
wide variety of food; herbivores may eat
several sorts of  plants, and carnivores may
eat several different herbivores and other
carnivores. This means that linear food
chains will interconnect to form food
webs. Grazing and detrital food chains
often link in this way at the carnivore level.
The patterns of food levels in ecosystems
can be determined by techniques such as
the analysis of the gut contents of animals
to see what they have eaten, or by
introducing radioactive tracers into plants
and monitoring their progress through the
heterotrophs.

Fig. 1.2. illustrates the food web
associated with the adult herring. This
shows that there are many links between
the food chains in which the adult herring

Fig. 1.2 Food Web
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acts as a carnivore.
Organisms feeding at the same number

of steps on a food chain from the
autotrophs are said to be at the same
trophic level. The green plants are at the
first trophic level, herbivores the second,
carnivores feeding on herbivores the third,
and so on. This trophic classification is one
of  function, not of  populations, so that an
omnivorous species could occupy more
than one trophic level.”62

(c) Flow of  Energy

We “know that the food chain is actually
step-wise transfer of food. Let us find out
from where the food comes into the living
components of the biosphere and how
does it get transferred during animals
consuming plants and also animals
consuming animals.

You have learnt how the green plants
prepare their food. This is initial point
where energy from the environment enters
the living components. These are the plants
which have mechanism for trapping solar
energy with the help of  green pigment
called chlorophyll. On an average 1 per
cent of  total sun’s energy reaching the earth
is used by plants in the photosynthesis. The
plants after trapping this energy convert
it into chemical form which is stored as
carbohydrates. We know that the plants
utilize energy for their metabolic activities.
The major part is used up in respiration.
They also utilize energy for their growth,
i.e., tissue building. Some of  the energy is
not utilized and released as heat. The plants
are consumed by herbivores or I order
consumers. The chemical energy stored in
food is transferred with food to
herbivorous animals. These animals spend
a portion of  the energy on their metabolic
activities and growth. You will find that

energy is also used up in respiration of
herbivores. Some of  this energy remains
unutilized which is released by these
animals as heat. The herbivores are
consumed by carnivores which are II order
consumers. The process of  earlier steps is
repeated as far as utilization of  energy is
concerned. This you can take out from
Fig.1.3. The amount of  energy which

remains unutilized and released as heat is
taken as energy lost. We can conclude the
following points from the transfer of
energy shown in Fig. 1.3.

(i) Energy is converted from one form
to the another. You find light energy is
converted to chemical form during
photosyntheses. We call the green plants
as producers. Do they really produce
energy? This is not true. Actually the plants
convert the energy so in terms of  energy
we can call these plants as converters or
transducers.

(ii) There is a continuous transfer of
energy from one trophic level to next in
the food chain. At each level energy is also
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used by organisms for their growth. The
energy as you observe in Fig. 1.3 is also
lost as heat and remains unutilized. If you
add up the amount of  energy not utilized
and released as heat at all trophic levels, it
will be a substantial amount.

(iii) You find there is a loss of  energy at
each transfer. In Other words, we can say
the amount of  energy available is less at

each successive level than the energy at
producer level. The studies of different
food chains and energy transfers in a
variety of ecosystems have revealed a
pattern of  transfer of  energy. Generally it
follows 10 per cent law. Observe Fig. 1.4.
You will find that energy available at each
successive level is 10 per cent of the
previous level.”63
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5. Major Forms of  Weather
Disturbances

The atmosphere exerts stress-severe at
times, upon, man and other life forms
through weather-disturbances involving
cyclones, hurricanes, thunderstorms,
tornados anticyclones and many of the
others. Here we are going to discuss each
of  them in terms. First, we will take
cyclones.

(i) Cyclones
“Cyclone is a low pressure structure of

winds. Winds move from the periphery
(internal boundary) towards its centre.
These winds are not able to move straight
to the centre due to the Earth’s rotation
and the friction of the winds with the
surface of the earth but makes an angle of
20° to 40° with the isobars. (Line joining
equal values of atmospheric pressure in
the horizontal pressure field.) It is an
oblique spiral wind system. The wind
move in anticlockwise direction in
northern hemisphere and clockwise
direction is southern hemisphere. This type
of wind system is known as converging
and is found upto 1 km., above the surface
of  the earth.” The cyclones moves from
west to east but the direction of ordinary
wind is east to west, opposite to the
cyclones direction. Cyclones are the violent
storm. From the locational point of  view
cyclones are classified into two types i.e.
(i) temperate cyclone and (ii) tropical
cyclone.”64

(a) Temperate Cyclone

“Temperate Cyclones also called as
extratropical cyclones or wave cyclones or
simply depressions are atmospheric
disturbances having low pressure in the
centre and increasing pressure outward”65.

The temperate cyclone is divide into 3
catagories i.e. (i) dynamics cylcones, (ii)
Thermal cyclones (iii) Secondary cyclones.
But here we are going to describe only two
of them i.e. Dynamic Cyclone and
Secondary cyclone.

(i)  Dynamic Cyclones

They are “real temperate cyclones
because they are formed due to the
convergence of cold polar air masses and
warm and moist maritime tropical
airmasses. These cyclones affect the
weather conditions of very large areas in
middle latitudes. Different fronts (e.g.
warm front and cold front) and sectors e.g.
(warm and cold sectors) are fully
developed in dynamic cyclones. They are
called dynamic because they are
dynamically produced e.g. due to the
convergence and invasion of two
contrasting air masses into the territories
of  one another.”66

(ii)  Secondary Cyclones

“Secondary cyclones are those which
develop due to passage of cold winds
over warm sea after the occlusion of  main
cyclone. They are short-lived and very
weak.”67

(iii) Shape and Size and Velocity

“Temperate cyclones are of  different
shapes e.g. circular, semi-circular, elliptical,
elongated or ‘V’ shaped but all of them
are characterized by low pressure in their
centres and closed isobars. The pressure
difference between the centre and
periphery is about 10 to 20mb but some
times it increases to 35mb. It means that
pressure increases from the centre towards
outer margin.”68

“The size of a cyclone is not always the
same but it occupies large area. Sometimes
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a cyclone has been found to occupy as vast
an area as 2.6 million square km. One-third
of  the U.S.A. can be covered by this
cyclone. Usually the size of a cyclone is
small. Cyclone’s velocity is about 9 to 11
km high and have a diameter ranging from
900 to 1000 km. In Other words the
diameter of the cyclones is usually hundred
times its height. Its form is egg–like or
better a long ellipse. Its narrow end is
towards the equator.” The temperate
cyclones move eastward under the
influence of westerly winds with average
velocity of 32 km/h in summer and 48
km/h in winters.”69

(iv) Direction and Rate of Movement

“Though the cyclones do not always
move in any single direction yet it can be
said that cyclones usually move towards
the east. The direction and speed of the
upper air has an effect on the direction and
speed of  cyclones. The speed of  cyclones
in winter is 30 to 50 km per hour but in
summer it is much less.

The climate of middle latitudes and
their peripheral areas are affected by the
movement of  cyclones. The cyclones do
not travel on a definite path but their path
can be represented by belts. These belts
are called storm tracks. The effect of
cyclones is not limited to storm tracks only
but is also felt away from them.

The storm track in southern hemisphere
is more straight than that in the northern
hemisphere. It is because of the
uninterrupted extent of  the water in
southern hemisphere. The Horn Cape of
southern America which extends to 55°S is
effected by cyclones the whole of the year
round. Some areas of the cyclo-genesis and
the storm tracks are described here.

1. The cyclones which are born to the

east of the Rockies in North America are
attracted towards the low pressure area of
Iceland in the north-east. When these
cyclones reach the western coast of
Europe, most of them are in an occluded
state.

2. Similarly when the cyclones born on
the eastern coast of Asia and travelling in
north-east direction reach the western
coast on N.America they are in the last
stage of their life cycle, i.e., in occluded
stage.

3. Cyclones are born in the
Mediterranean sea only in the winter
season and move in the east and north-east
directions.”70

(v) Precipitation in Cyclone

“The hot and humid air has to ascend
in a cyclone. The water vapours of hot air
are condensed into rain. The hot and humid
air in a cyclone ascends for the following
reasons.

i) The convergence of  airmass towards
its centre.

ii) The cold and heavy airmass pushes
the warm and humid airmass from beneath
and makes it ascend.

iii) The ascent of  warm air over cold
air.”71

(vi) Temperature in Cyclone

“Different temperatures are noted in
different parts of temperate cyclones
because of their origin due to convergence
of  two thermally contrasting air masses.
The southern part of cyclone records
higher temperature because of the
dominance of  warm air while the north-
eastern, northern and north-western parts
record low temperature because of the
dominance of  cold polar air mass. The
western part records lowest temperature.
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The temperature within the cyclones
depends on the properties of  air masses,
general weather conditions and moisture
content in the air. Isotherms23 generally
tend in north-northeast to southwest
direction (fig. 1.5.) in the northern
hemisphere.”72

(vii) Weather in cyclone

“The weather in a cyclone is
untrustworthy and irregular. In normal
weather the change which is sharp and
important is due to cyclone. In winter the
greatest change in temperature takes place
due to a cyclone. The change in temperature
in summer is competitively small.

Similar changes due to a cyclone do not
occur at all places. The changes are
according to areas and seasons. Hence a
normal account of  the weather in a
cyclone should not be taken as the account
of  weather in every cyclone.”73

(viii) Weather Before the Approach of  a Cyclone

“When the Cyclone is at a distance of
1,500 to 2000 km the mercury of
barometer falls i.e. the pressure decreases.

Clouds gather together in the sky. As the
cyclone from the west comes nearer, the
cirrus, and cirrostratus clouds extends
their translucent cover in the sky. Halos
are formed around the sun and the moon.
The main cause of halo is the slow ascent
of hot and humid air over the cold
airmass.

As the clouds appear the wind becomes
easterly i.e. coming from east. This
direction of winds does not change till
surface warm front crosses over. As the
surface warm front comes closer, the
clouds get dense, dark and low. Rain also
starts and continues till the warm front
passes away.”74

(ix) Weather after the Cyclone passes away

“When the warm front passes away mT
(Maritime Tropical air mass) airmass
predominates. The following changes in
the weather take place.

i) The Wind changes from east to south.
ii) The increase in temperature of air is

distinct because mT airmass replaces the
cP, and mT is warm.

iii) The dryness of the air is destroyed
and humidity increases.

iv) The weather becomes fair. If  the
warm air is received from dry areas in
summer the weather becomes dry and
warm. If  the warm air is received from
the humid areas such as in U.S.A. from the
Gulf of Mexico or in Europe from the
Atlantic ocean, the weather turns hot and
humid. Humid heat is more unbearable
than the dry heat. This airmass reduced the
intensity of  cold in winter. The ice begins
to melt rapidly and fog spreads.”75

(b)Tropical cyclone

“Cyclones developed in the regions
lying between the tropics of Capricorn and

Fig. 1.5 Temperature in Cyclone

23Isotherms: line drawn on a map or chart joining
points with the same temperature.
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Cancer are called tropical cyclones which
are not regular and uniform like temperate
cyclones. There are numerous forms of
these cyclones which vary considerably in
shape, size, velocity, and weather
conditions. The weather conditions of  low
latitudes mainly rainfall regimes are largely
controlled by tropical cyclones. They are
characterized by the following salient
features.

(1) Size of tropical cyclones varies
considerably. On an average their
diameters range between 80 kms to 300
kms but some times they become so small
that their diameter is restricted to 50 kms
or even less.

(2) They advance with varying velocities.
Weak cyclones move at the speed about
32 kms/h while strong cyclones attain the
velocity of upto 180 kms/h or more.

(3) Tropical cyclones become more
vigorous and move with very high velocity
over the oceans but became weak and
feeble while moving over land areas and
ultimately die out often reaching the
interior portion of  the continents. This is
why these cyclones affect only the coastal
areas of  the continents (e.g. south and
south-east coasts of  U.S.A., Tamil Nadu,
Orissa and West Bengal coasts of  India,
southern costal regions of Bangaladesh
etc.)

(4) There are no different rainfall cells
in the tropical cyclones as is the case of
temperate cyclones and hence each part of
the cyclones yields rainfall.

(5) Tropical cyclones are not always
mobile. Some times, they become
stationary over a particular place for
several days and yield heavy rainfall
causing flood deluge and environmental
disasters.

(6) Tropical cyclones are confined to a
particular period of the year, mainly
during summer season. The frequency and
affected areas of tropical cyclones are far
less than those of the temperate cyclone.

(7) Tropical cyclones become disastrous
natural hazards because of their high wind
speed of 190 km to 400 km/h, high tidal
surges, high rainfall intensity (highest
recorded rainfall value exceeded  2000mm
per day in Phillippines), very low
atmospheric pressure causing unusual rise
in sea-level, and their persistence for
several days or say about one week over a
particular place.”76

(i) Classification of Tropical Cyclone

Tropical cyclones are divided into the
following classes.

i) Tropical disturbances
ii) Tropical Depressions
iii) Tropical Storms.
First we will describe tropical

disturbances.
i) “Tropical Disturbances – The

Equatorial trough of low pressure exists
between the high pressure belts of the
tropic of Cancer and that of Capricorn.
The north-easterly and south-easterly trade
winds are attracted towards the trough. At
high level the direction of winds are known
as Tropical Easterlies. The disturbance
which travels in the form of  a wave over
the seas to the north and south of 5° –
30° across equator is situated in the
Tropical Easterlies. It is known as an
Easterly wave. It travels from east to west
with a speed of  300 to 500 km. per day. It
provides showers at some places. This rain
does not continue beyond one or two days.
Thunderstorms are also produced.”77

ii) “Tropical Depressions – These are
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produced in the Equatorial Trough. The
isobar24 of tropical depression are few and
the gradient is very gentle. The wind speed
in them does not exceed beyond 40 to 50
km. per hour. The speed is not only low
but their direction is also irregular.
Sometimes they stay at a place for many
days. A great knowledge about them is
obtained in India and North Australia.
Their greatest development takes place in
the South-West Monsoon in India. These
depressions  move from the Bay of Bengal
towards the West and north-west. They
affect the rainfall of Bengal, Bihar, Orissa,
M.P. and Uttar Pradesh. These depressions
travel towards west in North Australia.
The rainfall received from them is very
useful for agricultural production but if
they stay at a place for a long time, they
cause such high rainfall that floods occur
in rivers. Roads, buildings, etc., are
destroyed.”78

iii) “Tropical Storm – These are
developed cyclones. The wind speed in
them is  little less than 120 kmph. If their
speed is above 120kmph they are known
as hurricanes in West Indies and typoons
in China.”79

(ii) Birth and Development

“There are various views regarding
these storms. Some think that they are born
due to equatorial convergence. This
convergence zone is shifted 50 to 300

towards north so that axial rotation is
enabled to give their wind system a
circulating form. Two airmasses with
contrasting characteristics are not needed
for their origin as it is so in temperate
latitudes. Some scholars think that the
Easterly Wave takes the form of  tropical

storms. Whatever be the truth the
following conditions are necessary for their
birth:

i) The storm is born and develops on
the seas. It is never born in the interior parts
of the land. Hence only coastal areas are
affected by it.

ii) It is born from 8° to 15° latitudes.
iii) The favourable temperature for its

origin is considered to be 21.5°C.”80

(iii) The forms of Isobars

“Its isobars are more or less circular.
The difference between the values of the
inner most and the outer most isobars
ranges from 50 to 55 Mb. Due to such
steep gradient, the winds move rapidly
towards the centre. The speed of the wind
ranges from 120 to 200 km per hour. It
moves in the anticlockwise direction in the
northern and in the clockwise direction in
the southern hemisphere. The air pressure
at the centre of  the storm ranges from 650
to 950 Mb. Once the lowest pressure
recorded in a storm in Philippines was
486.5 Mb. The centre of  the storm is
known the Eye of  the storm. The wind is
calm at the centre and there is no rainfall
in it. The area of  the storm ranges from
10 to 50km.

Size – The size of  these storms is much
smaller than those of  temperate cyclones.
The diameters of  ordinary storms have been
found to range from 150 to 450 km. in size.”81

(iv) Weather in Tropical Storm

“The air is calm before the storm
approaches a place. The air pressure is
little higher than the normal. A group of
cirrus clouds appears rising above the
horizon. The clouds produce a translucent
cover on the sky so that halos are formed
around the sun and the Moon. A big swell

24Isobar: The line foining the places of equal pressure
at sea-level are called isobars.
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is produced on the sea.
As the storm approaches a place the

pressure of  the air falls. Winds blow
strongly. The wind speed is not the same
in every storm. Usually the winds in a
storm has a speed of  120 km. per hour.
Sometimes the speed ranges from 200 to
250 km. per hour. A black wall of  clouds
spreads in the sky. Rain starts but the
amount of rain is not the same in all
storms. The average rainfall of  a storm is
considered to be 12 to 15 cm. In certain
special circumstances the rain ranges from
75 to 100 cm. Once a storm gave a rainfall
of  190 cm. in Philippines. In Jamaica the
total rainfall on account of  a storm
amounted to 240 cm., in four days at Silver
Hill. Terrible waves strike at ships. A
violent storm ranges in the sea. Visibility
is reduced to zero. Nothing can be seen.

This storm continues to remain violent
for a few hours but then it suddenly becomes
calm. The air pressure becomes  lowest. This
condition represents the eye of  the storm.
In other words weather suddenly becomes
calm when the eye of  the storm reaches that
place. Though the atmosphere is calm yet
the sea condition is highly disturbed.
Mountainous waves develop on the seas and
their crests are a danger to ships. Smaller
boats and ordinary ships capsize and are
destroyed. The calm in the wind lasts only
half  an hour. The dominance of  eye spelling
out calm ends after about half  an hour.

When the eye of the cyclone passes
away, a wall of  clouds again appears. High
speed winds again set in. This time the
condition of the winds is opposite to that
in the first half of the cyclone, i.e., before
the eye approaches the place. The storm
rages for many hours. In the end wind
slackens and becomes normal. Clouds
scatter and the weather becomes fair. This

is the end of  the storm.”82

(v) The Effect of Tropical Cyclones

“The tropical cyclones are very
destructive. They lift the whole ship in air
and then smash it into the sea. The
fishermen alongwith their boats are sunk
into sea by cyclones. Transport routes
become dangerous for a short period.
Trade is disturbed.

The coastal areas too suffer great
destruction. For example the trees are
uprooted. Buildings are as easily uprooted
as if  they are trees. Even the forts are
destroyed. Great destruction is caused at
the time of  high tide. Due to storm the
terrible waves submerge the coastal areas.
Many times ships are uplifted and found
resting in the interior part of the land. The
sea water leaves the interior parts but the
ships cannot come back. Thousands of
people are killed when cities are submerged
under tidal water. In 1917 a 12 metre high
sea wave as a consequence of a terrible
storm entered the cities situated in the
coastal areas. As a result 300,000 people
were killed. Coral Islands are completely
submerged when cyclones strike them.
People and the buildings just disappear at
the assault of tidal waves caused by
cyclones.”83

(ii) Hurricanes or Typhoons
“The extensive tropical cyclones

surrounded by several closed isobars are
called hurricanes in the USA and typhoons
in China. They are also called willy-willy in
Australia, cyclones in Indian Ocean,
‘baguio’ in Phillippines, ‘taifu’ in Japan etc.
Hurricanes are, in fact, most violent, most
awesome, and most disastrous hazards of
all the atmospheric disturbances. They move
with average speed of more than 120 km
per hour. Though hurricanes are most
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extensive and violent but their climatic
importance is limited because of their fewer
numbers and their occurrence in limited
areas. Though hurricanes and temperate
cyclones look similar in appearance but they
may be differentiated on the following
grounds – (1) Hurricanes are represented
by more symmetrical and circular isobars.
Pressure increases sharply from the centre
towards the outer margin resulting into
steep pressure gradient. This is why
hurricanes move with great force and high
speed. (2) The rainfall occurring from
hurricanes is in the form of  heavy downpour
and is widespread and uniformly
distributed whereas precipitation from
temperate cyclones is confined to only warm
and cold fronts. Warm and cold sectors are
devoid of precipitation. (3) There is no
temperature variation in hurricanes. They
are also not characterized by different types
of  fronts (warm and cold fronts) and
contrasting air masses as is the case with
temperate cyclones. (4) There is no change
in wind direction in hurricanes. Winds blow
from the outer margin towards the centre
and then rise upward. (5) Hurricanes are not
associated with anti-cyclones. (6) Unlike
temperate cyclones they move from east to
west.

Besides, hurricanes are characterized by
the following properties. The diameters
range between 160 and 640km. The size
of hurricanes is usually small at their origin
points near the equator but the size
gradually increases away from the equator.
The pressure at the centre ranges between
900 and 950mb which is perhaps the
lowest pressure of  all the tropical cyclones.
The pressure gradient between the centre
and outer margin ranges from 10mb to
55mb. The area of  6 to 48 sq km around
the centre of hurricane is generally dry and

rainless and winds are feeble. This is called
‘eye of the cyclone’. The waves caused
in the oceans due to ferocity of hurricanes
are called hurricane waves which are
generally from 3 to 6m in height. These
storm surges Inundate the coastal areas
with immense volume of oceanic water
and thus cause immense loss to human
health and wealth. Hurricanes extend upto
12,000m above the ocean surface. They
last for many days and some times for
more than a week.”84

(a) Origin of Hurricanes

Origin of  Hurricanes and Weather
condition associated with Hurricane is
same as we described in the earlier point
temperate cyclone.

(b) Distribution of Tropical Cyclone
(Hurricanes)

“Tropical cyclones mostly develop over
the ocean surface between 5° -15° latitudes
in both the hemispheres and influence
weather of  coastal areas of  the continents.
There are 6 major regions of the tropical
cyclones e.g. (1) West Indies, Gulf  of
Mexico, and Caribbean Sea, (2) Western
North Pacific Ocean including Phillippines
Islands, China Sea, and Japanese Islands,
(3) Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal, (4)
Eastern Pacific coastal region off  Mexico
and Central America, (5) South Indian
Ocean off Madagascar (Malagasi), and (6)
Western South Pacific Ocean, in the region
of Samoa and Fiji Island and the east and
north coasts of Australia.

North Atlantic Ocean – It may be
pointed out that the occurrences of
tropical cyclones are rhythemic in nature
because they are restricted to a certain
season of a year which varies from one
region to the other region. On an average,
about 7 cyclones develop every year in the
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southern and south-western parts of the
Atlantic Ocean, most of which become
hurricanes. They develop (i) in August and
September around Cape Verde Island, (ii)
between June and October to the north
and east of  West Indies and to the south
of the Atlantic coast of the USA, (iii) from
May to November in the North Caribbean
Sea, (iv) from June to October in the South
Caribbean Sea, and (v) from June to
October in the Gulf  of  Mexico.

North Pacific Ocean – The cyclones
after originating off the western coast of
Mexico move north-westward and affect
the weather of  California. Some times, they
also reach Hawaii Island. About 5 to 6
tropical cyclones develop each year
between June and November and two of
them gain hurricane intensity.

South-West North Pacific Ocean –
Normally, tropical cyclones develop in
China Sea, off the coasts of Phillippines
Islands and South Japan between May and
December. They have disastrous effects on
the eastern coasts of China where they gain
the ferocity of  typhoons. About 12
typhoons develop every year.

South Pacific Ocean – Tropical
cyclones develop to the east of Society
Island (east of 180° longitude) during
December-April and influence the weather
of north-east coast of Australia.

North Indian Ocean – After
originating in the Arabian Sea and Bay of

Bengal tropical cyclones (also called as
depressions) influence the weather
conditions of India on a large-scale
between April and December.

South Indian Ocean – Cyclones
originate off the coasts of Re Union,
Madagascar, and Maritius islands between
November and April.”85

(c) Environmental Impact of Tropical
Cyclones

“Tropical cyclones (Hurricanes) are
very severe disastrous natural hazards
which inflict heavy loss to human lives and
property in terms of  destruction of
buildings, transport systems, water and
power supply systems, disruption of
communication systems, destruction of
standing agricultural crops, domestic and
wild animals, natural vegetation, private
and public institutions etc. through
damages caused by high velocity winds,
floods and storm surges. Tables 1.1, 1.2
and 1.3 depict the death toll of human lives
by tropical cyclones (Hurricanes) in
different parts of  the world.”86

(iii) Thunderstorm
“A thunderstorm is an intense local

storm associated with a large, dense
cumulonimbus cloud in which there are
very strong updrafts of  air. Thunder and
lighting normally accompany the storm,
and rainfall is heavy often of cloud burst
intensity, for a short period. Violent

raeY shtaeDnamuH raeY shtaeDnamuH

1371 000,003 4681 000,05

9871 000,02 7791 000,55

3381 000,05 0991 895

9381 000,02

Table 1.1: Some Noteworthy Indian Tropical Cyclone
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surface winds may occur at the onset of
the storm.

Recent studies of cumulonimbus
clouds show that a single thunderstorm
consist of  individual parts, called cells. Air
rises within each cell as a succession of
bubble like air bodies, rather than as a
continuous updraft from bottom to top.
(Fig. 1.6.) As each bubble-rises, air in it’s

woke is brought in for the surrounding
region, a process called entrainment.
Rising air in the thunderstorm cell can
reach vertical speed up to 900 m per
minute. Rapid condensation will be in the
form of  rain in the lower levels, mined
water and show at intermediate levels and
show at high levels.

Upon reaching high levels, which may

Table 1.2: Notable Tropical Cyclonic Disasters in Bangladesh

Table 1.3: Typhoon Disasters in the far East.

raeY shtaeDnamuH raeY shtaeDnamuH

2281 000,04 3691 864,11

6781 000,001 0791 000,003

9781 000,571 6791 000,001

0691 941,5 5891 000,11

raeY yrtnuoC shtaeDnamuH

1891 anihC 000,003

3291 napaJ 000,052

0591 napaJ 000,5

Fig. 1.6 Schematic Diagram of interior of a thunderstorm cell
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be on the order 20,000 to 40,000 Ft. or
even higher, the rising rate diminishes and
the cloud top is dragged downward to
form anvil top.(Fig. 1.6.) Ice particles
falling from the cloud top act as nuclei for
condensation at lower level, a process
called seeding. The rapid fall of
condensation adjacent to the rising air
bubbles exerts a frictional drag upon the
air and sets in motion a downfall. Striking
the ground where precipitation is heaviest,
this downdraft forms a local squall line,
which is sometimes strong enough to fell
trees and do severe structural damages to
buildings.”87

(a) Structure of  Thunderstorms

“A thunderstorm consists of  several
cells, which are characterized by strong
updraft of  air. Each cell passes through a
phase of life-cycle consisting of youth,
mature, and old stage. The first stage
(youth) is called cumulus stage when warm
air rises strongly upward and helps in the
formation of  the clouds. The second stage
or mature stage is characterized by both
upward and downward movement of
winds and occurrence of rainfall. The third
stage or senile stage or dissipating stage is
characterized by the downward movement
of the winds which spread over the ground
surface and stop vertical movement of
winds. Clouds spread in the sky in umbrella
shape and become altostratus 2 and
cirrostratus3 resulting into dissipation of
thunderstorms.”88

(b) Conditions for Thunderstorm
Development

“Atmospheric instability, updraft of
potentially unstable air, abundant supply
of  warm and moist air, thick clouds etc.
are the factors which favour the
development of  thunderstorms. The

upward movement of  warm and moist air
is prerequisite condition for the origin of
thunderstorms. Surface heating through
intense isolation causes convective
mechanism resulting into updraft of air
and atmospheric instability. This is why
thunderstorms originate mainly during
summer season, warm days of  a season,
and warm hours of  a day. It appears that
warm, moist and rising unstable air is the
most important factor in the development
of  thunderstorms. This becomes possible
when normal lapse rate of  temperature is
greater than adiabatic rate of temperature
change. Besides convective mechanism,
warm and moist winds also rise and
become unstable due to orographic
obstacles. The greater the instability of
warm and moist air, the greater the
intensity and duration of  thunderstorms.

 There must be greater thickness of
clouds between cloud base (i.e. the level
at which condensation and cloud
formation begin) and icing level (i.e. the
level at which water droplets change into
ice particles). The higher the icing level
above cloud base, the greater the thickness
of clouds and thus the greater the intensity
of convection. Since the icing level is at
very low height in the middle latitudes,
thunderstorms do not develop there. On
the other hand, thunderstorms are
common features in the weather of low
latitudes because of the higher height of
icing level and greater thickness of cloud
cover.”89

(c) Thunderstorms and Weather

(i) Rainfall

“Rainfall in thunderstorms, unlike
tropical cyclones, is in the form of  heavy
downpour with greatest intensity of all
other forms of  precipitation but is of  short
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duration because of two factors viz. (i) the
air rises abruptly with great force due to
which there is quick condensation and
cloud formation, and (ii) there is abundant
absolute humidity due to high rate of
evaporation consequent upon very high
temperature during summer season. The
rainfall of  thunderstorm is closely related
to its numerous cells. There is maximum
rainfall in the centre and minimum at the
periphery of each convective cell. Fully
developed cell yields rainfall for about an
hour whereas weak cell dies out within few
minutes.

(ii) Hailstorms
When condensation over below

freezing point, ice particles are formed
which range from the size of a peas to large
ball. Hail is not associated with every
thunderstorm. Not only this, hail is
confined to only certain cells of a
thunderstorm. Hails fall down on the
ground surface when the rising convection
currents become weak and feeble. The
sudden fall of hails inflicts great damage
to human health and wealth, birds and
animals and standing agricultural crops.

(iii) Lightning
Electrical discharge centers are

developed in a mature thunderstorm. The
centers of positive and negative electrical
charges develop in the upper and lower
portions of the clouds respectively with
discharge values ranging between 20 to30
coulombs. Lightning is produced when the
electrical potential gradient between the
electrical positive and negative charges
becomes very steep. According to another
view lightning is produced due to splitting
of  large water drops. Each water drop has
positive and negative electrical charges
which remain in neutral state when they are

evenly balanced. This balance is disturbed
due to splitting of these drops resulting
into difference in positive and negative
charges.”90

(d) Types of  Thunderstorm

“Thunderstorms are classified on the
basis of the mode of rising of their heated
air.

(i) Thermal Thunderstorms – In the
day the earth’s surface is heated by the
insolation from the sun, the air in contact
with the earth’s surface is also heated very
strongly and convection currents are
produced. Such thunderstorms are
produced in the afternoon because the
temperature is the highest on the earth at
this time.

(ii) Nocturnal Radiation Thunderstorms- The
upper layers of clouds radiate heat in the
night. This makes the layers cool and heavy.
When these heavy layers descend rapidly,
they displace the lower hot layers upwards.
This rising warm air produces
thunderstorms which occur in the night.

(iii) Orographic Thunderstorms-
When the winds strike against a mountain,
the air is pushed up the slope. If the air is
warm and humid, it rises, cools and causes
rainfall. This type of rainfall occurs in India
in rainy season. In south-east U.S.A.
thunderstorms are produced in this way
when the warm and humid air strikes
against the isolated hills. Very heavy
rainfall results and it is responsible for
dense growth but the surrounding lower
area is dry and arid.

(iv) Frontal Thunderstorms – When
two air masses meet each other, the warm
one being lighter rises over the cooler air
mass and creates a thunderstorm. In this
way, warm air rises on the fronts of  the air
masses. The thunderstorm, so produced
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is called frontal thunderstorm.”91

(iv) Tornadoes
“Tornadoes are funnel shaped storms

which are smallest but most violent and
disastrous of  all the storms. Infact, they
are violently rotating column of air having
upper portion of funnel shape of
cumulonimbus clouds which are attached
to the ground by very narrow column of
air. The funnel has a diameter of  90m in
the lower portion and 460m in the upper
portion. It has a dark colour because of
the dominance of  dust, sands, debris and
condensed moisture. The centre of the
tornadoes are characterized by extremely
low pressure, say 100mb less than the
outside environment. Because of such
steep pressure gradient winds rush up with
great force towards the centre having
furious velocity of 600to 800 kms per
hour. Thus the swiftly inward moving air
is caught into a vortex of  the storm and is
rapidly lifted upwards and cools
adiabatically and forms thunderstorm.
This in why tornadoes are always
associated with violent thunderstorms.
Tornadoes may develop singly or in
groups. When tornadoes move in group
(called as tornado family), they cause
irreparable heavy loss to human health and
wealth.

Exact mechanism of the origin and
development of tornadoes are not fully
understood but most of the metrologists
believe that they are formed due to a
violent convection of conditionally and
convectively unstable column of ascending
air. The origin of  tornadoes has also been
related to fronts. The up thrusting of  warm
and moist tropical and subtropical air mass
by cold polar air mass along the cold front
presents ideal conditions for tornado

development. Sometimes, intense local
heating of the ground surface causes
strong convection which induces ideal
conditions for the development of the
tornadoes.”92

“According to California scientist
Vernon J. Rossaw tornado is produced as
a result of the interaction of two great air
masses. One of  the air masses is charged
with negative and the other with positive
electricity. The two air masses are at a
distance of 16km., per hour and move
parallel to each other. Attraction takes
place between these two oppositely
charged air masses and as a result both of
them move towards each other. If  the two
currents of the air masses move with a
speed of 800 km. per hour and the distance
between them is about 2 km., a tornado is
produced. Rossow produced in his
laboratory two cloud masses about 10 cm,
high having opposite charges. A small
tornado was produced in the laboratory.

He hinted at a possibility that if two
charged wires are passed through the head
of a tornado with the help of a rocket,
discharges will take place in the tornado
and its destructive power can be put to an
end. This may be a way to control
tornadoes.”93

“Tornados are more common in
southern and eastern USA. The
approaches of tornadoes are herald by
dark and thick clouds in the sky resulting
into complete darkness, and minimum
visibility and low air pressure. The winds
blow with hypervelocity which causes
cracks in buildings. The corks of  bottle
suddenly open automatically due to
sudden change in air pressure.”94

“Tornadoes, though smallest in area of
all hazardous atmospheric storms, are very
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deadly to human lives and property. On
an average the annual toll caused by
tornadoes in the USA includes damage to
property worth 100,000,000 US dollars
and 150 human deaths. The deadliest part
of tornadoes are the tornado missiles
(consisting of  uprooted trees, their
branches, roofs of  buildings etc. which are
carried away by the dynamic force of
winds) which inflict great damage to
buildings, other human structures, and
human lives. A tornado, for example, at
Lubbock (Texas, USA) in 1970 move a
long cylindrical fertilizer tank
(3.35m12.5m in size with average weight
of 11 tones) for a distance of 121km from
its original place. It may be pointed out
that a tornado becomes disaster only when
its funnel of dark clouds moves by
touching the ground through narrow
column of  swiftly moving winds. The
tornado outbreak (occurrence of
tornadoes in groups involving large
numbers) of  60 tornadoes on February 19,
1884 struck the states of  Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee and
Kentucky between 10 A.M and 12
midnight wherein the most terrific
devastation was caused by violent wind
storms ever experienced in the USA
before this date. Total damages caused by
these tornadoes included loss of property
worth 3 to 4 million US dollars death of
800 persons, injuries to 2,500 people,
destruction of  10,000 buildings , homeless
and destitute people numbering 10,000 to
15,000.”95

(v) Anticyclone and their Birth
“The scholars have been so much

involved with the problems of cyclones
that they have never paid much attention

to anticyclones. Hence our knowledge of
anticyclones is not very rich. Due to the
neglect of  anticyclones, the scholars have
stated calling anticyclones as the ‘ugly
ducklings of modern meteorological
research.’

Anticyclones are these vast areas of
high air pressure which have a diverging
system of  surface winds. Sometimes they
are comparatively calm masses of air in
between active depressions.

The Birth of Anticyclones – Cold
anticyclones are born where heat radiated
by the surface of the earth escapes into the
upper layers of  the air. This process cools
the earth’s surface and the layers of  air a
few km., above it are also cooled. Due to
this cooling the temperature of the air falls
and its pressure increase.

The upper layers contract and subside
on account of  cooling. The air around it
rushes up to fill the place of  the subsiding
air.

Briefly – (i) The wind system at the
surface of the earth and the air a few km.,
high is diverging due to high pressure.

(ii) Above the diverging system of
winds, there is another wind system which
is converging on account of attraction
towards it.

Not much can be said accurately about
the origin of anticyclones but it is inferred
that there is a relation between the High
Pressure Cells and the birth of
anticyclones.”96

(a) Shape and Size

“Anticyclones are generally of  circular,
near circular of wedge shape but are very
large in size. Some times, they become so
large in size that their diameters become
9,000km. There is little difference between
the length and width of  anticyclones.
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Temperate anticyclones are so extensive
that a single anticyclone covers nearly half
of  the USA.”97

(b) Temperature

“Anticyclones are originated due to the
descent of either polar cold air masses or
warm tropical air mass. It is, thus, obvious
that cold anticyclones are associated with
extremely low temperature and they cause
cold waves during winter season but when
they come in summer season, weather
becomes pleasant. On the other hand,
warm anticyclones bring heat waves during
summer season in the subtropical
regions.”98

(c) Weather Conditions

“Generally, anticyclones are rainless and
sky is free of clouds because of the fact

that descending air in the centre of
anticyclone is warmed up at dry adiabatic
rate due to subsidence. This causes rise in
temperature which reduces normal lapse
rate of temperature, with the result the
stability of air increases resulting into
marked increase in  the aridity of  air. This
is why anticyclones are indicative of dry
weather. This does not mean that
anticyclones are always rainless. While
passing over oceans some times they pick
up moisture and yield light rains with
moderate clouds. The approach of
anticyclones is heralded by clearing of
clouds, if  already present in the sky, clear
weather and decrease in wind velocity. The
weather of Canada, USA, and north
Eurasia is mostly affected by
anticyclones.”99
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6. Climate and Weather in
India

India has a great diversity in climate and
the meteorological condition in different
parts of the country presents many
contrasts. The Punjab, for instance, has a
continental climate with blazing heat in
summer and freezing cold in winter, while
Kerala has a tropical maritime climate with
very little change in temperature and
humidity throughout the year. Assam in the
east is extremely damp, whereas Rajasthan
in the west is very arid. In the Thar Desert
the average annual rainfall is less than
13cm, while at Cherrapunji in Assam the
rainfall is as much as 1,080cm.

The climate of India is largely
dependant on conditions outside its
geographical limits. The cold weather rain
and snowfall, for example are related to
the shallow low-pressure systems which
arise north-west of India as far away as the
eastern Mediterranean region. Similarly,
the distribution of rainfall in the summer,
monsoon season depends upon the
pressure and temperature conditions in
southern Asia, the Indian Ocean, and the
China Sea.

The most important feature of the
climate of India is the alternation of
seasons known as the monsoons. During
the winter months the general air flow over
India is from land to sea as the north-east
monsoon. The Asiatic cold air hardly ever
seeps into India, the Himalayas acting as
an effective barrier. The Bay of  Bengal, the
Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean are
mostly affected by the air originating over
the subtropical high pressure areas located
over the northern India. Since these winds
originate over land, they are mainly dry.
In the summer months, the winds blow

from sea to land as the south-west
monsoon. Since these winds originate over
the sea, they give rise to a season
characterized by high humidity and
frequent rain. During the winter months
the land mass of Central and South Asia
is about 80 to 140C, cooler than the Pacific
and the Atlantic Ocean areas in the same
latitudes, while in summer this land area is
50 to 80 C warmer than the sea. These
differences are the main cause of the
monsoons.

(i) The Mechanism of Monsoon
The alternation of seasons is known as

monsoon or we can say that the monsoons
are seasonal winds which completely
change their direction of flow with the
change of season.

Actually, the phenomenon of  the
monsoon is certainly very old, but its exact
nature and cause are being discovered
recently. The real break through has come
when it was studied at the global rather
than regional level. By and large this
phenomenon is confined to tropical land
lying between 200N and 200S. But in the
Indian subcontinent it is greatly influenced
by the Himalayan ranges bringing the
whole subcontinent under the sway of these
moist equatorial winds for a season ranging
between two to five months. It accounts
for 75 to 95 percent of the annual rainfall
just from June to September.

The nature and mechanism of the
monsoon is understood with the help of
meteorological data which are collected
from stations on land, ships in the oceans
and from upper air. It was originally
thought that monsoon was a phenomenon
of  surface winds. It is now known that
upper air currents also play an important
role in the mechanism of the monsoon.
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It has also been found that the intensity
of monsoon can be broadly predicted by
measuring difference in pressure between
Tahiti in French Polynesia in east Pacific
and Port Darwin in Northern Territory of
Australia in the Indian Ocean southeast of
Indonesia.

(ii) Seasons and their Duration
India’s climate is characterized by

distinct seasonality. Seasons come and go
one after the other with surprising
precision. They depict the annual cycle to
weather and reflect the changing moods
of nature. Each season has its distinct
features. Indian Meteorological
Department has recognized the following
four seasons:

(a) Cold Weather Season or Winter
season- December to February

(b) Hot Weather Season or Summer
Season- March to May

(c) South West Monsoon Season or
rainy Season- June to September

(d)  Seasons of retreating Monsoon or
cool Season- October to November.

(a) The cold weather season

This season commences in December
and by January when temperature in Asia
are lowest, the north-east winds prevail
over the land and sea areas of India. Clear
skies fine weather, light northerly winds
low temperature and humidity, are the
characteristics of the weather in India from
December to February. Occasionally, there
are shallow cyclonic depressions which
travel from west to east across northern
India, giving rise to heavy rains to the
Punjab plains and considerable snowfall
in Kashmir. Generally, during this season,
rainfall is greatest in the north-west of India
and decreases towards the south and east;
the temperature is lower in the northwest

than in the east and south.
(b) The hot weather season

There is a continuous and rapid rise of
temperature and fall of barometric
pressure in the northern India from March
to May, and a decrease of  temperature in
the southern Indian Ocean during these
months. In March, the highest day
temperature of  about 380 to 430C.In May,
the highest temperature in northern India,
especially in the desert regions of the
north-west, where the maximum
temperature may be over 480C, and dust
storms are of  common occurrence. The
area of low air-pressure stretches from
north-west India to Chota Nagpur which
causes southern winds across the West
Bengal coast, and north-westerly winds
across the Bombay coast, which often
result in violent winds, torrential rain and
hail. In West Bengal, these, “Nor-westers”,
as they often attain the intensity of
tornadoes and hence are very destructive.

(c) The south west Monsoon season

At the end of  May, a fairly deep low
pressure area extends from west Rajasthan
to west-Bengal. The south-east trade winds
from the south of the equator blow
northwards into the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian Sea; these are influenced by the
air circulation over India and deflected
inland as south-westerly winds which give
rise to the cool and humid south-west
monsoon.

The south-west monsoon bursts on the
Kerala coast at the beginning of June. The
monsoon gradually extends northwards
and spreads over most of India by the end
of June. June and July constitute an
important season for India since
agriculture depends mainly on the amount
and distribution of rainfall during these
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two months. The monsoon wind advancing
northwards from the Bay of  Bengal
towards Burma is deflected by the Arakan
hills westwards up the Ganga plain; hence
the monsoon winds here are more from
south-east and south than from south-west.
After crossing the deltaic coast of Bengal,
the monsoon winds are forced up to the
Assam and Chittagong hills and very
heavey rainfall results in this region. Part
of the monsoon current is turned
westwards by the Himalayan ranges and
consequently all along their lower slopes
from Sikkim to Kashmir there is almost
continual rainfall during this monsoon
season.

The south-west monsoon wind of the
Arabian sea are obstructed by the Western
Ghats and hence there is a heavy rainfall in
the coastal region west of  the Ghats. After
crossing the Ghats, the monsoon advances
over the Deccan plateau and Madhya
Pradesh, and meets the current from the
Bay of Bengal. Another part of the
Arabian sea branch of the monsoon
crosses the coast of Sourashtra and Kutch
and reaches the Aravalli hills after passing
over the arid zone of Rajasthan. On
reaching eastern Punjab these winds join
the current deflected westwards from the
Bay of Bengal, and produce moderate to
heavy rain in the western Himalayas eastern
Punjab and eastern Rajasthan.

In general, the strength of the south-
west monsoon and the associated rainfall
increase from June to July and remain fairly
steady in August. The Monsoon retreats
from northern India in the second week
of  September.

(d) The retreating south-west Monsoon
season

 “The months of October and

November are known for the retreating
monsoons. During this season, the
monsoon trough of low pressure becomes
weaker and is gradually replaced by high
pressure. This results in the retreat of the
monsoon. The out-reach of the monsoons
begins to become unsustainable. Their
sway over the Indian land-mass begins to
shrink. By the beginning of October they
withdraw from the Northern Plains

The months of October-November
form a period of  transition from a hot
rainy season to dry winter conditions. The
retreat of the monsoons is marked by clear
skies and rise in temperature. The land is
still moist. Owing to the conditions of high
temperature and humidity, the weather
becomes rather oppressive. This is
commonly known as ‘October heat’. In the
second half of October the mercury
begins to fall rapidly, particularly in
northern India.

The low pressure conditions which once
prevailed over north-western India get
transferred to the centre of Bay of Bengal
by early November. This shift of  the low
pressure area is far from south. The period
is associated with occurrence of cyclonic
depressions which originate over the
Andaman Sea. Those that manage to cross
the eastern coasts of southern peninsula
cause heavy and widespread rains. These
tropical cyclones are often very
destructive. The thickly populated deltas
of the Godavari, Krishna and Kaveri are
their preferred targets. No year is ever
found disaster free. Occasionally, these
tropical cyclones visit Sundarbans and
Bangladesh too. Bulk of  the rainfall of  the
Coromandel coast is derived from
depressions and cyclones.”100
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(iii) Traditional Indian Season
 “The division of the year on

meteorological grounds has hardly any

significance for the general population.
The common man’s view of  season has
developed on the basis of his practical
experience and his age old perception of
the weather phenomena. According to
Indian Convention the year is divided into
six seasons (“ritu”)

The year begins with Vasanta, the first
season and it roughly corresponds to the
Spring season but it does not coincide fully
with the English months of March and
April as it extends over the period mid
February to mid April. After Vasanta,
occurs the Grishma during Jyeshtha and
Asadh (mid April to mid June). The Varsha
Ritu (the Rainy Season) comes after the
Grishma Ritu and extends over Sravana
and Bhadra (July-August). The rainy
season, however, may set in by the middle
of May and June and continue up to the
middle of September with Marginal
variations in different in different parts of
the country.

In Aswin-Kartika (mid September to
mid November) the Sharada Ritu occurs.
Sharada is transitional between the Varsha
and the following Hemanta (Margashirsha-
Pausa). During the Hemanta and the cold
weather intensifies and this is the
distinguishing factor with Sharada. The

Shishira which follows Hemanta falls in
Magha and Phalgun (January-February).
The Shishira gradually gives way to Spring.

This view of seasons holds good only in
north and central parts of India which have
well defined seasonality.”101

(iv) Annual Rainfall
“Map in fig.1.7 shows the distribution

of annual rainfall in India. The average
annual rainfall of India is about 118cm,
which is the highest for a country of such
vast dimensions anywhere in the world.
But there are large spatial and temporal
variations. Large parts of  Meghalaya,
receive about 1000cm, annual rainfall while
on the other end of the scale, some
districts in south-west Rajasthan hardly
receive annual rainfall of 15cm. In the
extreme south, Kannyakumari and Nellai
Kattaboman district get less than 30cm,
during the south-west monsoon, while
heavy rains of 200cm or more, and last
the nearby Kerala Coast. India can
conveniently be divided into following
regions depending upon the annual
average rainfall received by these regions

Areas of very high rainfall

Areas receiving an annual rainfall of
200cm and above are termed as areas of
very high rainfall. These include the west
coast from Thiruvananthapuram in the
south to Mumbai in the north. The average
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annual rainfall in this belt is 200-400cm,
with localized areas in between receiving
400-800cm annual rainfall. Almost the
whole of Assam, Nagaland, Meghalaya,
Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh of  west
Bengal also receive over 400cm Meghalaya
(the abode of clouds)is the wettest part
of the country with Mawsyram  and
Cherrapunji  getting 1,221 and 1,102cm
of  annual rainfall respectively.

Areas of high rainfall:

These areas receive 100-200cm annual
rainfall. They include slopes of the
Western Ghats major part of  the northern
plain, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. The isohyets of
100cm rainfall runs southwards from
Gujarat coast roughly parallel to the crest
of  the Western Ghats up to
Kanniyakumari. The rainfall to the west of
this line is above 100cm. To the north, the
100cm isohyets trends eastward passing

over the southern parts of
Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal
Pradesh, and northern Uttar
Pradesh. To the east of
Allahabad, it bends to the west
passing over Bundelkhand in
U.P. Turning west-south-
westwards; it runs over western
Madhya Pradesh, eastern
Maharashtra and northern
Andhra.

Areas of low rainfall

These areas receive 50-
100cm annual rainfall and
include large parts of Gujarat,
Maharashtra, western Madhya
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, eastern Rajasthan,
Punjab, Haryana and parts of
Uttar Pradesh.

Areas of very low rainfall

They are desert and semi-desert areas
receiving less than 50cm of annual rainfall.
They include large areas of western
Rajasthan, Kuchchh and most of northern
part of  Jammu and Kashmir.”102

(v) Climatic regions of India
“The essential characteristic of the

climate of India is always tropical in nature.
However, the combination and
distribution of the various elements of
climate reveal many regional patterns.
These regional patterns thus formed are
more or less homogenous in character
broadly with respect to temperature,
moisture and rainfall conditions. The
division of climates into broad
homogenous types is not very easy and
requires intricate methods mostly statistical
to group it into simple index. Many
climatic factors for this purpose are taken
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into account such as temperature-its
diurnal and annual range, precipitation-its
quantity, seasonability and frequency,
evaporation and transpiration and the
vegetation types which are reflective of a
particular climate. Based on these
postulates there have been attempts to
divide India into climatic zones. Most
notable of these attempts are from
Koeppen, and Trewartha.”103

Koeppen’s scheme

“Koeppen based his classification on
the nature and type of vegetation which is
determined by climatic factors like
temperature and rainfall. Based on his
scheme India can be divided into the
following climatic types (Fig 1.8)

1. Monsoon type with short dry
season (AmW). This region comprises the
western coastal strip where the rainfall
exceeds 120 inches. The
dry weather is very short
and the vegetation is chiefly
of evergreen type.

2. Tropical Savanna
type (AW). This region
includes almost the entire
Peninsula, the whole of
Gujarat, Maharashtra,
south and central Madhya
Pradesh, Orissa, Andhra
Pradesh, western Tamil
Nadu, southwest Bengal,
southern Bihar, and parts
of Karnataka. The summer
temperatures are high and
the rainfall is from 30 to 50
inches.

3. Monsoon Type
with dry season in high sun
period (AS). Comprises of
the coastal strips of

southern Andhra Pradesh and eastern
Tamil Nadu. The rainfall comes mainly in
winter from the retreating monsoon and
is moderate 30-40 inches.

4. Semi-arid Steppe climate
(BSHW).occupies parts of Rajasthan,
southwestern Punjab and parts of
Karnataka and Maharashtra. The summers
are dry and the rainfall is very scanty, i.e.,
four inches which comes mainly in winter.
Shrubs and thorny bushes characterize the
vegetation.

5. Hot Desert type covers the
extreme western Rajasthan where rainfall
is very scanty (below 5”). Summer
temperature is very high and evaporation
exceeds precipitation.

6. Monsoon type with dry winter
embraces the whole Sutlej, Ganga plain
and parts of Malwa plateau.

8
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7. Cold humid winters with short
summers cover the whole of northeast
India.

8. Polar type covers the whole of
Kashmir and Laddakh plateau. Snowfall
is very frequent in winter and the warmest
month’s temperature varies from 00 to
100c.”104

Trewartha’s scheme

“Besides Koeppen’s scheme of
climatic classification, one classification
was proposed by Trewartha. It is modified
form of  Koeppen’s classification and is
thought to apply to Indian conditions
most appropriately since it broadly,
corresponds with the physical aspects of

Indian geography, its vegetation cover, soil
and broad natural regions of  the country,
which closely corresponds with the agro
climatic zonation. The tropical rainforest
region, the tropical Semi-arid steppe
climate, tropical and subtropical steppe,
tropical desert, humid Subtropical with
dry winters and mountain climate are the
seven regions into which he divided the
country. However, all these divisions are
only sub type of the climate which can be
described as monsoonal type of
climate.(Fig 1.9)

1. Tropical Rainforest (Am)

Distribution: Western coastal plain,
Sahyadris and in parts of Assam.

T e m p e r a t u r e :
Minimum 180 C
during winter and
maximum 290C in
April-May.

Rainfall:
 Average annual
rainfall 80 inches
rainfall from
southwest monsoon,
which breaks easily
and lasts long.

2. Tropical
Rainforest (AM)

Distribution: Most
of  the Peninsula
accepts the Semi-arid
zone in the lee side of
the Sahyadri. Marked
by long dry weather
lasting winter and
early  Summer.

T e m p e r a t u r e :
Above 180 C during
winter and above 320
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C in summer. Southern areas experience
more equable temperature regime  than
the areas   farther  north.

Rainfall:  Varies from 30 inches in the
west to 60 inches in the east. Northern
region receives most of the rainfall from
southwest monsoon. In Tamil   Nadu  half
of the amount comes from northeast
during October and December.

3. Tropical Semi-arid Steppe Climate (Bs)

Distribution: Rain shadow belt running
southward from Central Maharashtra to
Tamil Nadu in the lee side of  Sahyadris
and Cardamom hills.

Temperature: Varying from 20-240 C for
December (coldest) and 330 C for May
(hottest).

Rainfall: 15 inches to 30 inches. The
rainfall is erratic and uncertain. Southwest
monsoon is principal source.

4. Tropical And Subtropical Steppe (Bsh)

Distribution: Broad crescent from Punjab
to Kachchh between the Thar Desert in
the west, Ganga plain in the east and
Peninsula in the south.

Temperature: Average temperature is 270

C. Minimum 120C in January and 350C
maximum in June. Maximum temperature
recorded is 480C.

Rainfall: Annual average rainfall 11
inches. Highly erratic  varies from 11 inches
to 24 inches. Monsoon failure and drought
common.

5. Tropical Desert (Bwh)

Distribution:Western parts of  Barmer,
Jaisalmer and good parts of  Kachchh form
the sandy wastes of  Thar.

Temperature: Average temperature is
34.50 C. Highest 480C in summer to lowest
120C in winter. Temperature decreases

towards north in winter, i.e,very high
diurnal and annual temperature.

Rainfall:   Average annual rainfall is 11
inches, very high spatial and temporal
variation. Whether it rains it is in the form
of cloud burst  taking  place mostly in July-
September. When the southwest monsoon
may penetrate the region. Sandstorm in the
afternoon and hot and dry winter winds
blow practically throughout the day.

6. Humid Subtropical With Dry Winter
(CAW)

Distribution:Large area to the south of
Himalaya, eastern Rajasthan, plains of  U.P
and Bihar, N. Bengal, parts of  Assam and
Arunachal Pradesh.

Temperature: More 46-480C. Mild to
severely cold winters. Summers hot in
western part and mild in east (equable).

Rainfall:  Annual rainfall varies from 25
inches to 100 inches received mostly from
southwest monsoon. Rainfall increases
towards east and north.Where it is humid.
Dry winter. Western parts receive little rain
from westerly depression.

7. Mountain Climate (H)

Distribution: Himalayan and Karakoram
ranges above 6000m.

Temperature: Sharp contrast between the
temperatures of the sunny and shady
slopes. High diurnal range of  temperature
and variability of rainfall.   Maximum
temperature 15-170 C in summer and
below 00C in winter.

Rainfall: 3-4 inches on northern slopes
and 100 on western slopes. Climate slightly
better on southern slopes, amount of
rainfall increases towards east. Winds are
accompanied by strong cold air that
emanate from a large anticyclone located
over Siberia and the adjoining  parts  of
China.”105
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7. Climatic Variations and
Change

“The meteorologist’s concept of
climate is dynamic one, including day to
day changes of weather, the seasonal cycle,
and small-scale variations of atmospheric
conditions measurable over periods of 2
to 25 years. Long series of  observations
show something like a “beat”
phenomenon, with an unevenly varying
wavelength. This built in variability of the
atmosphere from the interaction of
multiple factors, and from mechanism set
in progress by one or more variables
operating over different time scales.
Climate is never stable but is subject to
continuing oscillations, such at the waxing
and wanning of many atmospheric
components over variable periods of 23
to 29 months. For these reasons it is
necessary to define climatic variations of
different wavelength and amplitude and to
decide which qualify as short or long term
fluctuations and which are part of the built
in year to year variability and thus
deserving of  the rank of  oscillations.

(i) Seasonal Cycle
Each year the Earth experiences

changes in its radiation budget, and in the
distribution of heat input into the
atmosphere, in the course of the seasonal
migration of the zenith Sun between 23°
N and 23° S. These are far greater than
any changes associated with the differences
of one year from another and also are
greater than the differences between
different climatic epochs, except those
resulting from the presence of extensive
ice sheets during the ice ages. The seasonal
changes are accompanied by a general
northward and southward movement of

the subtropical anticyclone belts and other
main features of the atmospheric
circulation, including expansion of the
circumpolar vortex of upper winds over
the hemisphere where it is winter and
contraction of the vortex over the summer
hemisphere. The seasonal migration of
these circulation features, however, is on
the average no more than 10° of latitude
(and generally less than this in the Southern
Hemisphere); i.e., much less than that of
the zenith Sun.

As a result of the seasonal migration
north and south of the respective belts of
cyclonic activity over the middle and high
latitudes of each hemisphere and of the
equatorial rain zone, many places quite
regularly experience a wet season and a dry
season each year. Near the Equator there
are two wet seasons, as the rain belt
associated with the zone of convergence
between the surface winds from the two
hemispheres moves north and south
between its extreme positions. Over the
continents the seasonal migration of this
intertropical convergence zone proceeds
farther into the summer hemisphere than
it does over the oceans, presumably
because the heating of the continents in
summer weakens the subtropical
anticyclone development, and the trade
winds are correspondingly weak at that
season over the continental sectors. The
extreme case is Asia, where, in summer,
the southwest monsoon winds, supplied
from the Southern Hemisphere (where it
is winter), drive what is essentially the
equatorial rain belt to latitude 30° N and
the foot of  the Himalayas. In the northern
winter the Indian subcontinent is largely
dominated by the northeasterly trade
winds, and dry weather on the whole
prevails except where these winds blow
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against the coast and mountains.
The highest and lowest temperatures of

the year generally occur away from the main
belts of disturbed weather and in
conditions that allow periods of clear
sky.The seasonal migration of  the wind
zones and belts of cloud, rainfall, and
cyclonic activity is not a smooth or
continuous progression but occurs in
stages. It is the end product of  an
alternating sequence of pulse like advances
and retreats. Occasionally the successive
pulses occur at nearly uniform time
intervals, which presumably correspond to
the common duration of some cyclic
process in the atmosphere or involving
atmosphere and ocean. The physical nature
and origins of these cycles are not yet
adequately accounted for in spite of much
research. Some may represent no more
than the normal life history of  an individual
anticyclone cell from its first appearance
to its decay or rejuvenation. Others seem
to correspond to a repeating cycle affecting
much of one hemisphere, with intense
development of the mid-latitudes
westerlies, at one phase, followed by
breakdown and the appearance of
blocking or extended meridional (north–
south) circulation cells. It is unusual for any
of  these sequences, however, to recur
more than a few times before their
regularity is lost. Their occurrence is
prominent enough, however, to produce
many statistical traces of preferred periods
of around five, seven, and (especially) 30
days.

The 30-day oscillation is often
expressed in a recurrent tendency toward
periods of low barometric pressure,
cyclonic influence, and stormy weather
spreading in over Europe from the
Atlantic about the end of each month,

particularly from October to March, and
toward anticyclonic influence culminating
about the 15th to the 20th of each month.
Calendars that are based on weather
phenomena related to such cyclic
oscillations have been produced through
the years. The tendency for precision (or
regularity) of the dates of these
phenomena seems greatest in high
latitudes in the sectors of the Earth
affected and may indicate an origin
associated with the onset of the polar
winter darkness.

One other period length, the very
curious one of  about 26 months, is
strongly marked in a monsoonal
alternation between prevailing west and
east winds in the equatorial stratosphere,
and traces of it are found in the statistics
of so many surface weather conditions in
both low and high latitudes that it must be
accepted as affecting also the lower
atmosphere over the whole Earth. This
also appears to be the time scale of the
so-called Southern Oscillation. Like the
other circulation cycles here mentioned, it
is not altogether regular in its
performance. The cycle length varies at
least from 22 to 35 months, and as every
third or fourth cycle is more prominent
than the others, it also gives rise to an
appearance of some roughly seven-year
repetitions. At other times, it may cease to
be discernible at all. Its occurrences
presumably bear witness to an incomplete
return of the oceanic and atmospheric heat
economy to its initial condition in certain
individual   years.

(ii) Climatic Change
Researchers are able to approach the

study of climatic change with some
confidence because of two main
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technological changes: a revolution in
observational technique that has made
possible continuous scrutiny of  the entire
depth of the atmosphere and the surface
features of the land and ocean; and the
computational and data-storage
capabilities associated with modern
electronics. Only in recent decades,
however, has the observation of  climate
approached the level where such
sophistication is possible. During the
previous 100 years or so, instrumental
records were usually limited to
temperature (air and sea surface), pressure,
and precipitation (largely over land). Prior
to that, instrumental records were
fragmentary at best and are available only
from about 1700. For the millennium or
two before the beginning of the modern
era, literary, historical, and archaeological
sources provide some data; but discussion
of climate and climatic change in the more
remote past depends on “proxy”
evidence. Most such evidence arises from
the ability to interpret the world’s
sedimentary rocks – those deposited by
still or running waters, by the winds, or by
moving or stationary ice, both grounded
and afloat. Annually accumulated tree
growth (tree rings) has been a further
source. Carefully extracted cores from
trees, bogs, lakes, glaciers, and the ocean
floors have provided an intelligible record
for the climates of  the past 750,000 years,
as well as a growing body of evidence for
climates that date back much further.

The usefulness of these proxy sources
would be limited, however, without the
development of accurate dating and
calibration methods. Radiocarbon dating
of  organic remains, for example, offers
reasonable precision back 40,000 years or
so. The decay of  other radioactive

(unstable) isotopes yields dates back to the
early history of the planet. Stable isotope
chemistry, chiefly using deuterium (heavy
hydrogen, or hydrogen-2), oxygen-16 and
oxygen-18, and carbon-12 and carbon-13,
does not provide dating information, but
it does provide evidence of temperature
changes, ice volume, and, by inference,
ocean circulation. One recent dating
technique is based on the study of reversals
of  the polarity of  the Earth’s magnetic
field. Advances in isotope chemistry have
also provided vital tools.The picture that
emerges from the evidence yielded by
these relatively new proxies and dating
techniques is of a fairly stable global
climate. Nevertheless, there have been
prolonged periods, of  which the present
is one, in which large changes have
occurred. Dynamically, both ocean and
atmosphere have many of the
characteristics of  chaotic systems. They
obey firmly established dynamic and
thermodynamic laws but do so in a
nonlinear fashion that permits seemingly
unlimited variability. Thus, there are
meaningful patterns to be described in this
account of climate and climatic change,
but the chaotic element tends to obscure
these regularities on any short-term view.
In spite of, for example, virtually constant
input from the Sun, only slowly changing
atmospheric composition, and an even
more slowly changing Earth surface, the
daily weather pattern never quite repeats
itself. Each season in each locality places
bounds within which this variety can
unfold; but within these constraints the
climate is free to choose a very diverse set
of  realizations. The aim of  the study of
climatic change is thus to detect the signal
of substantive change behind a deafening
clamour of  short-term noise.
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         (a)  Pre-Pleistocene Climatic change

The present is an abnormal time for the
climate of the world. Ice sheets covers
Greenland and Antarctica, and permanent
pack ice blocks the Arctic Ocean. The deep
waters of the Oceans are frigidly cold in
all latitudes (mostly below 30C). the
vegetation map is strongly zonal, with
treeless tundra on high latitude surfaces and
luxuriant rain forest near the equator.   To
reconstruct the Earth’s climate in times
prior to the Pleistocene epoch (i.e. more
than 1,600,000 years ago) it is necessary
to examine the geologic records. The fossil
content of  the Earth’s sedimentary rocks
speaks for the most part of  warmer
climates than that of  today. There appears
always to have a warm tropical belt, with
twin cooler poles. Even near the poles,
conditions were at most times temperate
and apparently ice-free. Geologists once
referred to these conditions as the “normal
climate” of geologist times but as early as
the late 19th century it had become
apparent that this rule had to allow
exceptions. Nevertheless, the view
persisted, and still persists, that the Earth
at most time lacked snow and ice and had
no extreme cold in the Polar
Regions.Some governing conditions: In
one respect there is clear evidence that
climate has not changed radically for more
the 3,000,000,000 years. Metamorphic
rocks of this age in the Pre-Cambrian
shield appear to contain metasediments
that were originally deposited by torrential
streams. Running or standing water
appears to have been present on the
planetary surface in all subsequent epochs.
If  so, and assuming that atmospheric
pressure and the physics of water have not
changed, temperature in the range of 00

to 1000 C must have pertained. Since,

moreover, simple forms of  life evolved
in the oceans of  early Precambrian times.
Present day temperature at the surface at
the surface average 150 C.  Nevertheless,
early climates cannot be compared to
modern climate with any confidence
because other external controls have been
very different. For example:

(1) The early atmosphere was different
in composition from that of  today. In
particular it lacked oxygen and hence
ozone. Powerful ultraviolet radiation
reached the Earth’s surface, inhibiting
terrestrial life and guaranteeing an
extremely active chemistry in the lower
atmosphere. Free oxygen and ozone
entered the system later in Precambrian
times, as life in the oceans evolved; but the
land surfaces were largely naked. This
condition held until about 440,000,000
years ago (the Late Ordovician epoch).

(2) The distribution of land and sea was
radically different. Vast crustal changes
have occurred, such that the physical
geography of the planet came to resemble
that of the modern Earth only in the most
recent 66,000,000 years (the Cenozoic era).

(3) The positions of the geographic and
magnetic poles have both shifted relative
to the distribution of land masses (or vice
versa) throughout geologic history. Thus
the south geographic pole migrated into
the Antarctic continent more than
100,000,000 years ago, approaching its
present position about 70,000,000 years
ago. In addition, the magnetic polarity of
the Earth has repeatedly reversed itself (a
phenomenon that has vital importance for
the climate of the upper atmosphere and
is also useful in the dating process).

(4) The rate of spin of the Earth about
its polar axis, which determines the length
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of  day, has decreased from 425 days per
year about 500,000,000 years ago to 365
1/4 days per year today. Hence days have
become longer. This rate of  spin
determines the Coriolis parameter (see
above wind), one of the key controls of
the circulation of atmosphere and ocean.

(5) The Sun itself, the source of virtually
all the energy in the atmosphere, has
gradually become hotter, so that the solar
constant (the power per square meter of
the incoming solar radiation) has increased
throughout geologic history. Heat released
from the Earth’s interior (very small by
comparison) has decreased during this
period.

Because these are all factors that control
or influence modern climate, ancient
climates cannot be expected to have
resembled modern climate. Moreover,
because these variables have unknown
values, reconstruction of  ancient climates
must rely not on theoretical deduction but
on empirical evidence from the geologic
record.

        (b) The sedimentary records

Deductions can be made about the
climatic significance of certain classes of
sedimentary rock. These include
calcareous rocks (limestones, marbles,
marls), arenaceous rocks (sands,
sandstones, quartzites, conglomerates),
carbonaceous rocks (coals, oil- and gas-
bearing layers), red beds (assemblages of
red and yellow sandstones, marls, clays,
pebble and boulder beds), evaporites (salt,
potash, gypsum, certain classes of
limestone), and glacial deposits (morainic
materials, including diamictites, tills, and
outwash fans). Inferences about the
climatic meaning of such rocks depend on
the lithology of  the materials, the known

association of such materials with present-
day climates, and the fossil biota they
contain, if  any.

       (c) Climate of Pre- Cenozoic age

“The scattering of equivocal evidence
provided by sedimentary records reveals
little about climates more than
540,000,000 years ago (Precambrian
time). It is clear that, in order for extensive
sediments to accumulate in lakes and seas,
strong erosion must have occurred, so
temperatures must have been in the range
in which water is liquid; but more precise
figures cannot be determined. There are
evidences of  early glaciations, but, like
more recent events, these appear to have
been relatively short-lived.For the roughly
500,000,000 years between Precambrian
time and the Cenozoic era, during which
time the basic geography of the planet
changed as the result of continental drift
and mountain-building phases, the
following generalizations appear to be
supported by reasonable evidence:

(1) In general, the Earth possessed a
usually warm and moist climate, with
latitudinal zonations. The equatorial belt
was at least as warm and humid as it is
today, but the polar caps lacked ice, the
seas were open, and high-latitude land
vegetation (as it evolved) appears to have
responded to cool temperate conditions.
The equator-pole temperature gradient
(which drives the atmospheric general
circulation) was usually near half  today’s
values. Deserts existed in the continental
areas, probably in subtropical latitudes, but
at certain times they became more
extensive.

(2) Strong increases in pole ward
temperature gradients occurred at least
twice, once at the outset of the Cambrian
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period (about 540,000,000 years ago) and
again in Permo-Carboniferous times.
Allowing for continental drift, these
episodes appear to have been effective in
creating cool polar conditions, with
westerly winds around the polar caps.
Evidence from the fossil record also
suggests that the entire globe was relatively
cool and dry from 320,000,000 to
208,000,000 years ago, during the Late
Carboniferous, Permian, and Triassic
periods. The fossil record then indicates
that the Earth warmed substantially during
the following 140,000,000 years (the
Jurassic and Cretaceous periods). The
Cretaceous period especially appears to
have been the heyday of world climate,
with calm, equable conditions. It was a time
of expanded ocean surface, with extensive
shelf  seas. Mean annual surface
temperatures exceeded present-day values
by about 6° C, with no polar ice caps.

(iii) Causes of climatic variation

General considerations

Explanation – the identification of
causes – is always difficult when one
discusses complex phenomena, and
climate is very complex. In many ways the
atmosphere and oceans function as if they
were each closed systems, in which change
in behaviour is achieved by purely internal
processes. In other ways, atmosphere and
ocean are linked, and changes in either may
arise from interaction with the other. The
climatic system, like most other natural
systems, behaves in a nonlinear fashion;
that is, it does not necessarily change
proportionally in response to a change in
external forcing. In fact, the system is
choked with feedbacks, both positive and
negative, that ensure that this nonlinearity
will prevail. It might seem, for example,

that local temperatures ought to be
controlled by local input of  solar energy.
In no simple way is this true, however. In
the first place, the solar heating triggers a
return flow of  energy to space (whose
dependence on temperature is extremely
nonlinear). Furthermore, local
temperature is much affected by the
transport of heat by ocean currents and
the winds – i.e., advection of heat. This is
why, for example, Sweden and Hudson Bay
have such different climates, in spite of
being in the same latitudes. Advection
depends in turn on the distribution of solar
heating over the whole Earth – and the
transport terms in the equations governing
atmospheric motion are the reason why
these equations are nonlinear. In short,
cause can never really be separated from
effect in the real world.

Nevertheless, it is reasonable to try to
answer the question “Why does climate
vary?” To do so, the nature of  climate must
be considered:

(1) Climate is best described as the
prevailing, and hence expected, sequence
of  states of  the atmosphere (loosely,
weather) at a given locality. This definition
can be extended to cover regions,
hemispheres, or even the entire globe.
Climatic change is the shift of this sequence
to some new apparently lasting state.

(2) The perceived scope of climate has
recently been broadened to include a wider
range of measurable parameters (e.g.,
humidity, particle load, ionization, cloud
regime, salinity) and to extend over the
entire depth and height of the lower
atmosphere as well as the surface layers of
the ocean.

(3) Climate may be viewed as part of a
larger climatic system, an idea closely
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related to that of  ecosystem. Thus, climate
pervades not only the atmosphere and
ocean but also the soil, ice masses, lakes
and rivers, and the living cover of  the
Earth – all of which interact with the Sun-
driven climate of the atmosphere.

(4) The atmosphere and ocean behave
in part as chaotic systems. Although they
obey well-known laws, they respond to the
laws in a bewilderingly complex way. In
spite, for example, of reliably periodic
forcing by the Sun and tides, the sea and
air appear never to repeat themselves
precisely, showing instead a preference for
nonperiodic behaviour. Tiny events – in
principle even the batting of  a butterfly’s
wings – can amplify into consequences that
simply cannot be predicted from the
known governing laws.

In some ways the wonder is not that
weather and climate are so variable but that
regularities do exist behind the complex
facade. Nevertheless, it is clear that climate
is not just a randomly behaving system.
Distinct rhythms and spatial patterns recur,
and their signals can be isolated from the
noise so evident in climatic statistics. In
describing climates, therefore, it is
necessary to define not only the mean,
modal, or median values of the
appropriate parameters, such as
temperature, pressure, precipitation, and
wind velocity, but also the frequencies and
characteristics of  the variability, whether
it is periodic, nonperiodic, or quasi-
periodic. It is vital to recognize that
variability within the chosen averaging
period is as much part of climate as the
mean values of  each parameter. Thus the
year-to-year variability of rainfall in the
Great Plains of the United States or in
Sahelian Africa is quite as important (and
deserving of  explanation) as the mean

value of  rainfall. In economic terms the
variability may be the most important
aspect.Another component of climate
requiring definition is interdependence.
Correlations often exist between variables
as measured locally, for example, between
precipitation and humidity or between
wind direction and visibility.
Teleconnections, or correlations between
variables measured in different places, also
exist. Finally, a long time series of  a
quantity such as temperature often displays
autocorrelation; i.e., its present behavior
is related to its behavior at other times.
Some of these correlations are of
fundamental importance. For example, the
frictional drag of the winds on the sea
surface, which partly governs the oceanic
circulation, depends on the covariance (a
measure of correlation) of vertical and
horizontal components of the wind and
on similar covariances within the
sea.Explanation of climatic change, if it is
to be attempted fundamentally, must take
these points into consideration. If a
popular theory of climatic change, such
as the Milankovitch orbital variation
theory, can only explain part of  the
observed change (as is commonly the
case), it is necessary to look beyond it,
until most of that change is understood.
Theory, moreover, should be expressed in
quantitative terms. Qualitative guesses no
longer appeal (physicists call such guesses
“hand-waving”), although they still have a
place in the generation of  hypotheses.

Identified causes

Theory suggests (and evidence
confirms) that the following may be causes
of certain types of climatic variation.

Variations in the solar constant
Calculations suggest that a 1 percent
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change in the solar constant can produce
a change in surface global temperature in
the range of 1° to 1.5° C. Recent
observations show that there have been
minor a periodic changes (±0.2 percent)
in the solar constant but none sufficient to
account for observed intervening
fluctuations (on the order of ±1° C since
the Little Ice Age).

Variations in the Earth’s orbit

“As described above, variations in the
Earth’s orbit around the Sun can cause
variations in the distribution and
seasonality of solar radiation, which in turn
may result in climatic changes. The orbital
variation effect has been identified clearly
in the geologic, glaciologic, and biotic
record of  the past 300,000 years, but it is
less successful in explaining climatic
conditions dating farther back in time.
Orbital variations, moreover, can only be
used to explain fluctuations on the order
of 1,000 years or more, because all three
components – precession of the
equinoxes, obliquity, and eccentricity –
work on long, predictable time scales. It is
generally agreed that the waxing and
waning of ice sheets and variations of sea
level can be related to these parameters in
the past 300,000 years, as can many aspects
of Holocene variation, notably the
monsoons.

Variations in atmospheric composition

“The concentration of carbon dioxide
in the Earth’s atmosphere is known to have
varied greatly in geologic time and also in
Pleistocene, Holocene, and Recent times,
including the past century. It is also known

that times of increased carbon dioxide
levels have coincided with times of higher
temperatures. Although it is clear that a
close correlation exists between carbon
dioxide and air temperature, it is still not
known whether increases in carbon dioxide
cause temperature increases or vice versa.
Theory suggests, however, that carbon
dioxide (as well as other trace gases in the
atmosphere) allows short-wave energy
(visible light) from the Sun to reach Earth
relatively unobstructed but hinders long-
wave energy (infrared radiation)
reradiating from the Earth’s surface from
escaping back into space and that this
trapping of  energy results in a rise in
temperature. Variations in climate during
the next century are expected to be
dominated by this so-called greenhouse
effect.

Volcanic dust loading of  the
atmosphere

Explosive eruptions (e.g., El Chichón,
Mex., 1982) are known to introduce
material into the stratosphere that can
remain in suspension for one to three years.
This dust veil can reduce solar input,
possibly leading to a fall in temperature.
The biggest explosive eruptions (e.g.,
Mount Tambora, 1815; Krakatoa, 1883;
both in Indonesia) are known to have
produced marked cooling for a few years
after the event. It has been argued that a
high frequency of  explosive eruptions
may account for past cool periods. Such
eruptions may also have significantly
modified the solar-orbital control of late
Pleistocene and Holocene climates.”106
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8. The Future  ( The problem
of  global warming and the

consequences of  el Niño effect
on human development.)

(i) Global warming
Atmospheric pollution would usher in

changes in the environment. With the
rising levels of atmospheric pollution
incidence of haze, fog and smog increases
and also the regional wind and
precipitation patterns get modified.
Increasing amounts of carbon dioxide
(co2) is released into the atmosphere due
to the ever-growing combustion of fossil
fuels. Greater absorption of  the outgoing
long wave radiation from the earth due to
the higher concentration of greenhouse
gases such as CO2, methane and nitrogen
oxides in the atmosphere would result in
a rise in global temperature or global
warming.

Global warming may have long-term
consequences such as the melting of polar
ice caps which in turn would lead to
flooding and submergence of low-lying
coastal areas. Rise in sea level would mean
the wiping out of the prosperous and
teeming settlements of human lives as in
the Sunderbans, Bangladesh, and Maldives
etc. The forests of the world act as global
sinks which absorb the CO2 emitted into
the atmosphere through the burning of
fossil fuels. Depletion of  our forest cover
necessarily reduces their capacity to
absorb CO2. Further, clearing and burning
of the forests release more and more
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, thus
enhancing the greenhouse effect.
deforestation also destroys the planet’s
biodiversity. So all these things are
affecting the world’s climate.

Many scientists conclude that because
of  global warming the world’s climate is
changing rapidly. Like first, we can take
an example of Greenland.

Greenland’s less icy mountains

“The biggest unknown factor in
making predictions of rising sea-level in
response to global warming is the role
played by the massive ice-sheets that
covers Antarctica’s and Greenland. If  parts
of these were to melt, the sea level would
rise far more rapidly than in the past. Until
recently, it was thought that the melting
going on in the ice-caps was fairly gentle.
But some years ago suddenly a small
Antarctica ice-shelf was disintegrated, and
lead many people to think again that what
actually is going on.

So, some scientists have done research
on it and they found that the Greenland’s
ice-sheet is relatively stable in the centre,
but shrinking slowly at the edges. And this
conclusion however has been questioned
by two meteorologists. They uses satellite
data concentrating on Greenland’s
coastline to examine how fast the thinning
of the ice is happening, and they found that
the flowing  speed of  the 12 glaciers, which
together account for about half the
discharge of water from the ice-sheet, is
increasing too rapidly.

According to their calculations, the
speed at which the glaciers flow has
doubled to 12 km as year. As a result, the
volume of ice falling into the sea from
Greenland has also doubled over the past
decade.

 That is worrying enough. But scientists
also found that the Greenland’s ice-sheet
experienced a greater area of surface
melting in 2002 and 2005 than at any
previous time, since records began in 1979.
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Most of this has been in the south of the
island where the accelerating glaciers lie.
Water flowing from the surface could ease
the passage of the glaciers into the sea.
Taking both factors into account, the
contribution made by the Greenland ice
sheet to the rise is global sea-levels has
increased 0.23mm a year in 1996 to 0.57
in 2005.

On top of  this, since glacial ice contains
no salt, the water formed when it melts is
fresh. Such an increased flow of fresh water
from Greenland could, according to the
best available models of ocean circulation,
change the way that currents flow in the
North Atlantic, to the detriment of the
Gulf Stream, the current that keeps north-
west Europe warmer than its latitude
suggests it should be. In the context of  a
reports lets lasts year that the Gulf Stream
may indeed, be weakening, the news from
Greenland is doubly disturbing.”107

From the discussion above we can
conclude that the global warming is going
on rapidly and if  it continues, then it can
cause a disaster. So, avoiding climate
change is like avoiding getting fat. That one
extra biscuit won’t make much difference,
but once the kilos are on it is hard to get
them off. Same thing is applied on the
global warming – global warming is a
process that is hard to reverse. Climate
change is more visible at the poles than
elsewhere, for example, because ice is one
of the best reflectors of sunlight, and
water is one of the worst.

Every year’s delay, in doing something
about climate change will take far more
than a year to put right. Once the ice is
gone, it will not come back. Once the
permafrost melts and methane it contains
is released, it cannot be recalled- and

methane is far more potent greenhouse gas
than carbon. Now, the question arises that
what can be or should be done about it.
But before solving this question we should
know that from whose fault this warming
is happening. According to some
meteorologists, scientists and people this
is happening because of men. How? This
we will read in the following passage.

Evidence that global warming is men-made

Some people do not believe that global
warming is happening and believe that it
is happening; but that it is the result of
natural variation; and some believe it is
being caused by human activities. Most
published research on climate change
looks at the atmosphere. That is partly
because the records are good and partly it
is in the atmosphere that the human-
induced changes that might be causing it
are happening. One of  these changes,
which would promote global warming, is
a rise in the level of so-called greenhouse
gases (particularly CO2) which trap heat
from the sun and thus warm the air.
Another, which would oppose the
warming, is a rise in the quantity of
sulphate-based aerosols, which encourages
cloud formation and thus cools the air by
reflecting sunlight back into space. Dr
Barnett, of the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography in La-Jolla, California,
however thinks that the air is the wrong
place to look. He would rather look in the
sea. Water has a far higher capacity to
return heat than air, so most of any heat
that was causing global warming would be
expected to end up in the Oceans.

And that was what he found. In a
follow-up to preliminary study published
four years ago, he looked at ocean-
temperature surveys made over the past
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65 years. He confirmed that the sea has
got warmer since the 1940s, and
particularly since the 1960s. Furthermore,
it has done so from the top down. At a
depth of  700 meters, things are almost
unchanged. But surface temperatures in all
six of the ocean basins he examined have
increased by about half  a degree Celsius.

So the Earth has, indeed, warmed up
over the past few decades, as most
climatologists already believed. But the
actual patterns of temperature change in
each of the six ocean basins is different
and the diversity allowed Dr Barnett to test
the idea that people, rather than natural
phenomena, are the reason for the
warming. He took two widely respected
model’s of  the world’s climate (which
couple events in the atmosphere with
events in the sea and take account of both
greenhouse gases and aerosols) and played
with their variables in different ways. He
tried mimicking the effects of natural
variability caused by feedback loops within
the climate, and also the effects of small
changes in the sun’s output and the
consequences of  volcanic eruptions, both
of which affect the climate. But the only
changes that produced patterns of heating
which matched reality were the man-made
ones. And the match was good in all six
basins. So, the main cause of  global
warming is industrial man.

Now we can solve the question which
we have asked earlier that what to do
about this warming?

The climate is warming now seems
certain. Though the magnitude of any
future warming remains unclear, human
activities seems the most likely to cause.
The question is what, if anything can or
should be done.

 One option of course, is to do nothing
– or at least nothing beyond eliminating
the sort of economic nonsense, such as
subsidizing coal mining that not only
encourage global warming ( because coal
is the most carbon rich fuel around) but
wastes  money. Indeed it is often forgotten
that parts of the world would benefit from
a hotter climate. In particular, the warming
of the Arctic is opening sea lanes early
European navigators avidly sought but
were unable to penetrate. The clearing of
sea ice will also permit oil-drilling in places
hitherto off-limit.

 Too, rapid or too great a warming
though, risks serious unpleasant and in
some cases irreversible, such as the melting
of large parts of the Greenland and
Antarctica ice-caps. Thus, to stop this
disastrous warming we have to stop the
economic nonsense.

More about Global Warming
From the discussions above we

conclude that the warming is happening
all over the world. “Everywhere on Earth
ice is changing. The famed snows of
Kilimanjaro have melted more than 80
percent since 1912. Glaciers in the Garhwal
Himalaya in India are retreating so fast that
researchers believe that most central and
eastern Himalayan glaciers could virtually
disappear by 2035. Arctic sea ice has
thinned significantly over the past half
century, and its extent has declined by
about 10 percent in the past 30 years.
NASA’s repeated laser altimeter readings
show the edges of  Greenland’s ice sheet
shrinking. Spring freshwater ice breakup
in the Northern Hemisphere now occurs
nine days earlier than it did 150 years ago,
and autumn freeze-up ten days later.
Thawing permafrost has caused the
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ground to subside more than 15 feet in
parts of  Alaska. From the Arctic to Peru,
from Switzerland to the equatorial glaciers
of  Irian Jaya in Indonesia, massive ice
fields, monstrous glaciers, and sea ice are
disappearing, fast.

When temperatures rise and ice melts,
more water flows to the seas from glaciers
and ice caps and ocean water warms and
expands in volume. This combination of
effects has played the major role in raising
average global sea level between four and
eight inches in the past hundreds years,
according to the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change.”108

In India also the warming is going
on very rapidly. In 40 years, key Himalayan
glaciers have shrunk by 21%. According
to glaciologist Anil. V. Kulkarni close to
127 glaciers of less than 1sq.km size has
lost 38% of their geographical area since
1962. Larger glaciers, which are
progressively getting fragmented, have
receded by as much as 12%.

“However, while the total glaciated area
has reduced, the number of glaciers has
gone up as the big glaciers are fragmenting
into smaller ones. The first-time mapping
of glaciers-fragmentation, both by satellite
and terrestrial monitoring, has conclusively
capped an enduring controversy in the
Indian glaciological circles about the
number of glaciers in the Indian Himalayas
– now reckoned as a dynamic inventory.
Earlier, the remote sensing technique was
pegging the number of  glaciers higher as
compared to the Geological Survey of
India which employed a different
methodology.

 Reckoned as the thermometer of
global warming, the glaciers throughout
the world are in a melting mode. The

Himalayan glaciers, one of  the largest
concentrations of glacial ice outside the
Polar region, are known to have receded
substantially since the second half of last
century. The SAC study has for the first
time conclusively demonstrated that the
Himalayan glaciers are also retreating due
to climatic variations. R.K. Pachauri,
chairman of  The Energy and Resources
Institute (TERI) and director-general of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), says, “Any evidence that
glaciers are melting is a warning bell. We
are seeing the phenomenon across the
globe – the Arctics, the Andes, the Alps
and now the Himalayas. It’s likely to
severely alter India’s fresh water balance
and adversely impact food and energy
production.”109

“While earlier global warming was
greeted with skepticism, mounting
evidence of its impact and also the freaky
weather changes the world has been
experiencing in recent years, has made the
threat real and urgent. The IPCC’S own
evaluation predicts that average world
temperature would rise by 1.4 degree
Celsius to 5.8 degree Celsius by the end
of  this century. Such a rise would upset
the environmental balance and have
catastrophic consequences. While many
island countries like Maldives and
Bangladesh would lose much of their land
to the rising oceans, dramatic altering of
climate patterns could turn fertile areas
into drought- prone zones and increase
natural calamities such as floods, hurricanes
and typhoons.

For India, the melting glaciers can
create havoc. “Even a slight increase in
global warming would turn the reality by
the middle of  this century,” says Syed Iqbal
Hasnain, glaciologist and vice- chancellor
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of the University of Calicut. In his paper
published in the May 8, 2004 issue of the
New Scientist magazine, Hasnain predicts
that most of the Himalayan glaciers would
disappear in the next four decades. That
would be nothing short of  disaster. In the
Indian Himalayas, the glaciers cover
approximately 23,000 sq.km area – one of
the largest concentrations of glacier stored
fresh water apart from the Polar region. It
is estimated that 30 to 50 percent of the
total annual water outlay of almost all the
major rivers of northern India is provided
by snow glacier melt run. The Bhakra
Nangal dam reservoir gets 50 to 60% of
its water from the glaciers. Healthy glaciers
act as a sort of buffer for distress situations
like fixed bank deposits,” says Kulkarni.

While the rapid retreat has begun
manifesting itself in an increased glacier
run- off  in both summer and winter, this
would be a temporary luxury. From the
mid-1960s, the rivers originating from the
Himalayas have shown almost 30 percent
increase in run-off  in winter – a sign of
heightened glaciers melting due to global
warming. Sooner or later, it would reduce
and alter the hydrology of  the mountain
slopes and pastures. As Kulkarni says, “The
downstream effect of glacier melt down
is like diabetes; catching up slowly but
surely.

Downstream, the enormity of  the
prediction of retreating glaciers translates
into a severe short age of  fresh water.
Already, north India is plagued by water
stress due to increasing demand from the
domestic, agriculture and industrial
sectors, brought on by rapid urbanization.
Any reduction in the availability of fresh
water could adversely affect food
production, industrial growth, people’s
livelihood and environmental

sustainability.”110

(ii) El Niño and La Nina
El Niño,(Spanish: “The Christ Child”),

in oceanography and climatology, the
anomalous appearance, every few years, of
unusually warm ocean conditions along
the tropical west coast of South America.
This event is associated with adverse
effects on fishing, agriculture, and local
weather from Ecuador to Chile and with
far-field climatic anomalies in the
equatorial Pacific and occasionally in Asia
and North America as well.

The name El Niño was originally used
during the 19th century by the fishermen
of  northern Peru in reference to the annual
flow of  warm equatorial waters southward
around Christmas time. Peruvian scientists
later noted that more intense changes
occurred at intervals of  several years and
were associated with catastrophic seasonal
flooding along the normally arid coast,
while the thermal anomalies lasted for a
year or more. The more unusual episodes
gained world attention during the 20th
century, and the original annual
connotation of the name was replaced by
that of the anomalous occurrence.The
timing the warm ocean conditions in the
equatorial Pacific induce large-scale
anomalies in the atmosphere. Rainfall
increases manifold in Ecuador and
northern Peru, causing coastal flooding
and erosion and consequent hardships in
transportation and agriculture.
Additionally, strong El Niño events are
associated with droughts in Indonesia,
Australia, and northeastern South America
and with altered patterns of tropical
storms in the tropical belt. During the
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stronger El Niño episodes, the
atmospheric “teleconnections” are
extensive enough to cause unusually severe
winter weather at the higher latitudes of
North and South America.

 The most intense event of the 20th
century began in mid-1982 and ended in
mid-1983. Sea-surface temperatures in the
eastern tropical Pacific and much of  the
equatorial zone farther west were 5–100 C
(9–180 F) above normal. Australia was hit
by severe drought; typhoons occurred as
Far East as Tahiti; and central Chile
suffered from record rainfall and flooding.
Also, the west coast of  North America was
unusually stormy during the winter of
1982–83, and fish catches were
dramatically altered from Mexico to
Alaska.

The intensity of El Niño events vary
widely. The first recorded occurrence of
unusual desert rainfall was in 1525, when
the Spanish conquistador Francisco
Pizarro landed in northern Peru.
Historians suggest that the desert rains and
vegetation encountered by the Spaniards
may have facilitated their conquest of the
Inca empire. The intensity of El Niño
episodes varies from weak thermal
anomalies (2–30 C [about 4–50 F]) with
only moderate local effects to very strong
anomalies (8–100 C [14–180 F]) associated
with worldwide climatic perturbations. El
Niño events typically occur at three- to
four-year intervals, with the strong events
being less common. The intermittency
varies widely, however, and the
phenomenon is neither periodic nor
predictable in the sense that ocean tides
are.

El Niño is a very disastrous climatic
disturbance. When  it came in Peru (1998)

its abnormal effects on the main
components of climate – like sunshine,
temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind
humidity, precipitation, cloud formation
and ocean currents – changed weather
patterns across the equatorial Pacific and
around the world. Indonesia and
surrounding regions suffered months of
drought. Forest fires burned furiously in
Sumatra, Borneo and Malaysia, forcing
drivers to use their headlights at noon. The
haze traveled thousands of miles to the
west into the ordinarily sparkling air of the
Maldives Islands, limiting visibility to half
a mile at times.

Temperature reached 1080 F in
Mongolia; Kenya’s rainfall was 40 inches
above normal; central Europe suffered
flooding, that killed 55 peoples in Poland
and 60 in the Czech Republics. In the U.S.
mudslides and flash floods flattened
communities from California to
Mississippi, storms pounded the Gulf
Coast, and tornadoes ripped Florida. This
El Niño was even more disastrous than
that of 1982-83 which killed 2000 world
wide and caused 13 billions dollars in
damage.

And that’s not the end of  it. It is not
uncommon for an El Niño winter to be
followed by a La Nina one which is also
known as the sister of El Niño – where
climate patterns and  world wide effects
are, for the most part, the opposite of
those produced by El Niño. Where there
was flooding there is drought, where winter
was abnormally mild, it turns abnormally
harsh. La Nina have followed El Niños
three times in the past 15 years – after the
1982-83 event and after those of 1986-87
and 1995. Signs of another La Nina began
to show up by June 1998.
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Over the years, the appearance of  La
Nina has been less predictable than that
of  El Niño, and fewer of  its effects have
been recorded. But both patterns are now
far better understood than ever before.
That is because the most recent El Niño
will be the first to be remembered for
more than just a litany of  disasters. The
1997-98 El Niño marked the first time in
human history that climate scientists were
able to predict abnormal flooding and
droughts months in advance, allowing time
for threatened populations to prepare. The
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration first announced a possible
El Niño as early as April 1997; Australia
and Japan followed a month later. By
summer detailed predictions were
available for many regions.

In northern Peru warning allowed many
farmers and fishermen to make the best
of  El Niño’s effect. And they made it. So,
many scientists discovered many things
about El Niño and La Nina. And they tried
hard to make them not very disastrous by
using many techniques. But weather is so
variable that its hard to call any situation
normal. But in most years climate in the
equatorial Pacific is governed by  generally
dependable pattern. Sunlight heats the
upper most layer of seawater in the western
Ocean around Australia and Indonesia,
causing huge volumes of hot, moist air to
rise thousands of feet and creating a low
pressure-system at the ocean’s surface. As
the air mass rises and cools, it sheds its
water content as rain contributing to
monsoons in the area.

Now  much drier and far aloft, the air
heads east, guided by winds in the upper
atmosphere, cooling even more and
increasing in density  as it travels. By the

time it reaches America, it is cool and
heavy enough that it starts sink, creating a
high-pressure system near the water’s
surface. The air currents then flow as trade
winds back toward Australia and
Indonesia.

As the trade winds blow westward over
the Pacific, they push the warm top layer
of the ocean with them causing the hottest
water to pile up around Indonesia, where
because of  both wind action and thermal
expansion, the sea level is usually about 18
inches, higher than it is off  the west coast
of  Mexico. All along the eastern Pacific
and especially off  Ecuador and Peru
colder subsurface water wells up to replace
the sheared – off top layer, bringing up a
bevy of nutrients from the deep ocean.
That chemical bounty sustains an
enormous food web and makes coastal
waters off  Peru one of  the world’s most
prolific fisheries.

El Niño changes all that, for reasons
that scientists still do not comprehend,
every few years the trade winds subside or
even disappear. The usual air-pressure
pattern reverses itself in a phenomenon
called the southern oscillation making
barometer reading higher in Australia than
they are in the central Pacific. The resulting
pattern known as El Niño\southern
oscillation-involves only one-fifth of the
circumference of the planet. But it
transforms weather around the globe.

Without the trade winds the top layer
of  the eastern Pacific does not move west.
It stays in place, getting hotter and hotter,
swelling as it warms. Eventually it hits the
thresholds for what meteorologists call
deep convection – the point at which the
streamy air blasts into the upper
atmosphere. When that happens, water in
the upper atmosphere condenses and falls
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as torrential rain. On the west coast of the
America.

Because El Niño moves the rains that
would normally soak the western Pacific
toward the America, such places as
Australia, Indonesia and India may
experience severe drought. According to
historical records 600,000 people died in
just one region of India from the epic
droughts of  1789-1793 El Niño.

In Africa the altered wind, heat and
moisture patterns of El Niño portend
drought – generally in the east and extreme
south. In particularly cooling of the
southwestern Indian Ocean customarily
strengthens a high-pressure area that keeps
rainfall from reaching the south.

At the same time upper-level tropical
winds reverse themselves blowing the top
off  cyclones forming in the mid-Atlantic
and usually reducing the number of
hurricanes that strike in the U.S. by half
from an average of two year to one or
none, according to studies at Colorado
State University and Florida State
University. One study indicates that El
Niño also generally reduces tornadoes in
the Southern Plains States.

(iii) La Nina
During La Nina event, an abnormal

cooling in the eastern Pacific produces
conditions more or less the opposite of
those created by El Niño – nature’s way,
perhaps, of  rectifying the heat imbalance
that El Niño represents. As with El Niño,
the effects of La Nina are most
pronounced from December to March.

In La Nina years the easterly winds from
the Americas are stronger than usual. That
drives more than the normal amount of
warm sea-surface water westward, in turn

causing larger than normal volumes of
deep, chilly water to rise to the surface and
producing a “cold tongue” that extends
3,000 miles along the Equator from
Ecuador to Samoa.

With so much warm water flowing
toward Asia, the Pacific’s mighty heat
engine remains firmly anchored in the west,
causing heavier monsoon rains in India,
higher than average precipitation in
Australia, and wetter than normal
conditions as far west  as southern Africa.
The huge air masses and cloud banks
associated with the hot zone also change
the path of  the jet streams, which move
high-altitude air from west to east across
the ocean.

The polar jet stream, which in an El
Niño year stays high in Canada, moves
farther south driving frigid air down into
the U.S. Winters are colder, especially in
the northwestern and upper Midwestern
states. The subtropical jet stream that
blows across Mexico and Gulf during El
Niño events weakens during La Nina;
consequently, far less rain falls in the Gulf
and southeastern states. Drought is
common in the desert Southwest.
Hurricanes in the tropical Atlantic
encounter no westerly wind resistance and
therefore are twice as likely to strike the
U.S. The 1998La Nina hurricane season
was the deadliest in the past two centuries.
As experts use increasingly reliable data
to comprehend the forces and patterns of
these periodic weather cycles, they are
making better predictions of at least the
broad contours of the cycle. There are two
major ways of forecasting large-scale
weather events such as El Niño and
climate scientists use both.

One method is statically. Analyst pore
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over past weather records to determine
what kind of conditions have the highest
probability of  occurring simultaneously.
For example, lower barometer pressure
and higher sea-surface temperatures in, say,
Tahiti usually mean more rain for Ecuador
and less for northern Brazil. This technique
yields results coexisting conditions are
related, and traditionally forecasters have
preferred its reassuring mathematical
solidity.

But statistical procedures provide very
little information about what cause-and-
effect relationships may be producing
various climate conditions. Moreover,
statistical analysis can only determine the
likelihood that past conditions will recur
– and no two El Niños or La Ninas are
the same.

There is a consensus among climate
scientists that El Niños have become more
frequent and progressively warmer over
the past century. Beyond that there is little
agreement, particularly about whether
human activity might be exacerbating their
effects.

In the past 98 years there have been 23
El Niños and 15 La Ninas. (That’s
according to NOAA’s definitions. Other

organizations get a slightly different count.)
Of  the century’s ten most powerful El
Niños, four – the four strongest – have
occurred since 1980. But no one knows
whether this indicates a trend or is simply
a meaningless random clustering.

And no one can know at this point.
Even a hundred years of precise rainfall
and temperature observations in the Pacific
might not be sufficient to confirm a major
tendency one way or the other. Moreover,
many experts now suspect that El Niños
– and indeed many oceanic weather
patterns – may alternate in form and
severity on a timescale of decades or even
centuries. “By and large,” says NOAA’s
Leetmaa, “the El Niño patterns look a lot
like the overall changes in U.S. rainfall and
temperature patterns from decade to
decade.” But no matter what’s happening,
“the bottom line is the past 20 years are
different from the previous 30.”

It is difficult to imagine how the global
warming observed over the past hundred
years, which amounts to about one-tenth
of a degree Fahrenheit a decade, could
have much effect on the stupefying volume
of  water in the equatorial Pacific. But it is
plausible, some scientists believe.
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9. The Mother’s Outlook on
the whole thing and Spiritual

Point of view

After reading about hurricanes,
tornadoes, rain, global warming and El
Niño or we can say that after reading all
these disastrous things the first question
arises in human mind is that why these
disasters really occur? Therefore in the
following pages we quote from the
Mother’s writing to provide a deeper
perspection on the whole issue.

“Someone has asked that disasters and
catastrophes in Nature, earthquake and deluge
and the sinking of continents, are the consequence
of a discordant and sinful humanity and with the
progress and development of the human race a
corresponding change will come about in physical
Nature. How far is this true?

“Perhaps the truth is rather that it is one
and the same movement of consciousness
that expresses itself in a Nature ridden with
calamities and catastrophes and in a
disharmonious humanity. The two things
are not cause and effect, but stand on the
same level. Above them there is a
consciousness which is seeking for
manifestation and embodiment upon
earth, and in its descent towards matter it
meets everywhere the same resistance, in
man and in physical Nature. All the
disorder and disharmony that we see upon
earth is the result of this resistance.
Calamity and catastrophe, conflict and
violence, obscurity and ignorance – all ills
come from the same source. Man is not
the cause of external Nature, nor external
Nature the cause of man, but both depend
on the same one thing that is behind them
and greater, and both are part of a
perpetual and progressive movement of

the material world to express it.
Now if there is awakened somewhere

upon earth a receptivity and openness
sufficient to bring down in its purity
something of  the Divine Consciousness,
this descent and manifestation in matter
can change not only the inner life, but the
material conditions also, the physical
expression in man and Nature. This
descent does not depend for its possibility
upon the condition of humanity as a whole.
If we had to wait for the mass of humanity
to reach a state to harmony, unity and
aspiration, strong enough to bring down
the Light and change and material
conditions and the movement of Nature,
there would be little hope. But there is a
possibility that an individual or a small
group or limited number may achieve the
descent. It is not quantity or extension that
matters. One drop of  the Divine
Consciousness entering into the
consciousness of the earth could change
everything here.

It is the mystery of the contact and
fusion of the higher and lower planes of
consciousness that is the great secret the
hidden key. Always it has a transforming
force; only here it would be on a larger
scale and reach a higher degree. If there is
someone on earth who is capable of
coming consciously into contact with a
plane that has not yet been manifested here
and if by rising into it in his consciousness
he can make that plane and the material
meet and harmonize, then the great
decisive movement of  Nature’s yet
unrealised transformation can take place.
A new power will descend and change the
conditions of life upon earth.

Even as it is, every time that a great soul
has come and revealed some light of  truth
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or brought down upon earth a new force,
the conditions on earth have changed,
though not exactly in the way that had been
hoped and expected. For example, one
who has attained to a certain plane of
knowledge and consciousness and spiritual
experience, has come and said, “I am
bringing to you liberation” or “I am
bringing to you peace.” Those who were
around him believed, perhaps, that he was
bringing it in a material way; when they
found it was not as they thought, they could
not understand what he had done. What
he brought was a change in the
consciousness, a peace of  a kind unknown
till then or a capacity for liberation that
was not there before. But these movements
belonged to the inner life and brought no
tangible external change in the world.
Perhaps the intention to change the world
externally was not there; perhaps there was
not the necessary knowledge; but still
something was effected by these pioneers.

In spite of  all adverse appearances, it
may well be that earth has been preparing
for a certain realisation by steps and stages.
There has been a change in civilization and
a change in nature. If it is not apparent, it
is because we see from an external point
of view and because matter and its
difficulties have never been seriously or
thoroughly dealt with up till now. Still
internally been descents of the Light. But
as to any realisation in matter, it is difficult
to say anything, because we do not exactly
know what might have happened there.

There have been in the long past great
and beautiful civilsations, perhaps an
advanced materially as ours. Looked at
from a certain standpoint the most
modern night seen to be only a repetition
of  the most ancient cultures, and yet one
cannot say that there has been no progress

anywhere. An inner progress at least has
been achieved and a greater readiness to
respond to the higher consciousness has
been born into the material parts. It has
been necessary to do over and over again
the same things, because what was
attempted was never sufficiently done; but
each time it has come nearer to being
adequately done. When we practice an
exercise over and over again we seem to
be only repeating the same thing always,
but still the accumulative result is some
effective change.

The mistake is to look at these things
through the dimensions of the human
consciousness, for so seen these deep and
vast movements seen inexplicable. It is
dangerous to try to explain or understand
them with the limited mental intelligence.
That is the reason why philosophy has
always failed to unveil the secret of things;
it is because it has tried of fit the universe
into the size of  the human mind.”111

Somebody asked to the Mother the why
do disaster occur? Mother replies that:

“Because a higher consciousness wants
to manifest itself in the world, and men
and Nature resist it.

“This is partly true. But I don’t think
Nature has this feeling. When there is an
earthquake, for instance, or a volcano
erupts, if  there are men staying nearby and
these events cause their death, obviously
it is for the men a catastrophe, but we
could very well imagine that for Nature it
is good fun! We say, “What a terrible
wind!” Naturally, for men it is “terrible”,
but not for Nature. It is a question of
proportion, isn’t it? I don’t know if  it is
necessary to bring into the picture a higher
force wanting to manifest and a resistance
from Nature; it is possible, but not
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indispensable. It can be understood quite
easily that it is the play of Nature with
tremendous forces and that for her it is
only a diversion; in any case, nothing
catastrophic. For the consciousness of
Nature or the material consciousness,
physical forms and humanity upon earth
are like ants. You yourself, when you walk,
you do not find it necessary to move out
of  the way to avoid crushing the ants!  –
unless you are a stubborn “non-violent”
fellow. You walk, and if  you crush a few
hundred ants it can’t be helped! Well, it is
the same with Nature. She goes on, and if
in the course of her march she destroys a
few thousand men, it is not of much
importance for her, she can make again a
few millions! It is not difficult.”112

Now the Mother tells us the story about
a “charity bazaar” which was caught by a
fire. In her words we will read the story.

“There was a “charity bazaar”. This
charity bazaar was a place where men from
all over the world came to buy and sell all
kinds of  things, and the proceeds of  the
sale went to works of charity (it was meant
more for amusement than for doing good,
but still, charitable works profited by it)all
the elegance, all the refinement of high
society was gathered there. Now, the
bazaar was very beautiful but not solidly
built, because it was to last only for three
or four days. The roof  was of  painted
tarpaulin which had been suspended.
Everything was lighted by electricity; the
work was more or less decently done, but
naturally with the idea that it was only for
a few days. There was a short-circuit,

everything began to blaze up; the roof
caught fire and suddenly collapsed upon
the people. As I said, all the elite of society
were there – for them, form human point
of  view, it was a frightful catastrophe.
There were people near the entrance who
tried to escape; others, all ablaze, also tried
to reach the door and run away. It was a
veritable scuffle! All these elegant, refined
people, who usually were so well-
mannered, began to fight like street
rowdies. There was even a Count of
something or other, a very well-known
man, a poet, a man of perfect elegance,
who carried a silver-knobbed stick, and he
was surprised in the act of hitting women
on the head with his stick, and trying to
push forward! Indeed, it was a fine sight,
something most elegant! Afterwards,
lamentations in society, big funerals and
many stories… Now, a Dominican, a well-
known orator, was asked to give a speech
over the tombs of the unfortunate who
had perished in the fire. He said something
to this effect: “It serves you right. You did
not live according to the law of God and
He has punished you by burning you.”

“And every time there was a disaster
this story was repeated. Naturally many
people protested and said, “Here’s a God
whom we won’t have!” But these ideas are
quite typical of  ordinary humanity.

“Sinning” humanity is altogether a
Christian idea, which falsifies our idea of
the Divine – a Divine who punishes poor
people because it is their misfortune to be
born “sinners” would not be very
generous! However…”113
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